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A classical nova describes the sudden brightening of a star in the night sky, before
it fades away to quiescence. As systems exhibiting nova outbursts are binary, this
steep increase in luminosity is attributed to a thermonuclear runaway on the sur-
face of a white dwarf (WD), resulting in the violent ejection of material previously
accreted from a non-degenerate companion. After the systemhas experienced a nova
outburst, both the WD and companion remain intact, allowing for further accretion
and subsequent eruptions. Though all nova systems can theoretically experience
repeated outbursts, only those systems that have been observed to erupt more than
once are known as recurrent novae (RNe). Recent theoretical studies have demon-
strated that the WD in a RN system can grow in mass, due to retaining a proportion
of the ejected material, up to the Chandrasekhar limit. Consequently, some novae
are considered to be single-degenerate progenitors of type Ia supernovae (SNIa).
With novae being progenitor candidates of SNIa, it is vital to understand how the
underlying system is affected by its environment. Galactic, Magellanic Cloud and
M31 novae are routinely studied, yet those in other Local Group galaxies are not.
We address this by conducting a multiwavelength observational campaign of a clas-
sical nova observed in the Local Group irregular dwarf galaxy, NGC6822. This
consisted of determining the photometric evolution of the system; identifying lines
in the spectra at various epochs, including the nebular phase, and their associated
velocities; attempting to detect X-ray emission and searching for a progenitor sys-
tem within archival Hubble Space Telescope images. Even though displaying many
characteristics seen in regular classical novae, AT2017fvz did reveal tentative ev-
idence for belonging to the ‘faint and fast’ group of novae, and possibly as being a
recurrent nova.
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Currently, the system with the shortest recurrence period known is M31N 2008-
12a. AWD close to the Chandrasekhar limit and a very high accretion rate combine
to ensure an outburst once every year. As well as being the most rapidly recurring
nova we know of, 12a is surrounded by a vast unique nova super-remnant (NSR), at
least two orders of magnitude larger than any other nova shell. We show, through
Strömgren sphere analysis, that this enormous structure could not be formed solely
through photoionisation from the RN system, giving further credence to the dynam-
ical formation of the structure through many previous outbursts.
Similar to M31N 2008-12a, any recurrent nova system with a massiveWD and high
accretion rate should also be surrounded by a vast dynamic remnant. Even so, the
characteristics of the underlying nova system will influence its scale and structure.
To test this, we employ a large suite of hydrodynamical simulations to model the
growth ofmanyNSRs. Each simulation incorporates a growingWD, and has various
combinations of mass accretion rate, local interstellar medium (ISM) density, initial
WD mass and WD temperature in order to capture parameter dependencies. These
models reveal that the higher the ISM density and accretion rate, the smaller the
resulting NSR, whereas the temperature and initial mass of the WD have little
impact on the final structure.
If the NSR around M31N 2008-12a is actually commonplace, then finding more of
these phenomena would present a vital new method for not only locating previously
unknown recurrent nova systems, but also for finding once active systems (before
depleting their donor) as well as the sites for upcoming SNIa. With this motive in
mind, we use the suite of simulations employed to model NSRs in order to predict
the radial sizes and emission characteristics of other remnants, utilised in the first
ever targeted search for these vast structures around a number of Galactic RNe.
Finally, we look at two post-nova evolutionary scenarios, one involving the complete
depletion of the donor and the other incorporating a SNIa, to determine observa-
tional signatures of these events. We find that theNSRwould change very little from
the fully formed version after the companion ceases donating material, whereas the
SNIa ejecta colliding with the already formed remnant would trigger extreme X-ray
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1.1 A brief history of novae
Since antiquity, the ancients around the world would gaze up into the night sky for
guidance, prophecy and wonder. Transient objects such as novae, from stella nova
(Latin for ‘new star’), animated the darkness with their sudden appearance in the
night sky from apparently nothing to naked eye brightness and, as a consequence,
were duly recorded. The earliest recorded pre-telescopic example of a nova comes
from China during the 14th century BC (Li, 1988, also see Duerbeck (2008) for a
catalogue of pre-telescopic Galactic novae and supernovae up to 1604). One of the
best located novae to occur before telescopic aid erupted on 11 March 1437 – the
fast-declining Galactic classical nova, Nova Scorpii AD 1437. Other interesting ob-
servations of potential novae include theStar of Bethlehemmost likely being a bright
nova recorded by the Chinese and Koreans around 5 BC (Clark et al., 1977) as well
as CKVul, until recently believed to be the first recorded nova, observed during 1670
(Shara et al., 1985), which is now thought to be a white dwarf-brown dwarf merger
(Eyres et al., 2018) or a member of the Intermediate Luminosity Optical Transients
(ILOTs; see Banerjee et al. 2020).
The sporadic noting of novae ended with “the beginning of systematic monitoring
of the sky by photographic means” (Duerbeck, 2008) with T Aur being discovered
around 1892 (Campbell, 1893). The binary nature of these ‘new stars’ was then
revealed with the discovery of eclipses in DQ Her (Nova Her 1934; Walker, 1954;
Kraft, 1964). Since then, approximately 300 Galactic novae and over 1100 extra-
galactic novae have been recorded (see Section § 1.3).
?Parts of this chapter are published within the article with the title “AT2017fvz: a nova in the
dwarf irregular galaxy NGC6822” in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 2019, 486,
4334 – 4347 and is reproduced with permission from MNRAS.
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Figure 1.1: An artist’s impression of a classical nova system. The white dwarf
can be seen at the centre of an accretion disk with material streaming from the
companion star. Image credit: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss.
1.2 Classical novae
Classical novae (CNe) are the result of a thermonuclear eruption on the surface
of a white dwarf (WD) triggered by the accretion of hydrogen-rich material from
a non-degenerate companion. They take their place in the class of accreting bina-
ries known as cataclysmic variables, first proposed by Walker (1954) to be closely
interacting binary systems consisting of a WD, later found to be of carbon-oxygen
(CO) or oxygen-neon (ONe) composition, accreting material from either a main se-
quence, sub-giant, or red giant companion star (see Darnley et al., 2012). This ac-
cretion usually results in the formation of an accretion disk around the degenerate
object, as shown in Figure 1.1. If the mass accretion rate of the system is between
approximately 1 × 10−6 M yr−1 and 1 × 10−11 M yr−1, the stage is set for a lu-
minous outburst. As well as CNe, this configuration can give rise to a number of
other strongly related astrophysical phenomenon such as dwarf novae (DNe) and
recurrent novae (RNe; see Section § 1.4). Furthermore, depending on the orbital
period of the system, and therefore variation in accretion rate, cataclysmic variable
systems such as this may go through cycles of mild or deep hibernation (Hillman
et al., 2020a). The quiescent state of mild hibernating systems leads to appearing
as a novalike binary, then as DNe and back to a novalike between successive nova
eruptions, whereas deep hibernating systems can appear as detached binaries for
millions of years between nova outbursts (Hillman et al., 2020a).
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1.2.1 Nova outburst
But how does matter funnelling onto the WD create the third most luminous stel-
lar explosion currently known, rivalled only by gamma-ray bursts and supernovae
(Bode et al., 2004)? As discussed, the WD within the binary system accretes ma-
terial from a cooler companion; through a stellar wind emanating from the evolved
donor, the Roche lobe shrinking due to gravitational radiation if the system is be-
low the period gap or Roche lobe overflow from evolutionary processes of the donor
if above the period gap. This material then streams through the inner Lagragian
point into an accretion disk surrounding the WD (Starrfield et al., 1976, 2016).
On the surface of the WD, the accreted material is increasingly subjected to ex-
tremely high temperatures and pressures, leading to degeneracy. Once an ignition
temperature is reached (Starrfield et al., 1972), the envelope of material bordering
the WD undergoes a thermonuclear runaway (TNR) with the unstable burning of
hydrogen (H). The resulting high temperatures recouple the dependency with pres-
sure, leading to a violent expansion of the accreted layer from the surface of theWD.
Those ejecta accelerated to velocities greater than the escape velocity of the degen-
erate host will produce a pseudo-photosphere, appearing at various wavelengths to
distant observers as the nova eruption (Starrfield et al., 1976, 2020). The amount
of material retained on the WD’s surface over this eruption cycle has recently been
shown, through theoretical studies, to be greater than zero (see, for e.g. Prialnik &
Kovetz, 1995; Yaron et al., 2005; Kato et al., 2015; Hillman et al., 2015, 2016; Star-
rfield et al., 2021), clearly indicating mass retention on the WD and the possibility
for a future SNIa (see Section § 1.4.1).
Recent γ-ray and optical observations of the Galactic nova ASASSN-16ma indicates
that a portion of the optical light seen from a nova arises from shocks in the ejecta
reprocessing light (Li et al., 2017). This is supported by high-cadence monitoring of
a sample novae (V1369 Cen, V5855 Sgr, V549 Vel, ASASSN-17pf, FM Cir, V906 Car,
V435 CMa, V613 Sct, V1706 Sco, ASASSN-19qv, LMCN-2019-07a and V1707 Sco)
by Aydi et al. (2020b) whom concur that nova outbursts are not one single ballistic
event, but are a combination of two (or possibly three) components. The material
ejected during the outburst as described above is the slow component of the event,
with the fast component being the radiation-driven wind from the WD following af-
terwards (Aydi et al., 2020b). This eventually collides with the earlier ejecta, lead-
ing to shocks and γ-ray emission (see Section § 1.2.3), heavily influencing the visual
event we see as in Nova V906 Car (Aydi et al., 2020a, and see Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: The top panel shows a high-cadence optical light curve of Nova V906
Car with flares associated with shocks. These optical flares correlate with the co-
incident flaring seen in the γ-ray light curve in the bottom panel. Reprinted by
permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Na-
ture, Nature Astronomy “Direct evidence for shock-powered optical emission in a
nova”, Elias Aydi et al. c© 2020 (Aydi et al., 2020a).
1.2.2 Lithium production
The thermonuclear runaway within theWD envelope can form substantial amounts
of beryllium-7 (7Be) with a half-life ∼53days (Giraud et al., 2007) through the fol-




2He → 74Be + γ
where γ represents gamma-ray radiation. This was first proposed by Cameron &
Fowler (1971) to occur during the advanced stages of red giant stars, and afterwards
implemented in nova research (Arnould & Norgaard, 1975). The 7Be is then ejected
during the nova outburst before decaying through electron capture (Izzo et al., 2018):
7
4Be + e
− → 73Li + νe
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and enriching the interstellar medium with lithium-7 (7Li; Arnould & Norgaard,
1975; Starrfield et al., 1978), with e− representing an electron and νe representing
an electron neutrino. Even though the rate of 7Be decaying to 7Li is dependent on
electron density, the number of electrons never drops too low to impede this reac-
tion, neither through the ejecta thinning nor through recombination as the ejecta is
always too hot (S. Starrfield, private communication).
Recent observational evidence from a number of novae such as V382 Velorum (Della
Valle et al., 2002), V1369Centauri (Izzo et al., 2015), V339Delphini (Tajitsu et al.,
2015), V2944Ophiuchi (Tajitsu et al., 2016), V5668Sagittarii (Tajitsu et al., 2016;
Molaro et al., 2016), and V407Lupi (Izzo et al., 2018; Aydi et al., 2018b) all reinforce
this idea, making novae one of the most plausible stellar candidates for the produc-
tion of this element (Izzo et al., 2018), contributing substantially to the total 7Li in
the Galaxy. This is significant for trying to reconcile overabundances of lithium ob-
served (Spite, 1990) with the multitude of depletion mechanisms of Li (see, for e.g.
Spite, 1990; D’Antona & Matteucci, 1991).
1.2.3 X-ray and γ-ray production
Following the TNR, quasi-stable hydrogen burning continues within the material
remaining on the WD surface. This results in the emission of a large amount of
X-rays typically peaking between 30–50 eV – the so-called super-soft X-ray source
(SSS; see, van den Heuvel et al., 1992; Osborne, 2015). GQ Muscae was the first
classical nova from which X-ray emission was detected during outburst (Oegelman
et al., 1984) along with other X-ray sources such as CAL83 and RX J0527.8-6954
(Greiner et al., 1991). The SSS is initially obscured by the optically thick ejecta
surrounding the nova, however, once the optical depth has decreased sufficiently,
the SSS is unveiled. The time at which this occurs is used to define the ‘turn-on’
time (ton; Henze et al., 2014a). The SSS ‘turn-off’ time (toff ) is defined as the ces-
sation of nuclear burning on the surface of the WD, resulting in a marked decline
in the super-soft X-ray emission (see, e.g., Hachisu & Kato, 2006; Kato & Hachisu,
2020). Alternatively, the ‘turn-off’ time can be defined observationally as when the
SSS drops below the detection limit (Henze et al., 2014a), however this is more rel-
evant for extragalactic systems. X-ray observations and X-ray spectra such as the
examples given in Figure 1.3 allow the study of the WD’s effective temperature and
therefore the WD’s mass, the luminosity, the duration of hydrogen burning on the
surface as well as studying the WD’s atmosphere to estimate chemical abundances,
with the possibility of differentiating between a CO and an ONe WD (Orio, 2020;
Ness, 2020).
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Figure 1.3: Two examples of X-ray spectra from a Galactic nova and an extra-
galactic nova. Left: Chandra-LETGS spectrum of V4743 Sgr with the strongest
absorption lines indicated. Taken from Ness et al. 2003 c© AAS. Reproduced with
permission. Right: XMM-Newton EPIC spectra of the recurrent nova M31 2008-
12a. Taken from Henze et al. 2018a c© AAS. Reproduced with permission.
As well as emitting soft X-rays, novae can produce hard X-ray emission with temper-
atures up to several keV (Krautter, 2008). This emission can be produced from the
accretion stream; shocks within the nova wind; shocks from the collision between
a fast wind with a pre-existing slow wind from the WD and shocks within the re-
gion where the nova ejecta collides with a red giant (RG) wind or an old nova shell
(Balman et al., 1998; Krautter, 2008).
Additionally, ejecta from the nova outburst expanding within the circumstellar wind
of a RG companion can give rise to γ-ray emission (see Ackermann et al., 2014, for
more details). This can be through the high-energy particles being accelerated to
produce π0 decay γ-rays from proton-proton interactions or inverse Compton scat-
tering of the RG radiation, as was the case for V407 Cygni 2010, the first γ-ray
detected nova (Cheung et al., 2010; Abdo et al., 2010). However, significantly in
2012 and 2013, three classical novae were detected in γ-rays by the Fermi/Large
Area Telescope – V959 Mon, V1324 Sco and V339 Del (Ackermann et al., 2014).
These gamma-ray novae have different speed classes (see Table 1.1) and different
companion types (Hachisu & Kato, 2018) meaning that all novae could be potential
gamma-ray emitters, possibly arising from the collisional shocks between a slow and
fast component of the nova system (Metzger et al., 2014; Aydi et al., 2020a,b). Detec-
tion of γ-rays in these novae may then be due to their close proximity (Ackermann
et al., 2014).
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Figure 1.4: A reproduction by the author of the morphology of a nova light curve
showing the rise in luminosity from quiescence followed by varying types of decline
(McLaughlin, 1939, 1960).
1.2.4 Photometric properties
The luminosity of novae typically increases to a few tens of thousands of solar lumi-
nosities (see, e.g., Bode, 2010) with peak absolute magnitudes reachingMV ' −10.5
in extreme cases (Shafter et al., 2009; Aydi et al., 2018a), before fading away to quies-
cence (see Figure 1.4). Observationally, one can categorise novae into different speed
classes based on their decline times, t2 and t3 (Payne-Gaposchkin, 1957). These de-
note the time taken to decay by 2 or 3magnitudes frommaximum light, respectively,
and range from ‘very-fast’ for novae with t2 < 10d to ‘very-slow’ for t2 > 150d, and
similarly for t3 (see Table 1.1). However, difficulties arise in assigning novae to a
Table 1.1: Classification of nova light curves by their speed class including the
change in magnitude over time (Payne-Gaposchkin, 1957).
Speed class t2 (days) ṁV (mag d−1)
Very fast < 10 > 0.20
Fast 11− 25 0.18− 0.08
Moderately fast 26− 80 0.07− 0.025
Slow 81− 150 0.024− 0.013
Very slow 151− 250 0.013− 0.008
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Figure 1.5: Light curve classes and the name of the prototype as outlined in Strope
et al. (2010) c© AAS. Reproduced with permission.
speed class due to nova light curves also showing variability (see Figure 1.5) dur-
ing their decline from peak magnitude. Instead, categorising light curves based on
their prominent features, as given in Strope et al. (2010), is possibly a more useful
endeavour.
Could there be a connection between a nova’s peak brightness and the time taken to
fade? Zwicky (1936) was the first to propose such a relation between this decline time
and the maximum absolute visual magnitude of a nova. Mclaughlin (1945) and Arp
(1956) developed this idea further into the ‘maximum magnitude – rate of decline’
relation (MMRD; see, e.g., Downes & Duerbeck, 2000, and the top left and top right
panel of Figure 1.6), with the potential to use novae to estimate distances. However,
the MMRD suffers from a large scatter and recently the relation has been diluted
by the discovery of both ‘faint and fast’ novae (see Section § 1.4.2 and the bottom
left and bottom right panel of Figure 1.6) in M31 (Kasliwal et al., 2011) and M87
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Figure 1.6: Maximum magnitude – rate of decline relations. Top left: Peak abso-
lute visual magnitude versus t2 decline time with MMRD relation from Downes &
Duerbeck (2000) c© AAS. Reproduced with permission. Top right: Peak absolute
visual magnitude versus t3 decline time withMMRD relation fromDownes &Duer-
beck (2000) c© AAS. Reproduced with permission. Bottom left: Peak absolute g
magnitude versus t2 decline time with MMRD relation from Kasliwal et al. (2011)
c© AAS. Reproduced with permission. The six green points are the ‘faint and fast’
novae (see Section § 1.4.2). Bottom right: Peak V magnitude vs the t2 decline time
given in Shara et al. (2017b) c© AAS. Reproduced with permission. This illustrates
the large scatter in the MMRD from new novae that sit in the earlier empty areas
of the peak magnitude-decline time plot.
(Shara et al., 2016, 2017b), and the, possibly related, short-cycle RNe (Prec < 10 yr;
Darnley &Henze 2020 and see Section § 1.4.3). Figure 1.6 demonstrates how earlier
and deeper observations with recent surveys, have begun to populate parts of the
MMRD plots that were otherwise empty and in doing so, seemingly terminating
the MMRD relation, though the debate (see Schaefer, 2018; Selvelli & Gilmozzi,
2019; Della Valle & Izzo, 2020) for its validity in Galactic novae still exists despite
Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018). Perhaps the MMRD relation can be
revived by accounting for bolometric luminosity instead of considering only optical,
as discussed by Darnley & Henze (2020, and see Section § 1.4.2).
Buscombe & de Vaucouleurs (1955) suggested that novae could be utilised as stan-
dard candles. They noted that the absolute magnitudes of novae converge to the
same value 14–16d after maximum light – a relation now bearing their name.
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For example, the absolute magnitude 15 days after maximum of novae in M49 is
MV,15 = −6.36 ± 0.19 from a recalibrated Buscombe–de Vaucouleurs relation (Fer-
rarese et al., 2003). Similarly, novae in M87 display M606W,15 = −6.37 ± 0.46 and
M814W,15 = −6.11 ± 0.43 (Shara et al., 2018). However, Darnley et al. (2006) found
no evidence for such a convergence in the more complex stellar population of M31.
1.2.5 Spectroscopic properties
Novae can be divided into two different classes based on the prominent non-Balmer
emission lines in their spectra: He/N (helium-nitrogen) and Fe ii (singly ionised iron)
novae (see Williams, 1992, 1994; Shore, 2012, and Figure 1.7). Williams (2012) pro-
posed that these two populations occur due to differing gaseous components of the bi-
nary systems. Williams (2012) suggested that the high velocity He- andN-enhanced
ejecta from the surface of the WD should produce an initial spectrum dominated by
He and N in every nova. These lines will be optically thick or thin depending on the
mass ejected during the eruption, ejecta that will ultimately impact the donor star.
The donor’s radiation field may then, depending on the binary separation, be stim-
ulated by the TNR leading to an ejection of mass from the donor (see Figueira et al.,
2018, for related hydrodynamic simulations). If the subsequent donor mass loss is
not significant then the He/N lines will remain dominant post-maximum produc-
ing a He/N novae. However, if the mass loss from the companion star is significant
then this additional circumbinary material can be excited giving rise to an Fe ii nova
spectrum (Williams, 2012). If we observe Fe ii lines before the He/N lines become
dominant then we classify this as a “hybrid” nova (Williams, 1992). Williams (1992)
presented Nova LMC 1988 No. 2 as an example of a hybrid nova as its spectrum
evolved from being dominated by Balmer and Fe ii emission lines a few days after
eruption to a spectrum with many H, He and N lines.
The proportion of novae belonging to each spectral class has been observed to vary
between different galaxies. This may be due to differences in the dominant stellar
population andmetallicity of a given host (Shafter, 2013) so studying novae in extra-
galactic environments provides the only way to explore how the local environment,
e.g., the metallicity and star-formation rate, can affect the nova rate and character-
istics of nova eruptions (Shara et al., 2016). Novae arising from the younger stellar
populations within the disk components of galaxies will generally have higher WD
masses and hence systems that eject less material at higher velocities – the He/N
spectral class (Shafter, 2013). Older stellar populations, typically associated with
the bulge component of galaxies, will have more Fe ii novae as the mean nova WD
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Figure 1.7: Spectroscopic classes of novae given in Williams (1992) c© AAS. Re-
produced with permission. Top: Novae with features indicative of the Fe ii spec-
troscopic class. Bottom: Novae with features indicative of the He/N spectroscopic
class.
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mass will be lower, leading to more material being ejected more slowly. For exam-
ple, Della Valle & Livio (1998) and Della Valle & Izzo (2020) found that novae in the
Galactic disk tend to belong to the He/N spectroscopic class whereas those in the
thick-disk/bulge form the majority of Fe ii novae. However, Özdönmez et al. (2018)
recently suggested that this may be a selection effect. Similarly, M31, a galaxy with
a disk and a bulge component, has a nova population that is dominated by Fe ii no-
vae with 82% belonging to this spectral class (Shafter et al., 2011, 2014) and the rest
belonging to the He/N or “hybrid” spectral class. Shafter et al. (2011) also reported
that the spectral class of novae had no spatial dependence although the inclination
of M31 may have affected study of the scale height distribution.
Bulge-less galaxies have similar numbers of each spectral type of nova. For example,
5 of the 10 spectroscopically classified novae in M33 belong to the Fe ii spectral class
and, to the 98% confidence level, this indicates that the M33 nova spectral type
distribution differs from that of M31 (Shafter et al., 2014). Likewise, the fraction of
Fe ii novae in the LMC, which also lacks a bulge, is ∼50% (Shafter, 2013).
Another subclass of classical novae identified from their spectra are the neon (Ne)
novae, an example of such being V1974 Cyg (Collins et al., 1992). These CNe show
stronger Ne emission lines than the permitted lines during the nebular phase, and
if the Ne abundances computed from their spectra are much greater than solar
Ne abundances, the Ne within the ejecta may have originated from an ONe WD
(Hachisu & Kato, 2016).
1.2.6 Nova shells
A nova eruption will eject approximately∼10−4 M of material into its surroundings
with typical velocities ranging from a few hundred to several thousands of kilome-
tres per second (O’Brien, 2008), with the interaction of ejecta travelling at differ-
ent velocities shock heating the gas leading to X-ray and radio emission such as
that seen in RS Ophuichi (Bode & Kahn, 1985; O’Brien et al., 1992) and V838 Her
(O’Brien et al., 1994). This ejected material then goes on to form a nova shell (see
for e.g. Cohen, 1985; Gill & O’Brien, 1998; Slavin et al., 1995; Gill & O’Brien, 2000;
Ribeiro et al., 2009; Santamaría et al., 2020; Harvey et al., 2020). Figure 1.8 shows
a few examples of these spatially resolved shells.
Hutchings (1972) introduced the idea that a nova shell is structured with an equa-
torial waist and polar cones of emission resulting from the originally spherically
symmetrical ejecta interacting with the companion. Crucially these nova shells can
tell us a great deal about the underlying system. For example, the rotation of the
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Figure 1.8: Five examples of spatially resolved nova shells. Top left: False colour
Hα image of the shell ejected by Nova Scorpii AD 1437 from Shara et al. (2017a).
Reprinted with permission from K. Ilkiewicz & J. Mikolajewska. Reprinted by per-
mission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature,
Nature “Proper-motion age dating of the progeny of Nova Scorpii AD 1437”, M. M.
Shara et al c© 2017. Top right, middle left, middle right: RGB composite im-
ages of FH Ser, T Aur and DQ Her, respectively, from Santamaría et al. (2020) c©
AAS. Reproduced with permission. Bottom: A composite image made from X-ray
(blue), optical (red) and radio images (purple) of the nova shell surrounding GK
Per (image credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/RIKEN/D.Takei et al; Optical: NASA/STScI;
Radio: NRAO/VLA).
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WD envelope can be ascertained from the asphericity of the nova remnant (Porter
et al., 1998) and the orbital inclination of the binary can be determined from the
orientation of the equatorial rings (Slavin et al., 1995; Harvey et al., 2020).
Additionally, the shaping of these structures can be linked with the speed class of
the nova (Slavin et al., 1995). Remnants with structure and evidence of polar blobs
or equatorial rings are common to slow novae whereas faster novae exhibit approx-
imately circular shells with bright knots of emission (Slavin et al., 1995), although
in another study, this was found not to be the case (Ribeiro, 2011). From simple ge-
ometries that incorporate expanding ellipsoidal shells encircled by equatorial and
tropical rings or polar caps at various inclinations, emission line profiles can be cal-
culated (Gill & O’Brien, 1999) and used to reveal different components of the nova
shell. This is demonstrated in Ribeiro et al. (2009) with the remnant surrounding
RS Ophuichi being modelled as a bipolar structure with two co-aligned components
as well as the shell around V5668 Sagittarii beingmodelled as having an equatorial-
ring-waist in Harvey et al. (2018). Furthermore, X-ray and radio observations of the
recurrent nova RS Ophuichi reveal an asymmetric collimated ejection of material
in the form of a jet-like structure (Sokoloski et al., 2006; O’Brien et al., 2006).
We can also derive kinematical information such as expansion velocities (Vaytet
et al., 2007a; Harvey et al., 2016), use the expansion parallax method with these
shells to determine distances to their associated novae (O’Brien, 2008) as well as
studying a plethora of other important physics such as thermonuclear reactions,
formation of dust, clumping and mixing mechanisms, radiation-driven winds and
astrophysical chemistry as stated in Gill & O’Brien (2000).
1.3 Extragalactic novae and nova rates
Approximately 250 novae have been discovered within the Galaxy from 1900 to 2015
(Shafter, 2017) with a further 66 being discovered after this up to September 2021
(see, e.g. https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/Koji.Mukai/novae/novae.html). Extragalac-
tic novae, in contrast, are found in far greater numbers, with over 1100 nova candi-
dates being discovered in M31 alone (see Pietsch et al., 2007; Pietsch, 2010). Con-
sequently, extragalactic novae prove to be very useful when it comes to population
studies as we can build up a large sample of novae from the same galaxy and as-
sume that they are at similar distances. Galactic novae, on the other hand, suffer
from differing levels of extinction. This results in reliable estimates of the Galactic
nova rate being difficult to obtain, with the current most plausible estimate being
50+31−23 yr
−1 (Shafter, 2017).
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It is important to study extragalactic novae in dwarf galaxies as well as larger galax-
ies. This is to determine how the environment of the host system, such as the differ-
ing metallicities and star formation rates can affect not only the nova rate but their
characteristics (Shara et al., 2016). For example, the large spiral galaxies M31 and
M81 have nova rates of 65+16−15 yr−1 (Darnley et al., 2006) and 33+13−8 yr−1 (Neill &
Shara, 2004), respectively. The ellipticals, M49 and M84 have much larger rates
of 189+26−22 yr−1 and 95+15−14 yr−1 (Curtin et al., 2015), respectively. The elliptical galaxy
M87 has a nova rate of 363+33−45 yr−1 (Shara et al., 2016), however, it has been argued
that this may instead be an upper limit (Shafter et al., 2017).
Small spiral galaxies such as M33 and dwarf galaxies such as the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) and Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) have much lower nova rates of
2.5+1.0−0.7 yr
−1 (Williams & Shafter, 2004), 2.4± 0.8 yr−1 and 0.9± 0.4 yr−1, respectively
(Mróz et al., 2016). Shafter et al. (2014) determined that there is a linear relation
between the nova rate of a galaxy and itsK-band luminosity, used as a direct tracer
of the stellar mass, in the form R = νKLK , where R is the nova rate of a galaxy
(per year), LK is theK-band luminosity of the galaxy in units of 1010L,K and νK =
2.25 yr−1[1010 L,K ]−1 — the ‘luminosity specific nova rate’ (LSNR). With reference
to this relationship, Mróz et al. (2016) stated that the LSNR in the LMC and the
SMC are 2–3 times higher than in other galaxies, they proposed that this may be
due to the re-ignition of the star formation a few Gyr ago.
1.4 Recurrent novae
A classical nova eruption is not the end of the binary’s activity. Even though the
accretion disk surrounding the WD can be altered (Henze et al., 2018a) to the point
of removal in many cases (Drake & Orlando, 2010; Figueira et al., 2018), it will
re-establish after the nova outburst (Worters et al., 2007) in preparation for future
eruptions. It is predicted that all novae follow such a recurrent cycle, however the
broad range of times between consecutive eruptions, which, from theory, can be as
brief as 50 days (Kato et al., 2014), to longer than 1000 years (Yaron et al., 2005),
means that novae are split into separate categories based on their recurrence period
(Prec), influenced by observational bias.
Classical novae have been observed to erupt just once. Recurrent novae (RNe),
on the other hand, are systems that have been recorded erupting multiple times
throughout observational history, stemming from the underlying binary (in the ma-
jority of cases) containing a high mass WD and a high accretion rate. The combi-
nation of less material needed to trigger the burning of hydrogen on a WD with an
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increased surface gravity, along with a higher delivery of this material, creates the
conditions for recurrent nova outbursts (Darnley, 2021).
Such an example is theGalactic recurrent nova RSOphuichi, having erupted at least
seven1 times since 1898 (Evans et al., 2008; Adamakis et al., 2011). This is one of
the ten currently known RNe residing in the Galaxy and lends its name to one of the
three subclasses (Anupama, 2008). The RS Ophiuchi-class (or symbiotic RNe) are
defined by having red giant donors and includes RS Ophiuchi, T Coronae Borealis,
V3890 Sagittarii, V745 Scorpii and V2487 Ophiuchi (suspected to belong to this
class through quiescent NIR photometry; Darnley et al. 2012). The U Scorpii-class
includes U Scorpii, CI Aquillae and V394 Coronae Australis, grouped together by
their sub-giant companions leaving the last two Galactic RNe we know of, T Pyxidis
and IM Normae, being placed in a separate class known as the T Pyxidis-class on
account of their short orbital periods (as well as main sequence companions and
lower mass WDs). As both have orbital periods below the period gap, these systems
should have a low accretion rate driven by gravitational radiation loss, but instead
are observed to have high accretion rates (Schaefer et al., 2010), so can be named
the “recurrent unusual novae” (Darnley, 2021).
In total, there are 32 currently known recurrent novae (with potentially many more
masquerading as a classical cousin, see Pagnotta & Schaefer, 2014), with recurrence
periods ranging from 1 year (Darnley et al., 2014) up to 98 years (Pagnotta et al.,
2009), clearly outlining our current observational constraints. As mentioned, ten
RNe reside in the Galaxy, with the others being found in the LargeMagellanic Cloud
(four RNe) and M31 (nineteen RNe). Using Darnley (2021) and Darnley & Henze
(2020), we have collated all of the these recurrent novae in Table 1.2 along with their
recurrence period and number of (confirmed) known eruptions. For the RNe in the
Galaxy, we have included the type of donor: red giant (RG), sub-giant (SG) or main
sequence (MS) (Darnley et al., 2012).
1.4.1 Potential type Ia supernova progenitors
A type Ia supernova (SNIa) is the result of a carbon-oxygen WD evolving to the
Chandrasekhar mass (MCh; Chandrasekhar 1931), at which point a thermonuclear
disruption takes place and the WD explodes (see for e.g. Hillebrandt & Niemeyer,
2000)2. The two leading hypotheses to explain how this threshold is reached are
1RSOphuichi experienced an outburst in August 2021. See the following for the first report:
(http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/iau/cbet/005000/CBET005013.txt).
2The author is aware that the double detonation of sub-Chandrasekhar mass WDs with surface
helium shells is also a proposed SN Ia progenitor (see e.g. Gronow et al., 2021, and references therein).
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Table 1.2: Collection of all recurrent novae grouped into their respective host
galaxy with number of known (confirmed) eruptions and recurrence period. Taken
fromDarnley &Henze (2020) and Darnley (2021) with references therein. The type
of donor is given for the Galactic RNe with red giant, sub-giant and main sequence
indicated with RG, SG or MS, respectively. See Section § 1.4.4 for a more detailed
discussion of the most rapidly recurring nova, M31N 2008-12a. [?] M31N 2017-01e
was determined to be a recurrent nova after the publication of Darnley & Henze
(2020) and Darnley (2021). [†] The first eruption is taken fromWilliams & Darnley
(2017a) and the second eruption (and therefore recurrence period) is from Steven
Williams (private communication).
Nova (donor type) Known eruptions Prec (years)
Milky Way
U Scorpii (SG) 10 10± 1
RS Ophiuchi (RG) 7 15± 6
T Pyxidis (MS) 6 24± 12
V745 Scorpii (RG) 3 26± 1
CI Aquillae (SG) 3 27± 4
V3890 Sagittarii (RG) 3 29± 1
V394 Coronae Australis (SG) 2 ∼ 38
T Coronae Borealis (RG) 2 ∼ 80
IM Normae (MS) 2 ∼ 82
V2487 Ophiuchi (RG) 2 ∼ 98
LMC
LMCN 1968-12a 4 6.7± 1.2
LMCN 1996 2 ∼ 22
LMCN 1971-08a 2 ∼ 38
YY Doradus 2 ∼ 67
M31
M31N 2008-12a 14 0.99± 0.2
M31N 2017-01e? 2† ∼ 2.7
M31N 1997-11k 3 ∼ 4
M31N 1963-09c 4 ∼ 5
M31N 1960-12a 3 ∼ 6
M31N 1984-07a 3 ∼ 8
M31N 2006-11c 2 ∼ 8
M31N 1990-10a 3 ∼ 9
M31N 2007-11f 2 ∼ 9
M31N 2007-10b 2 ∼ 10
M31N 1926-07c 3 ∼ 11
M31N 1982-08b 2 ∼ 14
M31N 1945-09c 2 ∼ 27
M31N 1926-06a 2 ∼ 37
M31N 1966-09e 2 ∼ 41
M31N 1961-11a 2 ∼ 44
M31N 1953-09b 2 ∼ 51
M31N 1919-09a 2 ∼ 79
M31N 1923-12c 2 ∼ 88
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the double WD merger scenario (the double degenerate pathway; Iben & Tutukov,
1984; Webbink, 1984) and the single degenerate case, whereby the WD grows in
mass by accretingmaterial from a non-degenerate companion (Whelan& Iben, 1973;
Hachisu et al., 1999a,b; Hillebrandt & Niemeyer, 2000) – the same underlying sys-
tem that produces RNe.
There are two possible barriers preventing a WD in a single degenerate binary to
lead to a SNIa: He-flashes and donor depletion. Unlike hydrogen flashes (nova out-
bursts) that retain matter, helium flashes, which occur once a sufficiently large He-
layer has accumulated from the by-products of previous H-flashes, were predicted to
eject all accreted material (Idan et al., 2013). However, recent studies have shown
that the repeating nature of RNe can provide a mechanism for the net accumulation
of material on theWD following the nova eruption (Yaron et al., 2005; Hillman et al.,
2015, 2016; Starrfield et al., 2020). Specifically, after the first few tens of He-flashes
(Hillman et al., 2020b), the WD core temperature increases sufficiently to remove
degeneracy of the He-layer, leading to less explosive He-flashes and the resumption
of mass retention (Hillman et al., 2016, 2020b). Ultimately, this retained material
will grow the WD to the Chandrasekhar limit in a reasonable time (∼ 107 − 108
years; Hillman et al., 2016) and rip it apart in a SNIa (Whelan & Iben, 1973). Al-
ternatively, if the companion evolves such that no donatable material remains in
the envelope, then the WD will cease growing and thereby never reach the MCh,
resulting in an extinct RN (a former RN with a depleted donor; Darnley, 2021).
We should see a relation between the progenitors of SNe Ia and redshift as the single
degenerate and double degenerate pathways clearly have unique timescales. Dou-
ble degenerate SNeIa would not be seen at high redshifts as they take an exceed-
ingly long time to coalesce (Webbink, 1984), whereas SNeIa from RNe (the single
degenerate pathway), could be observed at higher redshifts owing to their reason-
able evolutionary time (Hillman et al., 2016).
1.4.2 ‘Faint and fast’ novae and the ‘Bolometric MMRD’
A new sub-class of classical novae, possibly related to the rapid recurrent novae
(RRNe; see Section § 1.4.3), was identified from observations ofM31 (Kasliwal et al.,
2011) and M87 (Shara et al., 2016), located in a previously empty region of the
luminosity-timescale phase space – the ‘faint and fast’ novae (see bottom left panel
of Figure 1.6). First predicted by Yaron et al. (2005) from their nova grid models,
and as their name suggests, these objects are much fainter in comparison to similar
novae and rapidly decline from peak magnitude (Kasliwal et al., 2011). Kasliwal
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et al. 2011 explain that if the binary system contains a hot and massive WD then
the TNR would not be as explosive and so the peak luminosity of the nova outburst
would be fainter. Additionally, a smaller portion of the accreted envelope would be
sufficient to trigger the TNR because of the hotter WD, resulting in a much shorter
timescale (Kasliwal et al., 2011).
The MMRD phase space was originally made up of novae diagonally distributed
from top left to bottom right coupled with empty quadrants on the bottom left and
top right (see top left panel of Figure 1.6). This distribution represented the bright-
fast novae with high mass WDs and a low accretion rate, detected because of their
increased luminosity, through to the faint-slow novae containing low mass WDs ac-
creting at a high rate being observed due to their longevity in the sky (Darnley,
2021). Effectively, these are classical novae that have been observed optically. The
faint-fast novae, situated in the bottom left quadrant of the MMRD phase space as
a consequence of having a high mass WD and a high Ṁ (Darnley & Henze, 2020),
are more difficult to find (optically) as they require deeper and higher cadence ob-
servations, something only recently attainable with the Fast Transients In Near-
est Galaxies (P60-FasTING) survey (Kasliwal et al., 2011). Instead, these systems
would emit most of their energy in the FUV or EUV due to the higher effective tem-
perature of a faint-fast nova pseudo-photosphere (Darnley et al., 2016; Darnley &
Henze, 2020).
This led Darnley & Henze (2020) to suggest that the empty region of the MMRD
may be occupied with bright-slow novae containing a low mass WD and a low Ṁ
that are optically-faint but infrared-bright as a result of a massive, slowing evolving,
ejecta, in a similar manner to that suggested by Shara et al. (2010) with regards to
old classical novae. Darnley & Henze (2020) initiated the idea that eSPecially Red
Intermediate-luminosity Transient Events (SPRITES; Kasliwal et al., 2017), with
their infrared luminosity bridging the gap between novae and supernovae, may be
these elusive bright-slow novae. They went on further to propose that instead of
an optical MMRD relation, we should be considering the viability of a ‘maximum
bolometric magnitude–rate of decline’ relationship, or possibly the MMRD concept
in various energy bands.
1.4.3 Rapid recurrent novae
In addition to the classical and recurrent, a third category of novae has recently
been proposed in order to extract those systems that we have a chance to observe
and studymuchmore frequently – “a phenomenological ‘watch list’ of RNe” (Darnley
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Table 1.3: The key parameters of the M31N 2008-12a system taken from Darnley
& Henze (2020) with references therein.
Parameter Value
Prec 347± 10 days
MWD ' 1.38 M
ṀSSS 1.6× 10−7 M yr−1
Ṁdisk (6− 14)× 10−7 M yr−1








Teff,donor 4890± 110 K
Porb & 5 days
d 752± 17 kpc
E(B − V ) 0.10± 0.03
& Henze, 2020). Dubbed the ‘rapid recurrent novae’ (RRNe) by Darnley & Henze
(2020), this group contains all novae with Prec < 10 yrs, of which there are currently
ten members: U Sco (see for e.g. Pagnotta et al., 2015) in the Galaxy, LMCN 1968-
12a (see for e.g. Kuin et al., 2020) within the Large Magellanic Cloud and ten in
M31 (see Henze et al., 2018a, and Table 1.2 for a brief summary).
It is surprising that out of ten RN in our Galaxy, we only see one example of a RRN,
yet one of the four LMC RNe and over half of the M31 RN belongs to this group.
Similar to the ‘faint and fast’ novae (see Section § 1.4.2), RRNe must harbour high
mass WDs with a high mass accretion rate from the donor in order to generate such
frequent low luminosity outbursts (Yaron et al., 2005). As a result of producing
frequent low amplitude eruptions, it is suggested by Darnley & Henze (2020) that
Galactic RRNe may have been previously misidentified as other types of transients
that are not followed up and spectroscopically confirmed, such as DNe, possibly ne-
glecting many RRNe in the Milky Way, a similar motive behind the recent study of
DNe to compare with CNe (Kawash et al., 2021).
1.4.4 M31N 2008-12a – the rapid recurrent nova prototype
M31N2008-12a (or simply 12a) is the fastest RRN currently known with an average
recurrence period of Prec = 0.99± 0.02 years (Darnley & Henze, 2020). This unique
object (see Table 1.3) is the prototype RRN having erupted each year (see Table 1.4)
since its discovery in 2008 by Nishiyama & Kabashima3. Taking into account the
3http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/iau/CBAT_M31.html#2008-12a
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archival X-ray observations of this object recovered from 1992, 1993 and 2001 (Tang
et al., 2014; Henze et al., 2014b) then the system could potentially have a shorter
recurrence period of 174±10 days (Henze et al., 2015b; Darnley et al., 2016), although
more recent data indicates that this is unlikely to be the case (Darnley et al. in prep).
These extremely frequent nova outbursts occur because of a combination of the most
massive WD known (MWD ' 1.38M; Kato et al., 2015) along with a substantial
accretion rate of (0.6 . Ṁ . 1.4)× 10−6 M yr−1 (Darnley et al., 2017b) provided by
the only example of a proposed Roche lobe overfilling red giant companion (Darnley
et al., 2017b). Darnley et al. (2014) first identified the progenitor of M31N 2008-12a
fromHubble Space Telescope (HST) archival images allowing for the characteristics
of the donor star, an M31 red clump donor, to be determined (Darnley et al., 2017b).
The high mass WD and high Ṁ results in a low optical luminosity as a low amount
of mass is ejected (ejected hydrogen mass Mej,H = (2.6 ± 0.4) × 10−8 M; Henze
et al., 2015a) during outburst (Yaron et al., 2005; Kato et al., 2015) that interacts
and shocks the disk and donor wind already existing within the system (Darnley
et al., 2016, 2017b). Such a low mass ejecta rapidly reveals the highest effective
temperature SSS X-ray emission known in novae (Teff∼120 eV; Darnley et al., 2016)
in just six days (Henze et al., 2018a) which then proceeds to emit for a further 13
days (toff ' 19 days; Henze et al., 2015b). However, the unusual 2016 eruption of
M31N 2008-12a exhibited a much shorter SSS, ‘turning off’ after only ∼15 days
(ton = 4.9± 1.1 days and toff = 14.9± 1.2 days; Henze et al., 2018a). This is proposed
to be a consequence of the 2016 eruption being very late (see Table 1.4). As the
outburst was late, the accretion rate must have been lower and so the disk was less
massive, leading to more disruption during the nova event (Henze et al., 2018a).
This in turn would mean less or no refuelling of the SSS (also see Aydi et al., 2018b),
therefore it ‘turned off’ earlier than in previous outbursts, and furthermore, due
to this refuelling, the WD must be more massive than previous studies with no
refuelling predicted (Henze et al., 2018a).
Significantly, it has been predicted from models that this system has a mass accu-
mulation efficiency of η = 0.63 (Kato et al., 2015) meaning that the already massive
WD in this system is growing and could reach the Chandrasekharmass (MCh) in less
than 20,000 years (Darnley et al., 2017b). The fate of this WD, when it does even-
tually reach the MCh, will completely depend on its composition. If it is an ONe WD
then it will undergo accretion-induced collapse to a neutron star (Gutierrez et al.,
1996), but if it is a CO WD it will explode as a SNIa – in which case this system
is an excellent SNIa progenitor candidate (Darnley et al., 2017a). Rapid FUV spec-
troscopy using theHubble Space Telescope (HST) only 3 days after the 2015 eruption
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Table 1.4: The Eruption History of M31N2008-12a.
Date of eruptiona Date of SSS-onb Days since Day of References
(UT) (UT) last eruptionc the year
(1992 Jan 28) 1992 Feb 03 . . . 392 1, 2
(1993 Jan 03) 1993 Jan 09 341 368 1, 2
(2001 Aug 27) 2001 Sep 02 . . . 238 2, 3
2008 Dec 25 . . . . . . 359 4
2009 Dec 02 . . . 342 335 5
2010 Nov 19 . . . 352 322 2
2011 Oct 22.5 . . . 337.5 294.5 5–8
2012 Oct 18.7 < 2012 Nov 06.45 362.2 291.7 8–11
2013 Nov 26.95± 0.25 ≤ 2013 Dec 03.03 403.5 329.95 5, 8, 11–14
2014 Oct 02.69± 0.21 2014 Oct 08.6± 0.5 309.8± 0.3 274.69 8, 15
2015 Aug 28.28± 0.12 2015 Sep 02.9± 0.7 329.6± 0.3 239.28 14, 16–18
2016 Dec 12.32± 0.17 2016 Dec 17.2± 1.1 471.7± 0.2 346.32 19–23
2017 Dec 31.3± 0.1 2018 Jan 05.48 384.0± 0.2 364.3 24–28
2018 Nov 06.8± 0.1 2018 Nov 12.5± 0.5 310.5± 0.1 309.8 28–30
2019 Nov 06.6± 0.2 2019 Nov 11.8± 0.5 364.8± 0.2 309.6 31–33
2020 Oct 30.7± 0.2 2020 Nov 04.9± 0.4 359.1± 0.3 303.7 34–36
2021 Oct 1 ≤ Based on mean date ≤ 2021 Dec 28
2021 Sep 12 ≤ Based on 2020 date ≤ 2021 Dec 7
This is an updated version of a table first compiled by Tang et al. (2014), subsequently
updated by Darnley et al. (2015a), Henze et al. (2015b), Darnley et al. (2016), presented in
shortened form in Darnley et al. (2017a,b), and most recently Henze et al. (2018a).
a Eruption onset times estimated from data immediately pre- and post-eruption. Dates
within parentheses are extrapolated from X-ray data (see Henze et al., 2015b). The rapid
eruption evolution constrains associated uncertainties to just a few days.
b Turn-on time of the SSS emission. See Henze et al. (2015b) for details of the 1992 and
1993 ROSAT detections and the 2001 Chandra data.
c The time since last eruption is quoted when consecutive detections are assumed to be
consecutive eruptions; the time is the interval between estimated eruption dates.
References. – (1) White et al. (1995), (2) Henze et al. (2015b), (3) Williams et al. (2004),
(4) Nishiyama & Kabashima (2008), (5) Tang et al. (2014), (6) Korotkiy & Elenin (2011),
(7) Barsukova et al. (2011), (8) Darnley et al. (2015a), (9) Nishiyama & Kabashima (2012),
(10) Shafter et al. (2012b), (11) Henze et al. (2014b), (12) Tang, Cao & Kasliwal (2013),
(13) Darnley et al. (2014), (14) Darnley et al. (2016), (15) Henze et al. (2015a), (16) Darn-
ley et al. (2015b), (17) Darnley et al. (2015c), (18) Henze et al. (2015c), (19) Henze et al.
(2018a), (20) Itagaki (2016), (21) Itagaki et al. (2016), (22) Henze et al. (2016a), (23) Henze
et al. (2016b), (24) Boyd et al. (2017), (25) Henze et al. (2018b), (26) Henze et al. (2018c),
(27) Darnley et al. (2018a), (28) Darnley et al. (2018b), (29) Henze et al. (2018d), (30) Henze
et al. (2018e), (31) Oksanen et al. (2019), (32) Darnley et al. (2019b), (33) Darnley et al.
(2019c), (34) Darnley et al. (2020a), (35) Darnley & Page (2020), (36) Darnley, Page & Henze
(2020b).
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determined that there was no Ne within the ejecta, implying that the WD is a CO
variant (Darnley et al., 2017a), but unfortunately, the composition of 12a’s WD is
still not confirmed. The same spectra also revealed a very high velocity N v line with
a profile consistent with a short-lived high velocity collimated outflow analogous to
a jet (Darnley et al., 2017b; Darnley & Henze, 2020).
1.4.5 M31N 2008-12a nova super-remnant
First associatedwithM31N 2008-12a inDarnley et al. (2015a), this RRN is uniquely
surrounded by a vastly extended nebulosity. The nebulosity (designated object 787)
was first identified as a ‘ring’-like structure (see top left panel of Figure 1.9) in a
narrow-band survey of M31 in 1987 (Walterbos & Braun, 1992), a couple of decades
before the discovery of the first eruption from the rapidly recurring nova in 2008.
However, after the 2015 eruption, Hα data of this region taken with the Steward
2.3m Bok Telescope in 2005 and 2006 as part of an M31 nova survey (Coelho et al.,
2008; Franck et al., 2012) was examined alongside narrow-band imaging data from
the LGGS (Massey et al., 2007), leading to the ‘rediscovery’ of the vast remnant and
its association with M31N 2008-12a (Darnley et al., 2015a).
Follow up narrow-bandHα + [N ii] observationsmadewith the Liverpool Telescope’s
(LT) IO:O camera (Steele et al., 2014) revealed the structure to be elliptical in nature
(see top right and bottom left panel of Figure 1.9 and lower left of Figure 1.10), the
southwest part of the structure being much brighter than the northeast, with a
semi-major axis of ∼0′.3 and a semi-minor axis of ∼0′.2, corresponding to 67 pc and
45 pc at the distance of M31, respectively (Darnley et al., 2019a). Comparing the
dimensions of this structure to some of the previously largest Galactic nova shells
known such as GK Persei (∼0.02 pc; Bode et al., 2004), Z Camelopardalis (∼0.7 pc;
Shara et al., 2007) and AT Cancri (0.2 pc; Shara et al., 2012), a nova super-remnant
(NSR; Darnley et al., 2019a) status is justified. It was determined from measuring
the projected semi-major axes of the inner and outer edge of the remnant, that it had
a shell thickness of 22%. Along with LT imaging of the super-remnant shell,Hubble
Space TelescopeHα + [N ii] imaging presented in Darnley et al. (2019a) showed clear
edges of the shell towards the south and west as well as displaying potential knots
and filamentary formations (see bottom right panel of Figure 1.9 and upper right of
Figure 1.10), similar to the interacting shells seen in T Pyxidis (Shara et al., 1997;
Toraskar et al., 2013).
Darnley et al. (2019a) ruled out the possibility of the shell being a SN remnant, a su-
perbubble or a fossil H ii region with high-spatial resolutionHubble Space Telescope
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Figure 1.9: Top left: Narrow-band Hα image taken and edited from Walterbos &
Braun (1992). The nova super-remnant, designated as 787 in this work, is indicated
with a red box by the author. Credit: Walterbos & Braun, A&AS, 92, 625, 1992, re-
producedwith permission c©ESO.Top right: Liverpool TelescopeHα image taken
from Darnley et al. (2015a) indicating the remnant with a white dashed-line ellipse
and the position of M31N 2008-12a with a red cross. The white circle indicates the
location of the ring structure 787 in (Walterbos & Braun, 1992), the green cross is
the south-western knot H ii 3556 detailed in Azimlu et al. (2011), the magenta box
is a feature identified as a SNR (their object 857) by Dodorico et al. (1980) and the
blue diamond is identified as a cluster of stars in Johnson et al. (2012) (their PC
167). Credit: Darnley et al., A&A, 580, A45, 2015, reproduced with permission c©
ESO. Bottom left: Liverpool Telescope narrow-band Hα + [N ii] image of the nova
super-remnant fromDarnley et al. (2019a) with the dimensions indicated. Bottom
right: Also from Darnley et al. (2019a), a high resolution Hubble Space Telescope
narrow-bandHα + [N ii] image of the same region as the bottom left panel revealing
a filamentary structure.
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Figure 1.10: The nova super-remnant surrounding the RRNM31N 2008-12a. The
lower left part of the image is a narrow band Hα observation using the Liverpool
Telescope. The top right part of the image is a high spatial Hα+[Nii] observation
using Hubble Space Telescope. Reprinted from Advances in Space Research, 66,
Matthew J. Darnley, Martin Henze, “On a century of extragalactic novae and the
rise of the rapid recurrent novae", 1147-1168, 2020, with permission from Elsevier
(Darnley & Henze, 2020).
Hα+[Nii] imaging, Liverpool Telescope Hα+[Nii] imaging and deep low-resolution
spectroscopy from the Gran Telescopio Canarias and Hobby-Eberly Telescope (see
Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion). Instead the NSR’s existence was attributed to
the continual sweeping up of ∼105−6 M (Darnley et al., 2019a) of local interstellar
medium (ISM) from many previous nova eruptions.
In order to test the viability of 12a’s NSR being produced by many past RN erup-
tions, Darnley et al. (2019a) utilised the Morpheus program (Vaytet et al., 2007b) to
perform a one-dimensional hydrodynamical simulation (see Section 1.5.1) of 100,000
identical 12a eruptions. Self- and ISM-interaction by each wave of ejecta did indeed
sweep up a huge cavity surrounded by a moving shell with a thickness of ∼22%,
found to be consistent with observations of the NSR (see top left, top middle and top
right panels of Figure 1.11 and Figure 1.12). Unlike single eruption events around
CNe, a unique feature of a structure being formed from repeatedly interacting erup-
tions is the continuously shock-heated region located within the outer shell referred
to as the ejecta pile-up region (Darnley et al., 2019a, and see top right panel of Fig-
ure 1.12).
Darnley et al. (2019a) details that the cavity within the simulated NSR consists of
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adiabatically cooling ejecta in free high velocity expansion. This expandingmaterial
collides into the previous eruptions that have been slowed by interaction with earlier
eruptions, and eventually the ISM, resulting in high velocity inter-ejecta shocks and
substantial heating as the gas dramatically decelerates. After 100,000 eruptions,
the high density shell at the outskirts of the remnant, is made up of 17M of swept
up ISM (see left panel of Figure 1.13), 3,000 times the mass ejected by the nova over
this period of time. Once established, this shell maintains a peak shell over-density
approximately four times that of the surrounding ISM and slowly moves outwards
as more eruptions collide with the inner shell (Darnley et al., 2019a).
Extrapolating the growth rate from these simulations to the observed size of the
super-remnant, Darnley et al. (2019a) suggested an age of 6 × 106 yrs for the NSR
associated with 12a (see bottom left panel of Figure 1.11), in which time the total
mass swept up would be about 3× 104 M (see left panel of Figure 1.13). After this
same period of time, the super-remnant outer shell would be expanding at 5 km s−1
Figure 1.11: The results of the hydrodynamic simulations ofM31N 2008-12a recur-
rent eruptions. Top left, topmiddle and top right: The radial density profiles of
the NSR around 12a from 2 – 100,000 eruptions with the inner cavity, ejecta pile-up
and super-remnant shell indicated. Bottom left: Radial growth curves extrapo-
lated (dotted lines) to the current size of the NSR. Bottommiddle: The radial Hα
+ [N ii] flux the LT (grey) and HST (red) imaging compared to the simulated NSR,
rescaled from 100,000 eruptions to the size of the remnant. Bottom right: The
temperature evolution of the super-remnant. Taken from Darnley et al. (2019a).
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(see middle panel of Figure 1.13) dropping to less than 104 K (see bottom right panel
of Figure 1.11). Darnley et al. (2019a) also conducted a simulation of 1000 eruptions
to determine the effects of radiative cooling and found that it had a negligible effect,
meaning that energy lost through radiation is minimal, and therefore has little ef-
fect on the evolving dynamics of this system (see left panel of Figure 4.28). This is
due to the radiative cooling being inefficient at temperatures above 106.5 K as well
as at low densities (Darnley et al., 2019a), and this is the case for all of the mate-
rial in the ejecta pile-up region and remnant shell because of the frequent nature
of these eruptions. The same mechanism shaping the NSR surrounding 12a is also
growing the CO WD, predicted to surpass the Chandrasekhar limit and explode as
a SN Ia in less than 20,000 years (Darnley et al., 2017b). Finally, to quote Darnley
et al. (2019a), “the size and mass of this super-remnant demonstrate that 12a has
not just been erupting frequently for a decade as observed, but for millions of years”.
In Chapter 4, we carry out a thorough exploration of various characteristics that
Figure 1.12: The full simulation of 100,000 identical recurrent nova eruptions
without radiative cooling. Panel (a) is the radial density profile, panel (b) is the
pressure radial profile, panel (c) is the velocity radial profile and panel (d) is the
temperature radial profile. Taken from Darnley et al. (2019a).
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Figure 1.13: Additional results of the hydrodynamic simulations of M31N 2008-
12a recurrent eruptions. Left: The evolution of shell mass for 20 – 100,000 erup-
tions with the extrapolated growth shown (dotted line). Middle: The evolution of
the outer shell expansion velocity (black) and the mean velocity within the ejecta
pile-up region (red). Right: The evolution of the hard (1 – 10 keV; red), soft (0.3 –
10 keV; blue) and total (0.3 – 10 keV; black) X-ray luminosity of the NSR with the
hardness ratio (hard/soft) shown in green). Taken from Darnley et al. (2019a).
could effect a NSR’s evolution in order to aid the search for more of these vast rem-
nants. This will be the first attempt to determine if the NSR associated with M31N
2008-12a is unique or whether it is simply the first of the phenomena to be found.
1.5 Hydrodynamical simulations of novae
1.5.1 Introduction to hydrodynamics
Observations are essential in astronomy to classify and understand objects in the
Universe. However, observations may only give us a partial understanding of the
underlying system. Theoretical models are used within astrophysics to study inac-
cessible objects in order to predict and compare key observational traits, and are
therefore crucial in confirming suggested theories that we use to describe processes
within astrophysics.
Theoretical modelling comprises a set of mathematical equations governing a num-
ber of physical parameters confined by boundary conditions. The outcome of the
modelling is then compared to observational data to determine validity and if a
discrepancy is found, parameters are readjusted until the model and data are con-
sistent. If exact solutions are used for the governing mathematical equations, we
have an analytical model. On the other hand, numerical modelling involves solving
the governing equations by turning them into discrete equations and approximating
the solutions. Typically, this involves dividing the object to be modelled into smaller
components and solving the discrete equations numerically in each component.
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The two main methods for numerical gas dynamics are the Eulerian approach and
the Lagrangian approach. The Eulerian description splits space up into a stationary
grid with each cell having a constant volume and containing gas with a particular
mass, momentum and energy. Each cell is then evolved using the hydrodynamical
equations to determine quantities such as density and velocity. The Lagrangian
approach, on the other hand, attaches properties to all particles within the fluid
and follows these particles as they vary along a certain trajectory, with an example
of this method being Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH).
Many astrophysical phenomena can be approximated by a fluid (a liquid, a gas or a
plasma), and as such, can be modelled with hydrodynamics. For example, a star can
be treated as a fluid under gravity because it is a (mostly) homogeneous gas creating
its own gravitational field (Shore, 1992). A stellar wind interacting with a local ISM
canmimic a fluid, as well as the Universe on a cosmological scale. Consequently, the
equations of fluid mechanics4 can be used to model these processes, known as hy-
drodynamical modelling. This approximation is only valid when the mean free path
of components within the system are much shorter than any scale length within the
medium and so are negligible, so that the structure can be described as continuous
(Shore, 1992; Vaytet, 2009).
These equations of fluid dynamics are solved numerically using a finite difference
method. This involves converting the differential equations into linear equations
through a Taylor series expansion and solving these equations at points nearby to
the discretised points of the divided grid. Within this thesis, we will be utilising an
Eulerian code.
1.5.2 Examples
Like other fields of astrophysics, hydrodynamical simulations have been utilised
extensively in nova research covering many processes including the TNR on the
surface of the WD, the nova outburst, ejecta-accretion disk interaction, nova shell
evolution and recently, to model a unique nova super-remnant (see Section § 1.4.5
for more detail). In this section, I will provide brief details of a number of these
studies.
Prior to the nova outburst and the formation of a shell, an accretion phase takes
place within the binary system. This, along with the nova explosion itself, has been
modelled for the Galactic recurrent nova RS Ophuichi using 3D hydrodynamical
simulations in Walder et al. (2008). The 3D structure of the blast wave emanating
4A derivation of these equations is given in Appendix A.
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from the 2006 nova outburst of this same system has also been modelled, revealing
information about the morphology of the nova remnant as well as providing con-
straints on system parameters such as ejecta mass (Orlando et al., 2009). A similar
study involving 3D hydrodynamic simulations was conducted for another Galactic
recurrent nova, U Scorpii, to model the early blast wave from the system (Drake
& Orlando, 2010). The accretion disk in the system was completely destroyed in
this simulation; with a bow shock forming from interaction with the secondary star.
Additionally, a particular disk gas density gave rise to a collimated blast wave along-
side a bipolar shell emitting in the X-ray regime. Meanwhile, Figueira et al. (2018)
performed a suite of 3D SPH simulations to simulate the companion, the accretion
disk and the nova outburst to determine how the ejected material interacts with
both the secondary and the disk.
The evolution of the shell surrounding RS Ophuichi from the 1985 outburst was
presented in Bode & Kahn (1985, Paper I) as a spherically symmetric model with a
high velocity ejecta and a slow velocity wind. This allowed for the phase of evolution
to be determined from radio and X-ray observations. A cooling parameter was then
added to this model in O’Brien &Kahn (1987, Paper II) in order to account for radia-
tive cooling within the dynamics. X-ray emission was then predicted by this model
in O’Brien et al. (1992, Paper III) to compare with EXOSAT observations of the out-
burst to obtain model parameters such as outburst energy, ejecta mass, mass loss
rate and the evolution the subsequent X-ray emission. A numerical hydrodynam-
ics code was developed in O’Brien & Lloyd (1994) and used in O’Brien et al. (1994)
to present a spherically symmetric model of V838 Her, with interaction between a
slower wind followed by a faster wind, expanding into a low-density environment.
Vaytet et al. (2007b) then created a hydrodynamical model of RS Ophuichi with an
updated version of the code given in O’Brien et al. (1994), which included an ejec-
tion of mass from the nova in the form of a wind. The interaction of winds being
ejected at different velocities led to forward and reverse shocks as well as contact
discontinuities.
As well as the accretion phase and nova outburst phase, hydrodynamical simula-
tions have been used to explore the mixing processes of the accreted material with
the outer layers of the white dwarf. Starrfield et al. (1972) utilised hydrodynami-
cal models to follow the TNR process taking place in the hydrogen-rich envelopes
on the surface of the underlying WD to create a nova eruption. They found that
the abundance of CNO nuclei must be strongly enhanced to produce the outburst
we see in actual novae with the degree of enhancement affecting the outburst’s ob-
servable features. Prialnik & Kovetz (1984) and Kovetz & Prialnik (1985) also used
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hydrodynamical models to study the effects of diffusion and convection for enhanc-
ing the abundances of CNO in the nova envelope. Simulations were performed by
Casanova et al. (2016) of the mixing process that occurs during a nova outburst at
the interface between the WD and the accreted envelope, finding that this naturally
recreates the self-enrichment of this envelope with the material from the underlying
core. More recently, hydrodynamical simulations have been used to evolve a broad
range of white dwarf masses with incorporation of different compositions of accreted
material to find that the TNR takes place in all scenarios (see Starrfield et al., 2021,
and references therein).
Furthermore, nova systems have been modelled and followed through multiple cy-
cles of eruptions with broad ranges of underlying parameters, including white dwarf
mass, white dwarf temperature and mass accretion rate in order to reproduce nova
outburst characteristics (Prialnik & Kovetz, 1995; Yaron et al., 2005). As mentioned
in Section § 1.4.1, these studies have also been used to illustrate that the white
dwarfs in nova systems can grow in mass, even with the inclusion of helium flashes,
and reach the critical mass for a SNIa explosion (see, for example, Yaron et al., 2005;
Hillman et al., 2015, 2016; Starrfield et al., 2020; Hillman et al., 2020b).
1.6 Facilities
In this section, I will give a very brief description of a number of facilities that have
been utilised for the research of this thesis.
1.6.1 The Liverpool Telescope (LT)
The Liverpool Telescope (LT; Steele et al., 2004) is a fully autonomous 2m Ritchey-
Chrétien Cassegrain telescope with an altitude-azimuth mount sited at the Obser-
vatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on La Palma5 (see Figure 1.14). A number of
instruments are mounted to the LT including the Optical Wide Field Camera (IO:O)
and the SPectrograph for the Rapid Acquisition of Transients (SPRAT; Piascik et al.,
2014) whichwe utilised to study the nova AT2017fvz (see Section § 2.3.2 and § 2.4.3).
The LT concentrates on meeting specific scientific goals: (i) rapid robotic reaction
to unpredictable phenomena and their systematic follow-up; (ii) small scale sur-
veys and serendipitous source follow-up; (iii) monitoring of variable objects on all
timescales from seconds to years, and (iv) simultaneous coordinated observations
5http://telescope.livjm.ac.uk/About/
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Figure 1.14: The Liverpool Telescope. Image credit: Daniel López/IAC 2016.
with other ground and space based facilities. Novae are one of the predominant
areas of research carried out using the LT with its fast slewing speed giving it the
ability to rapidly respond to targets of opportunity. The current on-going nova pro-
grammes on the LT include detecting eruptions of the RRN, M31N 2008-12a (see
Section § 1.4.4) and following-up these detections. The LT is also involved in observ-
ing and classifying Galactic and extragalactic novae as well as γ-ray novae.
1.6.2 Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT)
TheKatzmanAutomatic Imaging Telescope is a fully robotic 0.76mRitchey-Chrétien
reflecting telescope located at Lick Observatory in California6. KAIT is equipped
with a filter wheel (including UBV RI filters), a CCD camera and an automatic
guider, allowing for the detection of stars at R ≈ 20 from a five minute guided expo-
sure when the seeing is favourable ( ≤ 2′′; Filippenko et al., 2001).
The main goal of this facility is to discover SNe with redshifts generally less than
5000 km s−1 for further study (Filippenko et al., 2001). However, owing to the na-
ture of the instrument, KAIT can detect nearby celestial objects such as comets and
asteroids as well as novae and cataclysmic variables in the Local Group such as
AT2017fvz (see Chapter 2).
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Figure 1.15: An Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System unit on Haleakala
from inside the dome. Taken from Tonry et al. (2018) c© AAS. Reproduced with
permission.
1.6.3 Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System (ATLAS)
The Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System (ATLAS; see Figure 1.15) is an
automatic early warning system dedicated to finding near-Earth asteroids, consist-
ing of two telescopes 100 miles apart, one at Haleakala (Hawaii) and one at Mauna
Loa (Hawaii), automatically scanning the whole sky several times every night7.
Alongside monitoring the sky for potentially threatening asteroids, ATLAS also (i)
reports supernovae candidates, (ii) detects numerous types of transients, (iii) finds
counterparts of gravitational wave sources, (iv) provides limits on the rate of kilo-
novae, (v) detects variability in innumerous objects (Heinze et al., 2018), (vi) char-
acterises asteroids as well as accurately determining 3D positions and velocities of
satellites in geosynchronous orbit (Tonry et al., 2018).
1.6.4 All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN)
TheAll-SkyAutomated Survey for Supernova (ASAS-SN) currently consists of twenty
four telescopes located around the globe scanning the entire sky every night in the V -




Figure 1.16: Hubble Space Telescope in 2009. Image credit: NASA.
complements other time-domain projects as well as discovering bright Galactic and
extragalactic transients with its high-cadence survey8.
1.6.5 Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
TheHubble Space Telescope (HST) is a large, space based, observatory in Low Earth
orbit (an altitude of 547 km) unhindered by the effects of light pollution and atmo-
spheric distortions that ground based facilities must deal with (see Figure 1.16).
Deployed in 1990 by the space shuttle Discovery, this 2.4m telescope is sensitive
to light with wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet to the infrared (115 – 2500
nanometers)9.
TheWide Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2), known as “the camera that saved
Hubble”10 was a camera installed in 1993 replacing the original Wide Field and
Planetary Camera. The CCDs in the WFPC2 were sensitive to the near-infrared,
the visible spectrum as well as the near ultraviolet, and so archival images taken
with the F170W, F255W, F336W, F439W, F555W, and F814W filters were used to





1.6.6 The Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Swift)
The Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Swift) is another space based observatory in
Low Earth orbit dedicated to studying gamma-ray bursts (GRB) with its three tele-
scopes (Gehrels et al., 2004). TheBurst Alert Telescope (BAT) is awide-field gamma-
ray (15 – 150 keV) detector and so detects GRBs for rapid ground based follow
up. The narrow-field X-ray Telescope (XRT; Burrows et al., 2005) then provides
a more precise location and performs spectroscopy of the detected GRB working
within the X-ray regime (0.2 – 10 keV). The GRB will then be followed up with
the third Swift telescope, the narrow-field Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT;
Roming et al., 2005) operating within the range of 170 – 600 nm.
The main objectives of Swift from the beginning of the mission were to determine
the origin of GRBs alongside particular focus on classification and outflows (Gehrels
et al., 2004). Owing to the observatory’s rapid slew speed and range of detectors,
it is also utilised for a variety of other time-domain astrophysics, including nova
research (see Section § 2.3.3).
1.7 Summary and Thesis Outline
Before outlining the contents of this thesis, we will briefly highlight the key points
from this chapter. To summarise:
1. Novae are the result of a thermonuclear explosion on the surface of an accret-
ing white dwarf.
2. Recurrent novae are systems that have been observed in eruption more than
once.
3. Ejecta from the nova outburst can form resolvable nova shells.
4. Thewhite dwarfs in nova systems can grow inmass towards theChandrasekhar
limit, making them a single degenerate progenitor of type Ia supernovae.
5. M31N 2008-12a is the most rapidly recurring nova known, with the average
time between outbursts being approximately one year.
6. M31N 2008-12a is surrounded by a unique nova super-remnant, tens of par-
secs in size, created from many past eruptions.
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My thesis looks at the time domain field of novae by focussing on individual systems
in great detail. Firstly, I outline in Chapter 2 the extensive observational study I
carried out on a classical nova in Barnard’s Galaxy, one of only a few extragalactic
novae studied in such detail. In Chapter 3, I present the contribution I made to-
wards removing an alternative origin of the nova super-remnant surrounding the
rapidly recurrent nova, M31N 2008-12a. I then move into the theoretical study I
undertook in Chapter 4 using hydrodynamical simulations to explore the parameter
space that contributes towards the evolution of nova super-remnants belonging to
other recurrent novae, before predicting observables associated with these systems
in order to find more examples in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, I use simulations to
explore two different scenarios for the post-nova evolutionary stage of nova super-
remnants. Lastly, I finish this thesis by concluding, in Chapter 7, what I have found
before suggesting ways to refine our hydrodynamical simulations further to aid the
hunt for more of these vast shells.
Chapter 2
Multiwavelength Study of the
Classical Nova AT 2017fvz?
M. W. Healy,1 M. J. Darnley,1 C. M. Copperwheat,1 A. V. Filippenko,2,3
M. Henze,4 J. C. Hestenes,2 P. A. James,1 K. L. Page,5 S. C. Williams,6
and W. Zheng2
1Astrophysics Research Institute, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, L3 5RF, UK
2Department of Astronomy, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720-3411, USA
3Miller Senior Fellow, Miller Institute for Basic Research in Science,
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4Department of Astronomy, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182, USA
5X-Ray and Observational Astronomy Group, Department of Physics & Astronomy,
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2.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, I detail the extensive multiwavelength observational campaign I
conducted to study a classical nova in a Local Group galaxy. First, in Section § 2.2
I describe the discovery of the nova and the galaxy it resides in. The observations
and data analysis of the nova will be then be described in Section § 2.3. In Section
§ 2.4, I present the results of the photometry, spectroscopy, and X-ray analysis, and
I discuss these in Section § 2.5, before summarising these findings in Section § 2.6.
?A version of this chapter is published with the title “AT2017fvz: a nova in the dwarf irregular
galaxy NGC6822” in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 2019, 486, 4334 – 4347 and
is reproduced with permission from MNRAS.
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2.2 Discovery of AT 2017fvz
The transient AT2017fvz, also categorised as kait-17bm, is only the second spectro-
scopically confirmed nova to be discovered within NGC68221, a dark matter domi-
nated (Weldrake et al., 2003) dwarf irregular galaxy in the Local Group. At a dis-
tance 476±44kpc (Rich et al., 2014), Barnard’s Galaxy, as it is otherwise known, was
initially identified as “an excessively faint nebula” when first observed by Barnard
(1884) and later determined to be “a very faint cluster of stars and nebulae, about
20′ × 10′, resembling the Magellanic Clouds” (Hubble, 1925). It has had an aver-
age star-formation rate of 1.4 × 10−2 M yr−1 over the past 100Myr, and around
1.0× 10−2 M yr−1 in the last 10Myr, similar to the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
however, unlike the LMC and the majority of Local Group, it exhibits a low metal-
licity environment [Fe/H] ≈ −0.5 (Larsen et al., 2018).
AT2017fvz was discovered on 2017 Aug 2.384 UT with an unfiltered magnitude of
17.6 at α = 19h45m1s.03, δ = −146′50′′.74 (J2000; Hestenes, Zheng & Filippenko,
2017) by the Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT; see Filippenko et al.,
2001) of the Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS). It was also observed by the
All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN; see Shappee et al., 2014) on
Aug 3.190, with the Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System (ATLAS; Tonry
et al., 2018; Heinze et al., 2018) on Aug 3.3862 before being classified as an ex-
tragalactic nova by Williams & Darnley (2017b) with the Liverpool Telescope (LT)
approximately 7 days after discovery.
2.3 Observations and data analysis
2.3.1 Ground-based photometry
We initially had photometric data from KAIT and ATLAS, both of which discovered
the nova, alongside observations later taken with the LT. However, this available
data was sparse (only one data point from both KAIT and ATLAS) and did not in-
clude photometry from before the nova outburst. Therefore, once it was clear that
we were limited to the analysis we could make with this data, such as accurately
determining the time of eruption and decline times in multiple bands, we searched
for and identified more photometric data taken with KAIT and ATLAS.
1See Section § 2.5.1 for further discussion of the first nova.
2https://wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il/object/2017fvz
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After contacting Dr WeiKang Zheng (who became a co-author of Healy et al., 2019)
from the KAIT facility, we were notified that the field containing the nova had been
monitored by KAIT using its clear filter since 2017 July 15.404 without any associ-
ated detections until the discovery on Aug 2.384, after which the nova was followed
until Aug 31.284. Similarly, after contacting Professor Stephen Smartt to enquire
over further ATLAS photometry, we were informed that ATLASmonitored a similar
field from July 5.477 using its ‘orange’ filter, approximately covering r′ and i′ (5600–
8200Å3), without any associated detections until the first observation on Aug 3.386.
Like KAIT, the nova was monitored after discovery by ATLAS for the next 47 days
until Sep 19.317 using the orange filter and also a ‘cyan’ filter which approximately
covers V and r′ (4200–6500Å). A few hours before the ATLAS detection, the nova
was detected a single time by ASAS-SN on 2017 Aug 3.190 with a V -band filter. An
LT follow-up campaign then began 7.53 d post-discovery; observations were taken
with IO:O4 through u′BV r′i′ filters.
Debiasing and flatfielding of the LT images were performed using the automatic LT
reduction pipeline. Aperture photometry was calculated from these LT data using
standard tools within PyRAF and calibrated against stars from the Local Group
Galaxies Survey (LGGS; Massey et al., 2007). The u′r′i′ magnitudes of the LGGS
stars were calculated using the transformations from Jester et al. (2005, their Ta-
ble 1).
Each time spectra were obtained with SPRAT (see Section § 2.3.2) mounted on the
LT, acquisition images were also taken using the SPRAT detector. These acquisition
images were reduced using the same procedure as used for the IO:O data. The
acquisition images were unfiltered, but the photometry was calibrated relative to
the r′ filter.
We were informed by Dr WeiKang Zheng that the KAIT data were reduced using a
custom pipeline (Ganeshalingam et al., 2010). Point-spread-function (PSF) photom-
etry was then obtained using DAOPHOT (Stetson, 1987) from the IDL Astronomy
User’s Library (Landsman, 1993). Several nearby stars from the APASS catalog
(Henden et al., 2009) were used to calibrate the KAIT clear-band data, with their
magnitudes converted to the Landolt R-band system using the empirical prescrip-
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Table 2.1: Summary of spectroscopic observations of AT2017fvz with SPRAT on
the Liverpool Telescope.
UT Datea MJD (d) t− t0(d) Exposure time (s)
2017-08-09.900 57974.900 8.016 3× 600
2017-08-15.924 57980.924 14.040 3× 600
2017-08-19.894 57984.894 18.010 3× 600
2017-08-25.885 57990.885 24.001 3× 600
2017-09-12.879 58008.879 41.995 3× 900
2017-10-10.848 58036.848 69.964 3× 900
a The date refers to the mid-point of each observation.
ATLAS carries out difference imaging of every frame with respect to a reference
sky and the photometry reported here is from those images. The photometry was
carried out as described by Tonry et al. (2018) and Stalder et al. (2017).
2.3.2 Spectroscopy
The optical spectra of this nova were taken with SPRAT mounted on the LT. SPRAT
is a spectrograph with a slit 95′′ long and 1′′.8 wide giving a resolution of 18Å per
pixel corresponding to R∼350 at the centre of the spectrum. It covers visible wave-
lengths between 4000–8000Å. The details of the spectra, which were all taken us-
ing SPRAT’s blue-optimised mode, are summarised in Table 2.1. All spectra were
extracted, wavelength calibrated and flux calibrated automatically by the SPRAT
pipeline (Piascik et al., 2014). The spectrum taken on 2017 Aug 25 was not flux
calibrated due to poor sky transparency (clouds). The spectra were then analysed
using routines with PyRAF.
2.3.3 UV and X-ray observations
We were granted a total of five Neil Gehrels SwiftObservatory (Gehrels et al., 2004)
target of opportunity (ToO) observations (Target ID: 10268), totalling 20.0 ks, in
order to follow any UV and X-ray emission during the evolution of the nova. We
initially obtained four observations, however a fifth was requested after determining
the spectral energy distribution of a source located near to the nova’s location (see
Section § 2.4.5.4). This source had consistent luminosities to the nova in the u′-band
at t = 103d and the uvw1 filter. This may have indicated that we serendipitously
performed photometry on aHST image of the same nova during an outburst in 2007,
thus a recurrent nova. However, we could see from that fifth observation that the
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luminosity of the nova in the uvw1 filter was still consistent with the source ∼120
days after the fourth Swift observation. This tells us that the latest photometric
points we have of AT2017fvz derived from in the u′-band and uvw1 filter are most
likely photometry of this nearby source.
Dr Kim Page (a co-author from Healy et al., 2019) carried out the X-ray analysis
procedure to obtain the results which we summarise in Table 2.2. We carried out
the procedure to determine the UV magnitudes of AT2017fvz with guidance from
Kim and these are what we present in Table 2.2.
NUVdatawere obtainedwith theUV/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al., 2005)
through the uvw1 filter. X-ray data were collected by the X-ray Telescope (XRT;
Burrows et al., 2005) in photon-counting mode. The NUV data were processed with
HEASoft tools (v6.24; Blackburn, 1995) and using the most recent calibration files.
We extracted the count-rate upper limits from the X-ray data using the online Swift
XRT tool6 (Evans et al., 2009).
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Reddening
NGC6822 has a Galactic longitude and latitude of ` = 25.4◦ and b = −18.4◦, respec-
tively (Mateo, 1998). This results in the galaxy being affected by a modest amount
of foreground extinction due to the Milky Way. Kayser (1967) found the Galactic
reddening toward the outer regions of NGC6822 to be E(B − V ) = 0.27± 0.03mag,
as did Massey et al. (1995) with E(B − V ) = 0.26mag. These are consistent with
Gallart et al. (1996) and Massey et al. (2007) who found E(B−V ) = 0.24± 0.03mag
and E(B−V ) = 0.25mag, respectively. The online dust-mapping tool7 (Green et al.,
2018) returns a Galactic reddening toward NGC6822 of E(B−V ) = 0.22±0.02mag.
Cepheid variables within NGC6822 have been employed to estimate the internal
reddening. McAlary et al. (1983) found E(B − V ) = 0.36mag, Gieren et al. (2006)
reported a similar average reddening of E(B − V ) = 0.356 ± 0.013mag. Rich et al.
(2014) used optical and infrared data for Cepheids to determine that the foreground


























































































































































































































































































































































































































We have no knowledge of the radial displacement of AT2017fvz within NGC6822
so we adopt the two most extreme values of reddening. The foreground redden-
ing toward NGC6822 gives the lower limit, the addition of reddening internal to
NGC6822 gives the upper limit.
2.4.2 Photometric evolution
The photometry from the LT, KAIT, ASAS-SN, ATLAS, andSwift data are presented
in the form of a light curve in Figure 2.1, which illustrates that the nova was discov-
ered prior to peak optical magnitude. We have also split the light curve into different
filters for clarity in Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. From the data provided
on the Transient Name Server webpage, we initially calculated the time of eruption
of this nova to be 2017 Aug 1.897± 0.470 which was between the last non-detection
of the nova by ATLAS and the first detection by KAIT. However, with the new pho-
tometric data we obtained from WeiKang Zheng and Stephen Smartt, we were able
to calculate the time of eruption to be 2017 Aug 1.9± 0.5, which is the midpoint be-
tween the last non-detection by KAIT with mclear > 18.1 on 2017 Aug 1.384 and the
discovery on Aug 2.384. This is very close to the original value so even though it is
more accurate, it is still stated as the same value of 2017 Aug 1.9± 0.5 throughout,
which we refer to the time of eruption as t0.
We can see from the lower limiting magnitudes before t0 on the light curve that
KAIT and ATLAS monitored this portion of the sky before the nova eruption. After
this pre-nova period, we observe a steep rise but no evidence for a pre-maximum
halt. However, with this being a very-fast nova (see Table 2.3) such a halt would be
expected to persist for only a few hours (Hounsell et al., 2010), and the cadence of
these observations is not high enough to resolve such a short stage.
The photometry calculated from the KAIT observations, the ‘orange’ filter from AT-
LAS, and the unfiltered SPRAT acquisition images (labelled as r′ in Figure 2.1)
is broadly consistent with the r′-band magnitudes from the LT observations from
peak to around 20 d after eruption, therefore we will assume that these data are
equivalent to the r′-band. The u′, B, and V bands all fade at the same uniform rate
from peak until around 40d, while i′ fades more slowly and r′ even slower due to
the strong influence of the Hα emission line on the broad-band photometry. The
evolution of the Hα emission line of AT2017fvz is shown in Figure 2.9.
There is evidence for a ‘plateau’ in the u′, B, V , and i′-band light curves around
t = 25d. As such, this nova could belong to the ‘plateau’ class (P-class) as described
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Figure 2.2: Optical and NUV light curves of AT2017fvz. As in Figure 2.1, the
colours represent different filters: Swift uvw1 (pink) and LT u′ (purple). Note that
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Figure 2.3: Optical light curves of AT2017fvz. As in Figure 2.1, the colours repre-
sent different filters: LT B (blue); LT V (green) and ATLAS cyan (cyan). The green
star close to peak is the V magnitude from ASAS-SN. The cyan triangles are the
upper limits in the ATLAS cyan filter.
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Figure 2.4: Optical light curves of AT2017fvz. As in Figure 2.1, the colours rep-
resent different filters: LT i′ (red); LT r′ (orange); KAIT clear (grey) and ATLAS
orange (gold). The orange squares are the r′ magnitudes from the SPRAT acqui-
sition images. The grey and gold triangles are the upper limits in KAIT clear and
ATLAS orange filters, respectively.
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by a short period when the apparent optical magnitude remains approximately con-
stant. It has been proposed that such plateaus are produced by the SSS irradiating
a re-formed, or surviving, accretion disk and the donor. The subsequent reprocessed
optical light then dominates the light emitted by the nova ejecta, temporarily halt-
ing the decline of light curve (Hachisu et al., 2000; Evans et al., 2008; Pagnotta &
Schaefer, 2014; Darnley et al., 2016). Given the large proportion of RNe that belong
to the P-class (in comparison to those that are CNe), Pagnotta & Schaefer (2014)
proposed that a light curve plateau is a reasonable indicator of a RN. However, it
does not provide strong evidence in isolation.
Taking the distance modulus to NGC6822 as µ0 = 23.38 ± 0.02 (Rich et al., 2014),
correcting for reddening using E(B − V ) = 0.22 ± 0.02 (see Section § 2.4.1), and
assuming the extinction law RV = 3.1 (Cardelli et al., 1989), we derive an absolute
magnitude for the peak of the eruption in the V -band ofMV = −7.45±0.07. For this
absolute magnitude we have used the ASAS-SN photometry as this is the closest
observation to the peak through this filter.
The peak r′-band magnitude of AT2017fvz was derived using the orange filter on
ATLAS (mr′ = 16.22 ± 0.04). Finding the extinction for the r′-band (λ∼0.658µm)
using Cardelli et al. (1989, their equations 2a–3c) to be Ar′ = 0.815AV gives a peak
absolute magnitude of Mr′ = −7.72 ± 0.06. The r′-band absolute magnitude of the
nova 15d after peak isMr′,15 = −5.60± 0.05.
We have estimated the decline times t2 and t3 of the nova by taking the brightest data
point as the peak of the eruption and fitting an exponential function of the formM =
a+b exp (ct) to the data for each filter. An example of such is given in Figure 2.5which
shows the exponential function fitted to the V -band photometric points. Figure 2.6
shows a power law function fitted to the same V -band photometric points. These
decline times are summarised in Table 2.3. In addition, we fitted an exponential
function and power law function to only the photometry up to the apparent plateau
to determine if the plateau significantly impacts the estimate (shown as blue lines
in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6) and found the V -band t2 decline time changes by∼15%
for the exponential and ∼1% for the power law.
If we use t2 and t3 with the corresponding MMRD relations in Downes & Duerbeck
(2000) then we predict peak absolute magnitudes of MV = −9.01 ± 0.53 for t2 and
MV = −8.99±0.70 for t3. However, these relations were derived from Galactic novae
and somay produce incorrectmagnitudes for AT2017fvz as it is located in a different
environment (also see Section § 2.5.5).
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Figure 2.5: The green line is the exponential function fitted to the V -band photom-
etry. The blue line is the exponential function fitted to the V -band photometry up
to t ≈ 30d (excluding the apparent plateau).
Table 2.3: Summary of decline times of AT2017fvz in each filter.
Filter t2 (days) t3 (days)
u′ 7.1± 0.2 13.8± 0.3
B 6.8± 0.2 13.3± 0.3
V 8.1± 0.2 15.2± 0.3
r′ 15.5± 0.4 33.0± 1
i′ 13.0± 0.3 25.3± 0.6
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Figure 2.6: The green line is the power law function fitted to the V -band photom-
etry. The blue line is the power law function fitted to the V -band photometry up to
t ≈ 30d (excluding the apparent plateau).
2.4.3 Spectroscopic evolution
To aid the analysis of the spectra taken of AT2017fvz, we made extensive use of
the multiplet table in Moore (1945) and the nova emission line table from Williams
(2012). All of the spectra of AT2017fvz are plotted in Figure 2.7. These spectra
can be broadly split into three groups: the first contains the first four spectra which
are within an approximately 16 day-long period when the nova light curve was in
the early decline; the fifth spectrum was then taken around t = 42d when the nova
light curve began to plateau and then the sixth spectrum was taken around t = 70d



























































































































































































































































































































All of these spectra are shown in the frame of the observer, but for line identifica-
tion we have quoted the rest wavelength. The average radial velocity of NGC6822
is −57 kms−1 (Koribalski et al., 2004). The flux and FWHM velocity were calcu-
lated by fitting Gaussian profiles to the emission lines using the SPLAT package in
STARLINK; these are reported in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5, respectively.
2.4.3.1 Early Decline
Our first spectrum was taken at t = 8.016d when the nova was in the early de-
cline8. By this time, we have missed the optically thick ‘fireball’ stage which occurs
on the rise until around peak, which is characterised by a black-body-like continuum
punctuated with blue-shifted absorption lines (Shore, 2012). The transition out of
the fireball stage results in emission lines becoming the dominant features of the
spectrum with associated PCygni absorptions diminishing over time. We may have
caught the very end of this transition with some of the Fe ii lines and the Hδ emis-
sion line still showing tentative signs of PCygni profiles. The Hδ emission line has
a small blue-shifted absorption component with a midpoint of 4052.4± 7.6Å and an
equivalent width of 29.3± 5.7Å. Also, the emission component may have a different
profile than the other Balmer lines with a FWHM of ∼2400kms−1. In Figure 2.8
we have plotted the Balmer lines for t = 8.016d, t = 14.040d and t = 18.010d in
order to illustrate the evidence for a Hδ PCygni versus a ‘drop-off’ at the edge of the
spectrograph.
The other prominent features of this first spectrum are theHα, Hβ andHγ emission
lines and the double peaked O i (1) emission line at 7773Å, which all have FWHM
velocities of∼2400kms−1. There is an Fe ii (42) triplet redward of Hβ at 4924, 5018,
and 5169Å, as well as a fairly strong Na i (D) emission line at approximately 5892Å.
There may be a weak Fe ii (74) multiplet blueward of Hα, however, we only see this
at 6148Å and 6456Å (even this is made more prominent by the ‘wing’ of the Hα
line) with the 6248Å and 6417Å lines clearly absent. Another explanation for this
line at 6148Å could be that it is O i (6158Å). Between these lines, there is a feature
at around 6300Å which may be [O i], that persists through the spectra until the
‘plateau’ phase. We also see tentative evidence for Fe ii (37) lines at 4556Å and
4629Å.
We can compare this spectrum to that of Nova IC1613 2015 (Williams et al., 2017,
see their Figure 4) at t = 6.59d as it is a similar time after eruption. In Figure 2.14,








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































we can see the same dominant Balmer lines and the double peaked O i (1) emission
line in both. However in Nova IC1613, there are He i emission lines at 5900Å and
potentially 5048Å (Williams et al., 2017, suggest this is more likely to be N ii) as
well as a number of other nitrogen lines that the spectrum of AT2017fvz clearly
lacks.
The second spectrum of AT2017fvz, taken 14.040 days post-eruption, maintains
all of the aforementioned emission lines including the Balmer lines, with slightly
lower FWHM velocities of∼2100kms−1, and many Fe ii lines. In addition, there is a
prominent feature that has developed at around 4640Å which may be a blending of
the N iii and O ii emission lines at 4631Å and 4638Å, respectively. Other emission
lines could be present at this location including C iv (4658Å), the forbidden [Fe iii]
(4658Å) or O i (18) at 4655Å. The [O i] (5577Å) line can be seen alongside the N ii
(3) line at 5679Å which is similar to the same line found in V1494Aquilæ (Nova
Aql 1999) around 14 days after maximum light (Iijima & Esenoglu, 2003, see their
Figure 6) and found in the spectrum of an Fe ii nova, SN2010U9, 15.3 days after
maximum (Czekala et al., 2013, see their Figure 11).
The third spectrum, t = 18.010d, has the same emission lines as the previous two
spectra with all of the lines except Hα, Hβ, Hγ and the blend of lines at ∼4640Å
having becomeweaker. See Section § 2.4.3.4 for amore in-depth look at the evolution
of the Hα emission line. Unfortunately, the fourth spectrum (t = 24.001d) has low
signal to noise due to the conditions in which this spectrum was taken so we only
see Balmer lines and [O i] at 6300Å but little else.
2.4.3.2 ‘Plateau’ Phase
The fifth spectrum was taken during the apparent plateau phase 41.995 days post-
eruption. The Balmer emission lines still dominate but there are nowmany nitrogen
emission lines such as N ii (24) at 5001Å, N ii (3) at 5679Å and [N ii] (5755Å). The
nitrogen lines at 5679Å and 5755Å can clearly be seen in Nova IC1613 2015 at
t = 57.51d (Williams et al., 2017, see their Figure 5).
Many nitrogen lines are expected during this phase of the evolution of a nova when
we should begin to see a considerable enhancement of nitrogen lines – the so-called
‘nitrogen flaring’ – which is caused by the Bowen fluorescence mechanism whereby
N iii is ‘pumped’ by the UV resonance lines of O iii (Bowen, 1934, 1935). This ‘flaring’
of nitrogen has long been known with Wright (1940) noticing this in the spectrum
of DNGeminorum (Nova Gem 1912) near 4600Å, stating that “it appears at first
9Not a supernova (Czekala et al., 2013)!
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sight hopeless to try to interpret” as well as in the RN TCoronae Borealis at 4097Å
and 4103Å (Herbig & Neubauer, 1946). In the case of V5668Sgr (Nova Sgr 2015b),
Harvey et al. (2018) indicated that this ‘Bowen Blend’ around 4640Å may be more
naturally explained by ‘oxygen flaring’ whereby there is flaring of the O ii multiplet
(V1) from 4638–4696Å.
Such ‘oxygen/nitrogen flaring’ also manifests itself in the spectrum of AT2017fvz
through a broad amalgamation of lines at approximately 4640Å where it is difficult
to determine the individual lines due to the low spectral resolution. We can assume
that they are the N ii (5) multiplet at 4614Å, 4621Å and 4630Å, and the C iii (1)
multiplet at 4647Å, 4650Å and 4651Åas well as other nitrogen species.
2.4.3.3 Nebular Phase
The final spectrum was taken 69.964 days after the time of eruption coinciding with
the nova’s nebular phase. There have not been many extragalactic novae beyond the
Magellanic Clouds observed spectroscopically during their nebular phase (Williams
et al., 2017).
At this stage, the spectrum is totally dominated by emission lines as the spectrum
changes its appearance to be more akin to that of a planetary nebula (Popper, 1940).
The ‘Bowen Blend’ from the previous spectrum is still visible and has broadened to
cover and incorporate more wavelengths taking on a ‘dome-like’ appearance.
There is also evidence for the [O iii] nebular lines at 4959 and 5007Å. The appear-
ance of [O iii] often roughly coincides with the beginning of the SSS phase when the
ejecta from the nova are becoming optically thin to UV radiation and collisions are
still occurring due to the high enough density providing a cooling mechanism (Ma-
son et al., 2018). At this time, the density of the ejecta must be less than the critical
density (ne = 6.8 × 105 cm−3) for the collisional de-excitation of [O iii]. We would
also expect an [O iii] nebular line at 4363Å. However, with this being a relatively
weak line, it is most likely hidden by the neutral mercury (Hg i) sky line at 4358Å
(Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006). Even so, we can use the ratio of these three emission
lines (Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006, see their Figure 5.1; assuming 4363Å is weak)
to estimate that the electron temperature within this part of the ejecta could be as
low as 5000K.
Additionally, the ratio of [O iii] 5007/4959Å ∼3.5 and, as in Williams et al. (2017),
this ratio is larger than the expected (∼3) which suggests that these nebular lines
may still be blended with other emission lines such as N ii.
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2.4.3.4 Hα evolution
The evolution of the Hα emission line profile is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.9.
After the first spectrum at t = 8.016d, when the line has a FWHM of 2430 ± 70
kms−1, the line progressively narrows from 2300 ± 100 kms−1 to 2070 ± 70 kms−1
and then to 1840 ± 60 kms−1 at t = 14.040d, t = 18.010d and t = 41.995d respec-
tively. The line width then remains constant between the fifth and sixth spectra
with the FWHM being 1900 ± 100 kms−1 at t = 69.964d.
In the right image of Figure 2.9, we have zoomed into the base of the Hα emission
line in order to show the faint asymmetric line to the blue. Taking an average of
the Hα line over the six spectra highlights this emission and illustrates that it is
unlikely to be a feature of the Hα line because it is not seen on both sides of the
base. As mentioned in Section § 2.4.3.1, this feature is most likely a weak Fe ii (74)
emission line at 6456Å.
2.4.4 X-rays
Utilising the r′-band decline time (t2 ≈ 15d; see Table 2.3), we used the correlations
presented by Henze et al. (2014a) to estimate the SSS properties of AT2017fvz. We
predict that a SSS with blackbody temperature kT ≈ 50 eV should have appeared at
ton ≈ 72d and turned off at toff ≈ 243d.
A Galactic foreground column density of NH = 1021 cm−2 toward AT2017fvz was
derived from the HEASARCNH tool based on the Galactic neutral hydrogen map by
Kalberla et al. (2005). We used the PIMMS software (v4.8f) with this column and
the estimated SSS temperature to convert from counts to unabsorbed flux. We then
derived X-ray luminosities by assuming a distance of 476kpc to NGC6822; these
are presented in Table 2.2.
We do not detect any X-ray emission from this system between 38 and 388 days after
the time of eruption. The luminosity upper limits, calculated from the X-ray count
limits (0.3–1keV), assuming a blackbody temperature of kT∼50 eV in Table 2.2 are
all below 1.4×1037 erg s−1. As this blackbody temperature is relatively low compared
in particular to fast RNe such as M31N2008-12a (∼120 eV; Darnley et al., 2016) and
RSOph (∼90 eV; Osborne et al., 2011), we can conclude that this system did not
have a bright SSS phase during our observational window. This is similar to Nova































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The upper limit from the five combined observations (0.3–1keV) is 9 × 10−3 ct s−1.
Under the assumption that a SSS would have been present for all five observa-
tions, this corresponds to a luminosity < 4 × 1036 erg s−1. This limit is similar
to the luminosity of a number of faint nova SSSs in M31. M31N2003-08c had
a luminosity 3.5 × 1036 erg s−1 when it was first detected around 1540 days post-
eruption (Henze et al., 2011) and M31N2006-09c (also an Fe ii nova) had a luminos-
ity ≤ 4.0 × 1036 erg s−1 around 426 days after eruption (Henze et al., 2011). Even
though both lack photometric data to use for decline times, we can determine that
they are slow novae due to their low ejecta velocities. The FWHM of the Hα emis-
sion line in M31N2003-08c is 900 kms−1 (di Mille et al., 2003) and M31N2006-09c
has an expansion velocity of 570 ± 45 kms−1 (Henze et al., 2011). Given their low
ejection velocities, the observed turn-on times for these novae are fairly consistent
with estimates determined from Figure 8 of Henze et al. (2014a) for ton. We would
not expect such a late ton for AT2017fvz.
2.4.5 The nova progenitor
2.4.5.1 Obtaining data
The WD in the nova system may have had either a main sequence, sub-giant or
red giant companion. If the system contains a red giant then it may be detectable
with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) due to the proximity of NGC6822. The po-
sition of AT2017fvz is located within archivalHST Wide-Field Planetary Camera 2
(WFPC2) images (GO:11079) taken in April 2007 using the F170W, F255W, F336W,
F439W, F555W, and F814W filters.
2.4.5.2 Positional transformation
As described in Bode et al. (2009), Darnley et al. (2014), and in detail in Williams
et al. (2014), we used reference stars in the LT images and one of the F814W HST
images to align the two and used the resultant plate solution to transform between
the two native coordinate systems. We extended the original technique by employing
all of the i′-band and r′-band LT images of the nova eruption. The PyRAF package
imcen converged on the nova’s position for all 11 of the r′-band LT images however
only converged on the nova in 7 of the 11 i′-band LT images. We used the average
nova position and subsequent scatter (in terms of standard deviation σ) in these 18
LT images (shown in Figure 2.10) to more precisely and accurately determine the
nova position in the HST data – shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.10: Position of the nova in HST coordinates from the 18 LT images. The
red points are the nova’s position from the 7 i′-band LT images converted intoHST
coordinates. and the orange points are from the nova’s position in the 11 r′-band
images converted into HST coordinates.
2.4.5.3 Position of source
We performed crowded-field point-spread function fitting photometry using the stel-
lar photometry package DOLPHOT (v2.0; Dolphin, 2000, using standard parame-
ters as given in the manual) on all detected objects in the HST image and found
a source that is within 5.14σ10 (2.05 WFPC2/PC pixels) of the nova’s location corre-
sponding to an angular separation of 0′′.0931 relating to a projected distance of 0.21 pc
(see Figure 2.11 for its position and Table 2.6 for the photometry of the source).
While seemingly close, we have no knowledge of the line-of-sight separation of the
two objects.





















































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.6: Hubble Space Telescope/WFPC2 apparent magnitudes (Vega) of the








Additionally, a colour-magnitude diagram (shown Figure 2.12), based on the HST
(ESA, 1997a,b) data was used to determine a limiting magnitude of the HST image
of mF814W ' 23.5. From the total number of sources found with DOLPHOT in the
HST image, we removed any sources that were defined by DOLPHOT as not being a
‘bright star’ including ‘faint sources’, ‘elongated sources’, ‘hot pixels’ and ‘extended
sources’. We also removed all sources with magnitude uncertainties > 0.3. Using
this, we computed the probability of a coincidental alignment to this limiting mag-
nitude between the nova and the source within 5.14σ to be 18%, using the method
described inWilliams et al. (2016). This does not pass the criterion used byWilliams
et al. (2016) to determine if a source was the likely nova progenitor (probability of
a chance alignment ≤ 5%). So, even though the resolved source is near the position
of the nova, the uncertainties on the positional transformation and the coincidence
probability indicate with high confidence that this is indeed a chance alignment.
2.4.5.4 SED of the source
Despite this low probability, we determined this source’s luminosity in the F814W,
F555W, F336W and F170W filters and plotted a spectral energy distribution (SED)
as shown in Figure 2.13 to explore whether this source could be a system capable
of a nova eruption. The source is very bright in the NUV indicating that it is most
likely to be an O or B star on a similar line of sight to the nova’s location and not the
progenitor system. We have also presented SEDs from the multi-band photometry
for a number of epochs throughout the nova’s decline which clearly illustrates the
influence that the Hα emission line has on the r′-band photometry. The last u′-band
magnitude we have of the nova (approximately 103 days post-eruption) is consistent
with theHST F336Wfilter (at around the samewavelength) so our late-time u′-band
photometry is contaminated by this nearby (but blended from the ground) source.
The late-time Swift/UVOT uvw1 photometry is similarly affected.
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Figure 2.12: The orange points are all of the sources detected in the HST image
(after we made the cuts as described in Section § 2.4.5.3) with their F814W abso-
lute magnitude plotted against their (F555W − F814W). The black points are the
stars from the Hipparcos catalogue shifted to the same distance as NGC6822 and
allowing for extinction. We have plotted the source’s position with a red star. We
can see that the faintest objects detected in this image have apparent magnitudes
of mF814W ' 23.5 and therefore absolute magnitudes of MF814W ' −1. The orange
HST points between the main sequence and red giant branch (above the gap in the
black Hipparcos points) are faint field stars in the line of sight towards NGC6822.
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A black-body fit to the SED (HST plus Swift data) of this source was carried out
by Dr Matt Darnley (a co-author from Healy et al., 2019) and is consistent with
the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a black-body with Teff = 40000 ± 8000K and M ≈ −10.1
(χ2red = 1.68), at the distance of NGC6822 and assuming E(B − V ) = 0.22. Such a
temperature and luminosity is consistent with an O-star within NGC6822. How-
ever, the F814W photometry is significantly brighter than would be expected from
such a star. This may indicate that there is additional redder source also on the
same line of sight as the nova. We also cannot rule out an association with the nova
other than the relatively high coincidence probability.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 The previous nova in NGC 6822
There has been one nova previously reported in NGC6822, which was discovered
independently by both King & Li (1999) with KAIT and Wei et al. (1999) with the
Beijing Astronomical Observatory (BAO) Supernova Survey. That nova, located at
α = 19h45m0s.31, δ = −140′10′′.3 (J2000), was discovered byKAIT in unfiltered images
taken on 1999 June 23.40 and June 23.44 withm ≈ 17.3, and by BAO on June 23.69
and June 24.72 with an unfiltered magnitude of 18. The nova was then followed up
on June 24.38 by LOSS with an unfiltered apparent magnitude of approximately
17.0 and by the Space Telescope Science Institute on June 26.08 and June 28.07
with V -band apparent magnitudes of 19.0± 0.1 and 19.6± 0.1 respectively (Bakos &
PLANET Collaboration, 1999).
The 1999 nova was spectroscopically confirmed on July 9 using the Kast spectro-
graph on the 3m Shane telescope at Lick Observatory (Filippenko, 1999). If we
assume that this nova’s optical peak occurred on the day of discovery then this spec-
trumwas taken on t∼16d, comparable to t = 14.040d and t = 18.010d for our spectra
of AT2017fvz. Therefore this spectrum is plotted in Figure 2.14 alongside a com-
bined spectrum of AT2017fvz from t = 8.016d, t = 14.040d and t = 18.010d for
comparative purposes.
Just as we see in the spectra of AT2017fvz, there are prominent Balmer lines and
many of the same Fe ii lines. Blueward of Hβ there is Fe ii (37) at 4629Å and 4666Å
and redward there is Fe ii (42) at 4924Å, 5018Å and 5169Å. The Fe ii (74) multi-
plet is located to the blue of Hα at 6148Å, 6248Å, 6417Å and 6456Å and again
the emission line at 6156Å is most likely to be O i (6158Å). The Na i (D) and [O i]
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Figure 2.13: SED of AT2017fvz from 8 days to 103 days after the time of erup-
tion and SED of the source within 5.14σ of the location of AT2017fvz. The black
points are the SEDs of AT2017fvz in the u′BV r′i′ filters from LT observations.
The blue points are from the Swift uvw1 photometry of AT2017fvz. The red points
are luminosities potentially associated with an O or B star derived from the HST
F555W, F336W and F170W filters and the orange point is a luminosity from poten-
tially another source derived from the HST F814W filter, with both being near the
nova’s location. The grey bars are the combined systematic uncertainties from the





























































































































































































































































































Table 2.7: The emission line velocities in kms−1 from the spectra of the 1999 nova
in NGC6822 compared to the same emission lines as AT2017fvz at t = 14.040d.
Line Wavelength 1999 nova AT2017fvz
identification [Å]
Hγ 4341 900 ± 120 2000 ± 200
Fe ii (37) 4491 910 ± 60 –
Hβ 4861 970 ± 50 2100 ± 210
Fe ii (42) 4924 840 ± 50 –
Fe ii (42) 5018 840 ± 80 2200 ± 230
Fe ii (42) 5169 1500 ± 110 –
Fe ii(49) 5235 860 ± 30 –
Fe ii (49) 5276 1120 ± 50 –
Fe ii (49) 5326 1600 ± 150 –
Fe ii 5533 840 ± 90 –
Fe ii 5573 850 ± 60 –
Na i (D) 5892 800 ± 130 –
[O i] 6300 650 ± 40 –
Hα 6563 830 ± 20 2300 ± 100
emission lines at 5892Å and 6300Å, respectively, are also present and much more
apparent.
As well as the large number of Fe ii lines between Hβ and Hγ that were not clearly
visible in the AT2017fvz spectrum, we see the Fe ii (49) multiplet at 5235Å, 5276Å
and 5326Å to the red of the Fe ii (42) multiplet. There are features in the spectrum
at approximately 5533Å and 5573Å which may also be Fe ii.
Many of the lines, such as Na i (D), Fe ii (42) and the Balmer lines have PCygni
profiles indicating that this spectrum was taken as the nova transitioned from the
fireball stage. Comparing this directly to the evolution of AT2017fvz tells us that
this 1999 nova was relatively slow which is also consistent with the much narrower
emission lines created through slower ejecta velocities. See Table 2.7 for the emis-
sion line velocities of many of the prominent emission lines with the corresponding
velocity for AT2017fvz.
2.5.2 Comparison to novae in other galaxies
In addition to the comparison of the 1999 nova in NGC6822, we can make compar-
isons with novae that have been found in other Local Group dwarf galaxies as well
as with other relatively well studied Local Group galaxies such as M31 and M33.
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2.5.2.1 IC 1613
Comparison to Nova IC1613 2015 (Williams et al., 2017) is relevant as not only is
AT2017fvz in a similar environment (a dwarf irregular galaxy) and has a similar
peak absolutemagnitude but the spectrawere obtainedwith the same spectrograph,
SPRAT. This removes any differences occurring in the spectra due to apparatus dif-
ferences so a direct comparison of spectral lines can be made.
Though similar, AT2017fvz is a faster but dimmer nova than Nova IC1613 2015
with a shorter V -band decline time (∼ 8 d) than t2 ∼ 13 ± 2days and a fainter V -
band absolute magnitude (−7.45) than MV = −7.93 ± 0.08. So as expected from a
faster system, the nova in NGC6822 has greater line velocities corresponding to
faster ejecta velocities.
Each nova belongs to a different spectroscopic class as illustrated in Figure 2.14.
Nova IC1613 2015 was classified as a “hybrid” as it presents both He i and N ii
emission lines in its early decline spectra as well as a wealth of Fe ii lines. These
helium and nitrogen lines are absent in the spectra of the Fe ii nova, AT2017fvz.
We have one example of a “hybrid” nova in IC1613 and two examples of Fe ii novae
in NGC6822. Even though this is only a small sample, it illustrates that novae from
different spectroscopic classes have been found in dwarf irregular galaxies.
2.5.2.2 The Magellanic Clouds
The LMC contains many novae (see, Shafter, 2013) and the SMC one (Mróz et al.,
2016) that have similar characteristics to AT2017fvz. These are:
LMCN1977-03a: This nova has similar characteristics to AT2017fvz as it is an
Fe ii nova with t2,V = 11 d (compared to ∼8 d) and with peak MV = −8.2 (com-
pared to −7.45; Canterna & Schwartz, 1977). However, it has an expansion velocity
of 1400kms−1, from the mean value of the Hα (FWHM = 1600kms−1) and [O i]
(6300Å) emission lines (Canterna & Thompson, 1981), which is much slower than
AT2017fvz.
LMCN1995-02a: With a decline time of t2,V = 11.0± 3.0d (Hearnshaw et al., 2004)
and a peak absolute magnitude of MV = −8.5, LMCN1995-02a is a brighter Fe ii
nova than AT2017fvz even though it belongs to the same speed class (again with
a much slower Hα FWHM = 1500kms−1; Shafter, 2013) – further validation that
AT2017fvz may be a ‘faint and fast’ nova. It also appears to show a plateau in
its optical light curve, similar to AT2017fvz, around 12 days after maximum (see
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Figure 3 in Hearnshaw et al., 2004). Unlike AT2017fvz which shows no evidence for
a SSS phase, this nova was rediscovered as the third supersoft X-ray nova with an
effective temperature of around 30 eV (Orio & Greiner, 1999) after originally being
discovered by Liller (1995).
LMCN2000-07a: Greiner et al. (2003) found, from an estimated time of maximum,
that Nova LMCN2000-07a had an absolute magnitude of MV = −8.2. This is an-
other example of a nova with a decline time similar to AT2017fvz (t2,V = 8.0+4.5−3.5 d;
Hearnshaw et al., 2004) being much brighter at peak. Duerbeck & Pompei (2000)
reported that the spectrum taken around a week after maximum showed Balmer
emission lines with FWHM = 1700kms−1, a Na i (D) emission line and a number of
Fe ii multiplets also seen in the early spectrum of AT2017fvz such as 42, 37 and 74
as well as 38, indicative of a Fe ii nova. Just like AT2017fvz, there was no supersoft
X-ray phase found for this nova (Greiner et al., 2003). It is therefore suggested that
the SSS phase must have been shorter than 7 weeks or the effective temperature of
the WD was below ∼10 eV in order for the SSS to not be observable.
LMCN2002-02a: Nova LMCN2002-02a was found to have a V -band decline time
of t2,V = 12.0d by Mason et al. (2005b) which they then used with a MMRD rela-
tion to find an peak absolute magnitude ofMV = −8.6. The early spectra (6 and 11
days past maximum) indicate that this is another Fe ii nova. They show prominent
Balmer lines and strong Fe ii multiplets such as 42, 49, 37 and 38 as well as the
Na i (D) emission line at 5892Å (see Figure 4 in Mason et al., 2005b). The late spec-
trum taken 161 days post-maximum shows the same nebular [O iii] emission lines
as AT2017fvz at 4959 and 5007Å but much stronger. Along with a high expansion
velocity of 2150kms−1, this nova stands out as being the closest to AT2017fvz with
respect to all of its properties.
SMCN2005-08a: With an I-band decline time of t2 = 14±2d (Mróz et al., 2016), this
nova is similar to AT2017fvz which has t2,i′∼13d. This nova had a peak V -band ap-
parent magnitude of 10.4 (Schwarz et al., 2011) which we used with µ0 = 18.95±0.07
(Graczyk et al., 2014) and AV = 0.11 ± 0.06 (Aydi et al., 2018a) to determine a
peak V -band absolute magnitude of −8.66 ± 0.09, much brighter than AT2017fvz.
SMCN2005-08a is an Fe ii nova with the usual spectrum dominated by Balmer
lines, Fe ii (42) and Fe ii (74) multiplets and Na i (D) emission lines (Mason et al.,
2005a). Its Balmer lines were very broad with an average FWHM ∼3200kms−1
with Mason et al. (2005a) also noting marginal evidence of a PCygni absorption
component to the blue of the Hβ emission line possibly indicating an expansion ve-
locity of 2100kms−1. As with AT2017fvz, there were no X-rays detected 219 days
post-maximum (Schwarz et al., 2011).
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2.5.2.3 M 31 and M 32
As previously mentioned, most (82%) of the novae inM31 belong to the Fe ii spectral
class. Using the cumulative t2 distribution plot of M31 novae from Williams et al.
(2016), we can say that AT2017fvzwould belong to the fastest 10 per cent of novae. It
is therefore a relatively fast Fe ii nova with respect to those inM31, backed-up by the
collection of M31 nova properties in Shafter et al. (2011). All of the other novae in
M31 from Williams et al. (2016) that are faster belong to the He/N or “hybrid” class
placing this nova at the edge of the classification scheme. The few novae belonging
to the Fe ii spectroscopic class with decline times similar to AT2017fvz are:
M31N2004-11a: This nova has a peak absolute R-band magnitude MR = −8.04 ±
0.25 (compared toMr′ = −7.72±0.06) and an R-band decline time of t2,R = 19.1±1.9
(compared to Mr′ = 15.5 ± 0.4). However, the FWHM of the Hα and Hβ emission
lines are significantly smaller: 1580kms−1 and 1230kms−1, respectively (Shafter
et al., 2011).
M31N2006-10b: M31N2006-10b hasMV = −7.98±0.11 and a V -band decline time
t2,V = 5.8 ± 0.3 – similar to AT2017fvz. However, it does not belong to the Fe ii
spectral class but is a “hybrid”. Its spectrum changed from showing many Fe ii lines
∼1 day post-discovery to a typical He/N nova spectrum∼3weeks later (Shafter et al.,
2011). This difference in spectroscopic class to AT2017fvz may be the result of the
much larger ejecta velocities (Hα andHβ emission lines had FWHM> 3000kms−1).
M31N2007-11d: This is a much brighter nova than AT2017fvz with MV ' −9.5
even though it has a similar decline time, t2,V∼9.5days (Shafter et al., 2009). Other
similarities include its early spectrum showing the Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Fe ii (42) emis-
sion lines indicative of a Fe ii nova with FWHM∼ 2300kms−1 and some PCygni
profiles.
M31N2009-10b: The nova M31N2009-10b has spectral type Fe ii with t2,B = 8.0±
0.2d and t2,V = 8.9±0.2d, comparable to AT2017fvz. However, it was much brighter
with a peak MV = −9.68 ± 0.11. As discussed in Section § 2.5.5, this is close to the
absolute magnitude we would have expected AT2017fvz to have with its associated
decline time (Shafter et al., 2011).
M32N2004-01a: Neill & Shara (2005) found ‘M32nova 1’ in the dwarf galaxy M32,
a satellite of M31, and found it to have a V -band decline rate, t2∼31days. Their
Figure 6 (a spectrum taken eight days post-discovery), shows the same Fe ii lines
alongside the Hβ line as the spectrum of AT2017fvz in Figure 2.7, which is also
eight days after the time of eruption.
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2.5.2.4 M 33
There are a number of novae that reside inM33 (Shafter et al., 2012a) withwhichwe
can make comparisons to AT2017fvz as they belong to the same spectroscopic class.
Unfortunately, only one of these has light curve properties which would enable a
direct comparison:
M33N2007-09a: This nova belongs to the ‘very fast’ fading speed class with t2,B =
11.0± 0.3 and t2,V = 5.9± 0.2 but has a brighter peak absolute magnitude ofMV =
−8.93±0.15. Its spectrum includes Balmer emission lines and a number of He i and
N ii lines placing it in the He/N category. The FWHM of the Hα and Hβ lines are
4800kms−1 and 4260kms−1, respectively, which as expected for a He/N nova are
much larger than the Fe ii nova AT2017fvz (Shafter et al., 2012a).
From these examples of novae in other dwarf irregular galaxies, we can build up an
argument for AT2017fvz being atypical. Of all the fast Fe ii novaewe have identified,
AT2017fvz is the only one that has relatively high velocity ejecta and is substan-
tially ‘under-luminous’. However, the lack of an X-ray detection may be a common
theme among novae in dwarf irregular galaxies.
2.5.3 Nova rate in NGC 6822 and IC 1613
From the LSNR relationship given in Section § 1.3, we would expect the nova rate
for NGC6822 to be 0.0855 yr−1 by usingLK = 3.8×108L (Weldrake et al., 2003) and
the nova rate for IC1613 to be 0.027 ± 0.001 yr−1 by using the K-band magnitude
of 7.43 (Karachentsev et al., 2013). These have been plotted on Fig 2.15, which is a
reproduced Figure 1 from Shafter et al. (2014), showing the dependence of a galaxy’s
nova rate on itsK-band luminosity11. Asmentioned previously, two novae have been
observed in NGC6822 (King & Li 1999 and this work) and three novae have been
observed in IC1613 (see Williams et al. 2017 for more details), therefore we cannot
produce a meaningful nova rate to compare this prediction to.
2.5.4 The lack of X-rays
We do not detect X-ray emission from AT2017fvz with any of the five Swift observa-
tions. This gives us two scenarios; either the emission was not detectable, or it was
detectable but we did not observe the system at the correct time.

























































































































































































































There are a number of reasons why the X-rays emanating from the surface of the
WD may not have been detectable. One option is that the X-ray emission may have
ceased before the ejecta surrounding the nova were optically thin enough to permit
observation, i.e. toff < ton.
The other option is that the SSS may have been too faint to be detected, with an up-
per limit of the X-ray luminosity being 4× 1036 erg s−1. This is potentially explained
by the low metallicity environment of NGC6822. Depending upon the amount of
mixing between the accreted envelope and the underlying WD, the metallicity of the
accreted shell will either only weakly (strong mixing) or strongly (little mixing) de-
pend upon the metallicity of the donor. As the TNR operates via the hot-CNO cycle,
a lower metallicity shell might therefore be expected to produce a lower luminosity,
but longer lived SSS phase. In such a scenario, low metallicity alone might explain
the lack of any X-ray detection.
Alternatively, if the X-ray emission was in principle detectable, then the reasons
for not observing this SSS phase revolve around the timing of the observations. It
may also indicate that the Henze et al. (2014a) correlations used to predict ton and
toff (derived from CNe in M31) are not valid in the lower metallicity environment of
NGC6822 (see, e.g., Williams et al., 2017). Firstly, the supersoft X-ray source may
occur after 388 days (our last Swift observation) so we have simply observed too
early, indicative of a high mass ejecta and also a low mass WD. Secondly, the whole
SSS phase may have taken place within one of the observing gaps, either between
38d and 67d, between 67d and 97d, between 97d and 268d, or between 243d and
388d. Though unlikely, there are examples of very short SSS phases in fast novae
such as M31N2007-12d with an extremely short SSS phase of < 20d (Henze et al.,
2011). Finally, the most tantalising option is that the entire SSS took place before
our first Swift observation, 38 days post-eruption. This would tell us that we had
low mass ejecta and a high mass WD and are potentially dealing with a recurrent
nova.
2.5.5 A possibly ‘faint and fast’ or recurrent nova?
With t2,V = 8.1±0.2 d, AT2017fvz is a ‘very fast’ fading nova. We calculated from the
MMRD relations in Downes & Duerbeck (2000) an expected peak V -band absolute
magnitude of MV ≈ −9, but with a peak absolute magnitude in the range −7.41 >
MV > −8.33 mag, AT2017fvz may be substantially fainter than ‘expected’. Given
this range, and after accounting for expected differences between the V -band and g
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filters (see, Shafter et al., 2009), AT2017fvz would lie below theMMRD (broadly con-
sistent with the position of M31N 2008-11a) as presented by Kasliwal et al. (2011)
(see their Figure 12 in the bottom left panel of Figure 1.6), which plots six ‘faint and
fast’ novae by their t2 and their peak absolute g-band magnitude. Here we suggest
caution, as the upper end of this range (high internal extinction contribution and
missed light-curve peak) is marginally consistent with the MMRD. We also note
that Kasliwal et al. (2011) employed the Balmer decrement to correct for extinction
towards many of their M31 novae; however Case B recombination is not valid in the
early stages of nova evolution (see, Williams et al., 2017, for a discussion).
The ‘faint and fast’ region of the MMRD phase space is populated by a number of
Galactic (see Figure 13 in Kasliwal et al., 2011) andM31 RNe. Pagnotta & Schaefer
(2014) defined a number of key indicators for a RN masquerading as a CN (i.e., only
one observed eruption). AT2017fvz satisfies some of these; for example the short
t2 implies the presence of a high-mass WD. The high ejecta velocities (for an Fe ii
nova) inferred from the Hα emission line (2430 ± 70kms−1) further reinforce this
suggestion.
Additionally, there is a plateau in the optical light curve from around day 25 to day
45. It has been proposed that such plateaus are produced by the SSS irradiating a
reformed, or surviving, accretion disc and the donor. The subsequent reprocessed
optical light then dominates the light emitted by the nova ejecta, temporarily halting
the decline of the light curve (Hachisu et al., 2000; Evans et al., 2008; Darnley et al.,
2016). This could indicate that the accretion disc survived the eruption, pointing
to a high accretion rate and/or low ejected mass – a reasonable indicator of an RN.
However, it does not provide strong evidence in isolation. Additionally, the spectrum
obtained during the plateau shows no evidence for narrow (or any) He ii lines, a key
signature of a hot disc (as is seen during the plateau phase of known RNe; e.g. Henze
et al., 2018a).
The other criteria suggested by Pagnotta & Schaefer (2014) require either far su-
perior spectroscopy or identification of the quiescent system. AT2017fvz matches
all their RN indicators that we can reasonably test. The lack of a detected progen-
itor also indicates the absence of a luminous accretion disc, therefore at most only
a modest accretion rate. Even if this system were a RN, it certainly would not be a
short-cycle recurrence system.
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2.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented observations and analysis of AT2017fvz, the sec-
ond spectroscopically confirmed nova to be observed within the Local Group dwarf
irregular galaxy NGC6822. We carried out detailed photometric and spectroscopic
observations of the nova from its initial rise through to the nebular phase. To sum-
marise as follows:
1. We conducted observations of the nova AT2017fvz with ground-based photom-
etry with ASAS-SN, ATLAS, KAIT, and the LT, spectroscopy with the LT, and
NUV and X-ray observations with Swift.
2. AT2017fvz has peak absolute magnitudes of MV = −7.45 ± 0.07 and Mr′ =
−7.72± 0.06.
3. With t2(V ) = 8.1± 0.2d and t3(V ) = 15.2± 0.3d, AT2017fvz is a ‘very fast’ nova.
4. AT2017fvz belongs to the Fe ii spectroscopic class. We also see the usual
Balmer lines throughout as well as nebular lines such as [O iii] developing
in the final spectrum.
5. Tentative evidence for a Hδ PCygni profile is seen in the first spectrum taken
8 days post-eruption, possibly indicating the end of the fireball stage.
6. The FWHM of the Hα emission line progressively narrows from 2430kms−1
to 1840kms−1 over ∼35d and then remains constant in the final nebular spec-
trum at ∼70days.
7. We see a plateau in the optical light curve from around day 25 to day 45 which
may indicate the presence of a surviving or re-formed accretion disk.
8. We did not detect any X-rays between days 38 and 388 indicating that the SSS
may have occurred within the first ∼40 days, or that it was obscured by the
ejecta, or was simply too faint to be detectable.
9. There is a source near to the location of AT2017fvz seen in archivalHST data.
However, it is probably an unassociated O-star.
10. The low luminosity and rapid decline indicate that AT2017fvz may be a ‘faint
and fast’ nova.
11. Additionally, the low luminosity, rapid decline, plateau phase, and potentially
short (but unconfirmed) SSS phase are all pointers to a potential RN. Any
recurrent nature can only be confirmed by a second eruption.
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With AT2017fvz being the second nova to be spectroscopically confirmed within
NGC6822, we have been able to study another object within a dwarf irregular galaxy
– not a typical environment compared to the majority of novae observed within the
Local Group. Focusing on novae in other less studied environments such as this will





There were a number of alternate sources for the vast nebulosity surrounding the
most rapidly recurring nova, M31N 2008-12a (see Section § 1.4.5). These include a
supernova remnant (SNR), a superbubble or a fossil H ii region. In order to rule out
these other possibilities and thus justify the proposed shaping mechanism coming
from many past eruptions, Darnley et al. (2019a) took each scenario in turn. Here
I will describe each of the alternatives and explain in detail the possible source in
which I contributed towards excluding in Darnley et al. (2019a): a fossil H ii region.
3.2 A supernova remnant
One consideration is that the nova super-remnant visible around 12a is a super-
nova remnant, the remaining ejected material from a previous stellar explosion.
An important class of SNR, which are referred to as ‘forbidden-line SNR’ in Braun
& Walterbos (1993), can be identified from the ratio of the [S ii] (forbidden singly
ionised sulphur) emission lines at 6716Å and 6731Å to Hα being greater than ap-
proximately 0.4.
As can be derived from the spectroscopy of the NSR’s outer shell, given in Figure 3.1,
the ratio of [S ii]/Hα > 0.5. This is marginally consistent with that of a supernova
remnant candidate (see Figure 3.2 from Kniazev et al. 2008 as well as Sasaki et al.
2012 and Long et al. 1990) however the absence of strong emission from [O i] and
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Figure 3.1: Spectroscopy of the outer shell of the nova super-remnant surrounding
M31N 2008-12a. The top (black) spectrum is from the bright western part of the
NSR and the bottom (grey) spectrum is from the inner eastern knot, both taken
with the Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC). Taken from Darnley et al. (2019a).
[O iii] (Darnley et al., 2015a, 2019a), associated with collisional ionisation (Braun &
Walterbos, 1993), suggests that the outer shell seen around 12a is not a SNR.
Additionally, the spherically expanding blast-wave from the supernova excavates the
surrounding interstellar medium; creating a cavity containing a very low-density
and high temperature environment that emits soft X-ray radiation (Sasaki et al.,
2012). Synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons and heavier particles, in
the form of radio and X-ray emission, can also be detected from these SNRs (Sasaki
et al., 2012). Utilising the XMM-Newton large programme survey of M31; archival
radio surveys;UBVRI band images of the LGGS (Massey et al., 2006) as well as Hα,
[S ii] and [O iii] emission-line images, Sasaki et al. (2012) obtained a list of 26 X-ray
SNRs and an additional 20 candidates belonging to M31 and did not suggest that
the NSR surrounding 12a was a supernova remnant, even though it was located
within their survey area. Walterbos & Braun (1992) also identify the region where
the NSR is located to be a region of diffuse emission.
Finally, there is no significant X-ray emission detected from the NSR in available
XMM-Newton archival observations. The count-rate upper limit of 6.74×10−4 counts
per second (Darnley et al., 2019a) is three times fainter than the typical count-rates
from detected M31 SNRs in Sasaki et al. (2012), leading to the conclusion that the
nebulosity spatially coincident with M31N 2008-12a is not a supernova remnant.
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Figure 3.2: [S ii]/Hα ratio vs [N ii]/Hα ratio. Supernova remnants inhabit the re-
gion as indicatedwith the dashed line. The [S ii]/Hα ratio from the outer shell of the
12a’s NSR is marginally consistent with this. Taken from Figure 4, “Spectroscopy
of two PN candidates in IC 10” (Kniazev et al., 2008).
3.3 A superbubble
A superbubble, also known as a supershell or ISM bubble, is a cavity created within
the local ISM by the stellar winds from the most massive stars with spectral types of
O and B, as well as supernova explosions (Tomisaka& Ikeuchi, 1986;McCray, 1988).
These massive stars usually belong to groups named OB associations, leading to the
merging of individually created wind bubbles. Fuel is then rapidly depleted in these
massive stars with the resulting supernova adding to the expansion of the already
formed superbubble. An example of this type of phenomena, known as Henize 70
(a.k.a N70 or DEM301), residing in the LMC, is shown in Figure 3.3.
Ultraviolet imaging of the NSRwith theHSTwould be able to easily detect OB stars
responsible for growing a superbubble. However, there is an absence of these within
the nebulosity with the accretion disk surrounding 12a remaining the brightest UV
source, thereby straightforwardly ruling out this possibility (Darnley et al., 2019a).
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Figure 3.3: Composite image of Henize 70, a superbubble in the Large Magellanic
Cloud, approximately 300 light years in diameter. Image credit: ESO.
3.4 A fossil H ii region
A typical H ii region is a region of interstellar hydrogen that has been ionised by
early type stars, with surface temperatures of ∼50,000 K (Kahn, 1974), emitting
huge amounts of ultraviolet radiation. However, after the ionising source has ceased
and thus loses influence over the surrounding gas, the atomic hydrogen within this
H ii region begins to recombine. This once ionised region becomes a fossil H ii region
(Nagakura & Omukai, 2005).
Clearly, the recurrent nova eruptions emanating from 12a will form a dynamic
remnant from the ejected material and a photoionisation region from the copious
amounts of X-ray emission. But, in order to determine if the NSR is either a previ-
ously formedH ii region no longer being ionised or a dynamically expanding shell be-
ing swept up by many previous nova eruptions, we should calculate the size of a fully
ionised sphere that would grow from the radiation of the system’s nova eruptions.
This Strömgren sphere (Strömgren, 1939) would grow until the recombination rate
equals the ionisation rate and becomes static. Strömgren analysis is only valid when
the recurrence period is much less than the recombination time (Prec  Trecomb) as
in this scenario, the nova is acting as a source of constant ionising radiation. On the
other hand, if Prec > Trecomb, all of the medium surrounding the nova would have
sufficient time to recombine before the next nova eruption, so we would observe the
effects of a single flash ionisation.
Before considering this Strömgren sphere, we will briefly outline when it is valid
to use Case A or Case B recombination. Case A recombination describes a scenario
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where a nebula is optically thin to ionising radiation such that recombination to the
ground state results in ionising photons escaping the nebula. Case B recombination
describes a scenario where a nebula is optically thick to ionising radiation, such that
when recombination to the ground state occurs, the resultant ionising photons are
immediately absorbed and remain confined to the nebula, with the effective recom-
bination rate being zero. Even though Case B recombination is not considered to
be valid for the evolution of novae in their early stages due to the environment of
collisional excitation (Case A and B recombination are assumed to be collisionless),
as discussed in Williams et al. (2017), we will use it for this derivation as an approx-
imation because it is the closest scenario we have from the two cases.










where S? is the ionising luminosity from the source in photons s−1, n is the number
of nucleons per m3 (assumed to be all protons within the surrounding ISM) and β is
the total recombination rate for Case B recombination (see discussion above) given
as β ≈ 2×10−16×T−0.75ISM m3s−1 (see, for example, Dyson &Williams, 1980), and TISM
is the effective temperature of the ISM.
Wewill assume that the ionising radiation predominantly comes from the nova erup-
tions and therefore the UV radiation from the system’s accretion disk and white
dwarf make a negligible contribution. If we take the peak nova luminosity as 104 L
(Shara, 1989; Yaron et al., 2005), assume that the nova only emits ionising photons
for two weeks of the year (the SSS timescale of each eruption; Henze et al., 2018a),
and assume a spectrum of 15 eV photons (this is an overestimate as the blackbody








3.8× 1037 erg s−1
2.4× 10−11 erg ×
2
52
∴ S? = 6.2× 1046 photons s−1.
Setting the ISM to be low density (n = 1 cm−3) and cold (T = 90 K) leads to a
recombination rate of:
β ≈ 2× 10−16 × T−0.75ISM m3 s−1 = 2× 10−16 × (90)−0.75 m3 s−1
∴ β = 6.84× 10−18 m3 s−1.
1See Appendix B for the derivation of this equation.
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(1× 106 m−3)2(6.84× 10−18 m3 s−1)
) 1
3
= 1.29× 1017 m,
gives us a Strömgren radius ofRs = 4.2 pc, much smaller than the NSR seen around
M31N 2008-12a. The time taken to ionise the volume of this sphere can be calcu-







(1× 106 m3)× (6.84× 10−18 m3 s−1) ≈ 4600 years.
We have initially considered a cold low density ISM, however if we were to consider
that the NSR has formed from the nova eruptions, then the temperature of the
surrounding ISMmight bemore akin to that seen aroundO-B stars, typically∼104K
(Anderson et al., 2009), and so:
β = 2× 10−16 × (104)−0.75 m3 s−1 = 2× 10−19 m3 s−1.






(1× 106 m−3)2(2× 10−19 m3 s−1)
) 1
3
= 4.18× 1017 m,
or Rs = 13.6 pc, within the same order of magnitude as the 67 pc radius of the NSR.






(1× 106 m−3)× (2× 10−19 m3 s−1) ≈ 160, 000 years.
However, the ISM density considered so far is much lower than we might expect as
12a appears to be located in a star forming region of M31, where n will be higher.
Therefore, if we were to increase this to a more realistic n = 100 cm−3, we would
create much smaller sub-parsec Strömgren spheres (see Table 3.1).
Next, even though we know that the SSS isn’t continuously on, we could also de-
rive an upper limit on the size of a photoionised region by assuming a continuous
luminosity of 104 L from the nova. Similar to the earlier calculation, this would
give us an ionising luminosity of 1.6× 1048 photons s−1. For a high density ISM, the
Strömgren sphere is on the order of 1 parsec (see Table 3.2), however for a very low
density (n = 0.1 cm−3), cold (T = 90 K) ISM, the region begins to reach the size of
the observed NSR (Rs = 57.4 pc). Evidently, the remnant we see is similar in size to
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6.2× 1046 photons s−1 and T = 90 K
6.2× 1046 photons s−1 and T = 104 K
1.6× 1048 photons s−1 and T = 90 K
1.6× 1048 photons s−1 and T = 104 K
Figure 3.4: Radii of Strömgren spheres calculated with varying density (n = 0.1
cm−3, n = 1 cm−3, n = 10 cm−3 and n = 100 cm−3) and temperature of ISM (T = 90
K and T = 104) for an ionising flux of S? = 6.2 × 1046 photons s−1 (circles) and as
a continuous ionising flux from the nova of S? = 1.6 × 1048 photons s−1 (squares).
The radius of the NSR is indicated with a dashed line. The estimated ISM density
surrounding ten Galactic recurrent novae are indicated with vertical grey lines.
These densities were estimated during a study (see Section § 5.3 for more detail)
by the author, conducted after the work in Darnley et al. (2019a), to help with
finding more examples of nova super-remnants.
a couple of these derived photoionised spheres, however we are using an unrealistic
setup involving a nova continuously emitting ionising photons (see Figure 3.4). The
only combination of parameters that result in a remnant approximately this size,
given the lower ionising flux, requires an extremely low density (n = 0.1 cm−3) and
hot (T = 104 K) environment, possibly consistent with the pre-nova ISM density
being less than n = 50 cm−3 (Darnley et al., 2019a).
Alternatively, as we know that the maximum radius of the NSR is 67 pc, we can
derive a luminosity (assuming continuous ionising flux) of the nova needed in order
for the sphere to grow this large. As before, we consider various densities of the ISM
(n = 0.1 cm−3, n = 1 cm−3, n = 10 cm−3 and n = 100 cm−3) as well as cold (T = 90
K) and warm (T = 104 K) ISM. For example, starting with a Strömgren radius of
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Rs = 67 pc = 2.1×1018 m, with the characteristics of the local ISM being n = 1 cm−3







(1× 106 m−3)2(6.84× 10−18 m3 s−1)(2.1× 1018 m)3




= 6.4× 1039 erg s−1
∴ S? = 1.7× 106 L
From Table 3.3 we can see that the nova would need a luminosity ranging from
4.8 × 102 L for a very low density (n = 0.1 cm−3) warm (T = 104 K) ISM up to
1.7 × 1010 L for a high density (n = 100 cm−3) cold (T = 90 K) ISM to produce the
remnant seen around 12a. Constraining these parameters from spectroscopy of the
remnant such that T < 9000 K and n = 50 cm−3 (Darnley et al., 2019a), we find that
the nova luminosity would have to be 1.3× 108 L.
Furthermore, we can look at the overall morphology of the super-remnant. If we
were solely seeing the fossilised result of a previously ionised Strömgren sphere,
then we would expect to see a spherical structure, even with some irregularities
taken into consideration. However, the nova super-remnant we see around 12a is
an elliptical structure and it is unlikely that the surrounding ISM would act so
preferentially to aid in growing a photoionised sphere into this shape.
Table 3.1: Radii of Strömgren spheres calculated with varying density and tem-
perature of ISM with an ionising flux of S? = 6.2× 1046 photons s−1 to replicate the
ionising photons being only produced for two weeks of the year.
n = 0.1 cm−3 n = 1 cm−3 n = 10 cm−3 n = 100 cm−3
T = 90 K 19.5 pc 4.2 pc 0.9 pc 0.2 pc
T = 104 K 63.2 pc 13.6 pc 2.9 pc 0.6 pc
Table 3.2: Radii of Strömgren spheres calculated with varying density and tem-
perature of ISM with a continuous ionising flux from the nova of S? = 1.6 ×
1048 photons s−1.
n = 0.1 cm−3 n = 1 cm−3 n = 10 cm−3 n = 100 cm−3
T = 90 K 57.4 pc 12.4 pc 2.7 pc 0.6 pc
T = 104 K 186.6 pc 40.2 pc 8.7 pc 1.9 pc
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Table 3.3: Nova luminosity (assuming continuous ionising flux) calculated with
varying density and temperature of ISMwith a Strömgren radius equal to themax-
imum radius of the NSR (Rs = 67 pc = 2.1× 1018 m).
n = 0.1 cm−3 n = 1 cm−3 n = 10 cm−3 n = 100 cm−3
T = 90 K 1.7× 104 L 1.7× 106 L 1.7× 108 L 1.7× 1010 L
T = 104 K 4.8× 102 L 4.8× 104 L 4.8× 106 L 4.8× 108 L
T < 9000 K 5.3× 102 L 5.3× 104 L 5.3× 106 L 5.3× 108 L
Of course, the photoionising radiation being emitted from the nova eruptions would
have initially dominated and grown an early Strömgren sphere into the ISM. How-
ever, the calculations presented above alongside the current size of the NSR suggest
that the growth of the NSR is now being dominated by the dynamics of the inter-
acting ejecta. In other words, this nova super-remnant has been grown dynamically
from the ISM being swept up by many millions of past recurrent nova eruptions into
the structure we observe today.
Even so, further work by the author conducted after the study in Darnley et al.
(2019a) shows that photoionisation still plays a role within these vast structures
(see Section § 5.6). The radiation from the WD itself will influence the internal
regions of the remnant and the high velocity shocks within the ejecta pile-up region
will lead to highly ionising X-ray radiation, possibly aiding observation (see Section
§ 5.6).
3.5 Summary
We will finish this chapter by summarising the key points:
1. The nova super-remnant (NSR) around M31N 2008-12a resembles a number
of astrophysical phenomena.
2. An absence of strong emission from [O i] or [O iii] and a lack of significant X-ray
emission suggests that the NSR is not a supernova remnant.
3. A superbubble (or ISM bubble) would have a detectable OB star association so
an absence of this type of system within the NSR ruled out this possibility.
4. Strömgren sphere analysis with characteristics of the local ISM and underly-
ing nova system illustrated that photoionisation cannot be solely responsible
for the creation of the NSR, but instead would require additional dynamical






The nova super-remnant surrounding M31N 2008-12a owes its existence to the
characteristics of the system with the high mass WD and high Ṁ contributing to
the rapidly recurring eruptions. It is therefore clear that we should see vast struc-
tures around other RNewith similarly short inter-eruption times (Darnley &Henze,
2020; Darnley, 2021). These remnants also offer another opportunity to find previ-
ously unknown RNe and rapidly recurring novae (RRNe), as well as finding ‘extinct’
nova systems in which the companion has ran out of material to donate (Darnley,
2021). Additionally, with theWD in these systems being close to the Chandrasekhar
limit with the real possibility to explode as a SNIa, these phenomena also provide
“a clear and persistent signpost to the progenitor-type of that SNIa” (Darnley, 2021),
and deliver reasoning behind the absence of hydrogen in SNIa spectra through re-
moving ∼106 M of mostly hydrogen away from the location of the upcoming event
(Darnley, 2021).
Clearly, finding another nova super-remnant would have huge implications. How-
ever, the extent to which these shells grow will depend on underlying properties of
the binary such as WD temperature, MWD and Ṁ , as well as density of the sur-
rounding interstellar medium. Other factors will play a role in the observability of
NSRs, such as metallicity, donor type, and line-of-sight inclination (Darnley, 2021),
but these will not be addressed in this work.
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In this chapter, we employ the same method as that in Darnley et al. (2019a) us-
ing hydrodynamical simulations to determine the growth of NSRs, but with a more
realistic recreation of the evolution of the nova system. In Section § 4.2 we will de-
scribe in more detail the Morpheus code used to run the hydrodynamical simulations
employed in this study and Section § 4.3 will detail the tests we performed before
running our main simulations. We will describe the simple model used to generate
simulation parameters in Section § 4.4, outline each of the separate runs in Sec-
tion § 4.5 before presenting the results of these simulations with radiative cooling
in Section § 4.6. We look closely at diagnostics of the reference simulation without
and with radiative cooling in Section § 4.7 and compare our simulations to observa-
tions of the NSR surrounding M31N 2008-12a in Section § 4.8. A number of post
main simulation tests are described in Section § 4.9 before we finish the chapter by
presenting a summary in Section § 4.10.
4.2 Hydrodynamical Simulations with Morpheus
As in Darnley et al. (2019a), the hydrodynamical simulations in this work were per-
formed with the Morpheus program. This is an MPI-OpenMP Eulerian second-order
Godunov simulation code with options of Cartesian, spherical and cylindrical co-
ordinates, and includes radiative cooling and gravity1. Morpheus combines well-
established one-dimensional (Asphere; see Vaytet et al., 2007b), two-dimensional
(Novarot; see Lloyd et al., 1997) and three-dimensional (CubeMPI; see Wareing
et al., 2006) codes written by the Manchester-LJMU astrophysics groups into a
single-framework. Additionally, we know that novae ejecta are not spherically sym-
metric (see Section § 1.2.6), however largely for computational reasons, we have as-
sumed one-dimensional spherical symmetry for the purposes of these simulations,
effectively modelling the bulk equatorial ejecta.
The systems aremodelled in the samemanner as given inDarnley et al. (2019a) with
a red giant donor blowing a wind2 interspersed with nova eruptions in the style of a
top-hat function. Specifically, the characteristics of the blowing wind represents the
base level for the majority of output from the underlying system, is instantaneously
changed to represent the nova eruption before instantaneously lowering to the base
level again after the outburst. Due to the spatial resolution of the simulations be-
ing larger than the expected orbital separation of the WD and the donor, we assume
1We do not make use of gravity in our simulations as we start the ejected material outside of the
Hill sphere such that it is already at terminal velocity.
2Although this is realistic for the 12a system (see Section § 1.4.4), it also has a useful computational
side effect of not creating completely evacuated cavities between eruptions.
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that they are spatially coincident at the origin and therefore interaction between
the ejecta and the donor or accretion disk is ignored. The mass donor was assumed
to be a red giant blowing continuously, except during nova eruptions, with a wind
mass loss rate of 2.6×10−8 M per year and a terminal velocity of 20 kms−1, consis-
tent with the companion star in the RS Ophuichi system (Bode & Kahn, 1985). The
ejecta from the nova eruptions we are simulating here, unless otherwise stated, are
modelled as a windwith incrementally increasingmass-loss rates and velocities gov-
erned by the relationships determined from Yaron et al. (2005) models (see Section
§ 4.4.1 for more detail).
4.2.1 Are simulations required?
A simulation of 1,000 identical nova eruptions with a resolution of ∼4 AU/cell de-
termines how the density, pressure, velocity and temperature change throughout
the whole shell over time. An example is shown in the left panel of Figure 4.1 illus-
trating shell structure after the 1,000 eruptions, along with the defined boundary
locations and their names.
Crucially, with each simulation, we have thousands of snapshots showing the evo-
lution of the nova shell. However, we can find a relationship analytically between
the radius of the nova shell and time by implementing conservation of momentum
as well as conservation of energy with each identical eruption that takes place.
Firstly, we know that the rate of momentum input from the nova outburst equals
the rate of momentum increase of the shell. Also, the mass loss from the system, ṁ,
is found simply by differentiating the input mass with respect to time. Therefore,
we can state:









where ṁ is mass loss, v is ejection velocity, r is the radius of the shell and ρ is the
density of the local ISM. The mass of the shell remains a constant as it grows as
a result of being made up exclusively of the swept up material. Assuming that the
rate of mass ejection of the system remains unchanged (ṁ = const) we find:∫
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Again setting the outer radius of the shell to be r = 0 when t = 0 sets B = 0. This










Similar to earlier, we know that the rate of kinetic energy input from the nova out-
burst equals the rate of kinetic energy increase of the shell. Therefore, we can state:
1
2





























where ṁ is mass loss, v is ejection velocity, r is the radius of the shell and ρ is
the density of the local ISM. Assuming that the rate of mass ejection of the system
remains unchanged (ṁ = const) and the velocity of the ejecta remains the same
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This leads to the kinetic energy conservation derived power law relation between










We now have two power law equations to determine the radial size of the shell af-
ter an amount of time, one from conservation of momentum (equation 4.1) and one
from conservation of kinetic energy (equation 4.2). However, only one of these equa-
tions can hold at any given time. In order for momentum to remain constant as the
ejecta sweeps up the surrounding ISM, we would need an isothermal regime such
that momentum is not lost through other forces. However, as the scenario we are
considering is not an isothermal system, equation 4.1 does not hold. As we are sim-
ulating a growing shell being formed from the continual sweeping up of the local
ISM environment by the ejecta from nova eruptions and have no radiative cooling,
we are in the adiabatic regime. The whole system does not transfer heat with its
surroundings as the ISM becomes part of the system. We only have a transfer of
kinetic energy as the collisions of ejecta take place with the formed outer shell and
so kinetic energy is conserved. Therefore, equation 4.2 is valid in this system.
Additionally, we made the assumption that ṁ is constant, however if this was not
the case, and the total mass within the system changing throughout the simulation,
then these equations would also not hold.
In order to fit the power law derived from conservation of kinetic energy (equa-
tion 4.2) to the simulated evolution of the nova shell, we will use the input val-
ues used to start the simulation. Setting ṁ = (2.6 × 10−6 M yr−1)/50 = 5.2 ×
10−8 M yr−1 (here, we are dividing by 50 to illustrate a 7 day eruption within an
approximate year of 350 days), v = 3000 km s−1 and ρ = 1.67 × 10−24 g cm−3 and
substituting these values into equation 4.2 above gives:
r(t) ≈ 0.0066 t 35 ,
where r is the radius of the nova shell in parsecs after an amount of time, t, mea-
sured in years. We plot this power law over the shell width evolution3 in the right
panel of Figure 4.1 and can see it closely matches. If we were to fit a similar power
law ‘by eye’ such that r(t) ≈ 0.0055 t3/5, we could align the power law and simulated
shell width better still. From this fit we can fix all variables except for the ejecta
velocity to determine the velocity needed to replicate the simulated nova shell evo-
lution, found to be v∼1890 km s−1. This deficit in velocity compared to the initial
3See Appendix C for more details about how we determined the boundary locations of specific re-
gions utilised throughout this chapter and Chapter 5.
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output 437 = 1,112,602,079 s
output 40 = 1,118,003,657 s
output 4 = 1,112,422,720 s
Figure 4.2: Preliminary simulation comparing different resolutions at the same
time (after first 4 eruptions). The black line is from the run with the first 10 erup-
tions at 0.01 AU/cell, the blue line is from the run with the first 100 eruptions at 0.1
AU/cell and the red line is from the run with the first 1,000 eruptions at 1 AU/cell.
ejecta velocity can be explained by the deceleration of ejecta due to interaction with
previously ejected material (ejecta-ejecta interaction), a direct effect of ṁ not being
constant throughout (the ejecta intersperses a red giant wind). We can use this re-
lationship to tell us about the size of the remnant at any given time, but not about
the overall structure. Therefore, a power law relationship solution takes much less
time to acquire, however a full hydrodynamical simulation is a necessity if we are
to understand the whole NSR and its emission characteristics.
4.2.2 Testing resolution of simulations
Ideally, we would want to run each full hydrodynamical simulation at a very high
spatial resolution, however this is not feasible with temporal and computing con-
straints. Therefore, we ran the reference simulation (which would have a total of
819,565 eruptions, see Section § 4.5.1) with the first 10 eruptions at a high resolu-
tion of 0.01 AU/cell, after which we ran the first 100 eruptions at 0.1 AU/cell. We
then ran the first 1,000 eruptions at 1 AU/cell, the first 10,000 eruptions at 10 AU/-
cell, and lastly, the full 819,565 eruptions at 100 AU/cell. For each new run that
had more eruptions but a lower spatial resolution, we compared the simulations
at equivalent times including after 4 eruptions (Figure 4.2), 23 eruptions (see Fig-
ure 4.3) and 728 eruptions (see Figure 4.4). From these tests, we found that running
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output 2365 = 66,101,751,476 s
output 238 = 66,187,816,657 s
Figure 4.3: Preliminary simulation comparing different resolutions at the same
time (after first 23 eruptions). The blue line is from the run with the first 100
eruptions at 0.1 AU/cell and the red line is from the run with the first 1,000 erup-
tions at 1 AU/cell.



















output 7283 = 2,025,402,309,684.2s
output 825 = 2,026,200,251,905.5 s
Figure 4.4: Preliminary simulation comparing different resolutions at the same
time (after first 728 eruptions). The blue line here is from the run with the first
1000 eruptions at 1 AU/cell and the red line here is from the run with the first
10,000 eruptions at 10 AU/cell.
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growth factor = 1.005
growth factor = 1.001
growth factor = 1.0005
growth factor = 1.0001
Figure 4.5: Varying the ‘growth factor’ within the Morpheus code changes the suc-
cessive cell sizes within the box of the simulation. Approaching a value of 1 (con-
stant cell size throughout) results in a less dramatic increase in successive cell size.
the full 819,565 eruptions at 100 AU/cell would have the same long term structure
as if it had a resolution of 0.01 AU/cell (the resolution of the 10 eruption run).
4.2.3 Testing changing grid size
A further test we carried out after running our first full simulation (see Section
§ 4.5.1) was focussed on the length of time required to run the full simulations.
Even on multiple cores of high performance computing clusters, the length of time
for a full simulation to finish was on the order of weeks to months. We therefore
wanted to test the Morpheus code’s ability to continuously change grid size as the
simulation progresses, reducing the number of iterations needed and thus shorten-
ing computing time. This involved changing the ‘growth factor’ of the simulation’s
grid size such that each successive cell progressively increases its size as a multi-
ple of the growth factor. For example, leaving this factor unchanged as 1 results in
the cells of the simulation remaining constant throughout. However, changing this
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1 (∼ 1 week)
1.005 (∼ 24 hours)
1.001 (∼ 32 hours)
1.0005 (∼ 36 hours)
1.0001 (∼ 55 hours)





























































































































Figure 4.6: Changing the ‘growth factor’ within the Morpheus code shortens the
time needed to run a full simulation however results in inconsistency with the full
simulations with details becoming washed out.
factor to 1.005 would mean that the first cell would have a size of 1, the second cell
would have a size of 1.005, the third cell would have a size of 1.0052, with the n th cell
having a size of 1.005(n−1). Figure 4.5 illustrates how the cell size grows throughout
the simulation by tuning the growth factor.
From a previous full simulation, we found that it takes approximately one week
to run. We then ran the same simulation a number of times whilst changing the
growth factor, with the results shown in Figure 4.6. As can be seen, using a growth
factor of 1.005 (0.5%) leads to a dramatic reduction in simulation time to∼24 hours,
however the detail of the structure is considerably washed out (blue line compared
to original black line), such that this wouldn’t be useful. In other words, increasing
the growth factor reduces the resolution on the larger scales, at the outer edges of
the simulation. Furthermore, by approaching a growth factor of 1, the time taken to
run the full simulation does increase, however not significantly. The most extreme
case trialed used a growth factor of 1.0001 (0.01%), yet the simulation time is again
modestly reduced from 1 week to ∼55 hours, and the simulation is consistent with
the original run.
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Table 4.1: An example showing the contents of an inflow file used to feed into
Morpheus. The first column is the cumulative time in days, the second column is
the velocity of the ejecta in km s−1 and the third column is the mass of the ejecta
in units of M yr−1. The issue arose from interpretation of time by Morpheus.









However, we opted to keep the growth factor within our simulations as unity af-
ter these tests had been performed as new high performance computing facilities
became available at the ARI4. As the simulations would run faster on these newly
available machines, we also chose to reduce the run time of larger future simula-
tions by lowering the resolution of the simulation as this has a small effect on its
long term evolution, as described in Section § 4.2.2.
4.2.4 Amending timestep computation within Morpheus
During the study, an issue was identified regarding how the the timestep compu-
tational code of Morpheus dealt with the times given in the inflow file (one of the
input files containing information for creating nova eruptions, an example is given
in Table 4.1). Prior to this issue being found, the convoluted nature of the radial
profiles, such as those given in Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and Figure 4.6, outputted from
the simulations was not considered. This was not identified earlier, even in the prior
study as detailed in Darnley et al. (2019a), through a combination of higher spatial
resolution simulations being less impacted alongside the periodic nature of the in-
flow changes (identical eruptions every 343 days). However from work by another
student also utilising Morpheus to look at the interaction of successive eruptions, but
at much higher spatial resolution than being conducted in this study, a problem was
found due to missing kinetic energy (and therefore missing eruptions).
The problem arises through the interaction of the setup file and the extras file within
Morpheus. The setup file originally read the controlled inflow file and the extras file
implemented the inflow parameters through setting the correct values in the inflow
array. However, there was never a check to force the timesteps of the simulation
4See Appendix D for more details about the machines used.
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Figure 4.7: A comparison of the full simulations of Run 1 (see Section § 4.5.1) before
altering the Morpheus code timestep computation and after.
to synchronise with the time values given in the inflow file, leading to changes in
inflow values occurring effectively randomly, with some changes skipped entirely.
The result of this was a different inflow pattern than intended and the convoluted
radial profiles.
The timestep computational code was not taking into account the times given in the
inflow file. For simulations with a low spatial resolution, the timesteps are larger,
therefore each eruption (given in the inflow file) lasts for a longer amount of time
than we would expect. Additionally, if the timesteps in the timestep computational
code happened to be large, then many eruptions given in the (sometimes ignored)
inflow file, would be ‘stepped over’ and unaccounted for.
To address this issue, the extras file was amended by Dr. Matt Darnley in the follow-
ing way5. Firstly, it was made to check whether the currently computed timestep
(dt) would take the time (t) past the next change in the inflow file. If this was true,
it would truncate dt such that after the next timestep, t will be exactly equal to the
time of inflow change. Secondly, it forces dt = 1s if the inflow values change from
the last iteration to guarantee that the code calculates a new dt based on the new
inflow values without significant changes in the simulation.
5See Appendix E for the part of the amended source code.
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The result of changing the code to address this issue can be seen in Figure 4.7. Be-
fore altering this problem within the code, the dynamics of a full simulation (see
Section § 4.5.1) were erratic. Also, the simulations with a low accretion rate of
Ṁ = 1 × 10−9 M yr−1 (see Section § 4.5.4) lacked an evident shell because the
timesteps were larger than the eruption lengths and so the eruptions were not oc-
curring, analogous to a red giant wind. However, after the issue had been addressed,
the radial profiles became extremely well defined, predominantly illustrated in the
radial velocity profile, as well as leading to larger structures and a shell in the low
accretion rate runs. This updated piece of code was then used for all of the analysis
from then on.
4.3 Tests prior to main simulations
As we are predominantly concerned with the long term (and therefore large scale)
structure of the shell, we want to test two different eruption characteristics and ob-
serve how the evolution of the shell is affected. Firstly, we know that the timescale
of the nova eruption can vary as we see a wide range of SSS periods (see, e.g. Henze
et al., 2014a). Secondly, as detailed in Section § 1.2.1 and Section § 1.2.3, it has been
shown that shocks play a key role within the nova ejecta, and instead of material
being ejected in one event, the outburst contains a number of components with vary-
ing masses and velocities (Metzger et al., 2014; Aydi et al., 2020a,b). Therefore we
want to incorporate the time-scale of the eruption and a shock occurring within the
outburst ejecta.
4.3.1 Eruptions timescales
As stated previously, the code runs in the style of a top-hat function, with the nova
eruption being ‘on’ for 7 days followed by an inter-eruption period of 343 days with
a red giant wind blowing.
In order to determine if the length of the nova eruption itself affects the large scale
structure of the nova shell, we ran high resolution (∼4 AU/cell) simulations, each
with 1000 eruptions and with varying eruption time-scales, alongside the original
7 day example: 0.07 d, 0.7 d, 70 d and 350d. For each of these tests, we altered
the time between successive eruptions such that the eruptions timescale plus the
recurrence period totalled 350 days (e.g. 349.03d + 0.07d or 343d + 7d) and used
the same ejecta velocity of 3000 kms−1 for each simulation. As we wanted each of
these simulations to inject the same amount of kinetic energy, the eruption Ṁ was
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decreased sufficiently to account for the longer timescales. The long term evolution
of the growing nova shell and the ejecta pile-up region is shown in left panel of
Figure 4.8. As can be seen, after around 100 years, the inner and outer edge of the
shell begin to follow the same evolutionary trend regardless of the length of the nova
outburst, and even though the ejecta pile-up fluctuates more than the shell, they
again settle into similar growth rates. This removes the need to consider eruption
time-scale dependency in later simulations.
4.3.2 Intra-eruption shocks
We also wanted to test whether having a non-uniform ejection of material from the
nova would affect the large scale structure of the shell. For this, we considered
the composition of a classical nova whereby the eruption takes place over a certain
timescale and over that time period, the speed of ejection increases (Bode & Evans,
1989; O’Brien et al., 1994; Metzger et al., 2014; Aydi et al., 2020a,b). This implies
that the outburst is comprised of a slow wind followed by a faster wind, creating
a shock within the ejecta (O’Brien et al., 1994; Metzger et al., 2014; Aydi et al.,
2020a,b).
Therefore, to incorporate shocks within the ejecta, we ran 1000 eruptions with the
7 day timescale (length of the nova eruption) split into two separate components,
representing the asymmetric nova outburst. For moderate-speed novae, the ejecta
velocities range from 500 - 2000 km s−1 but for fast novae, this range is 1000 -
4000 km s−1 (O’Brien et al., 1994). As we are considering recurrent nova eruptions
and therefore dealing with fast novae, we used the latter range of velocities for this
test. We ejected half of the ejecta mass at 1000 km s−1 over 3.5 days immediately
followed by the half of the ejecta mass at 4123 km s−1 over the next 3.5 days such
that the total combined kinetic energy from both components equalled amount of
kinetic energy expelled by the 7 day eruption with an ejecta velocity of 3000 kms−1.
As the second half of the mass is being ejected at a higher velocity than the first,
we see shocks as the second ejection catches and interacts with the first ejection
of material. The right panel of Figure 4.8 shows the evolution of the nova shell
after 1000 eruptions with a shock during outburst in comparison to the nova shell
evolution of 1000 eruptions without a shock. As can be seen, similar to changing the
time-scale of the eruption in Section § 4.3.1, after around 100 years, the inner and
outer edge of the shell begin to follow the same evolutionary trend. This removes
the need to consider ejecta internal-shock dependency in later simulations.
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In Section § 4.3.1 and Section § 4.3.2, we have demonstrated that the long term
evolution of the ejecta from the nova is not affected by the nova outburst timescale
and is not affected by internal shocks of the ejecta, and consequently, neither is the
nova super-remnant. To reiterate this important conclusion, the long term structure
of the nova super-remnant is not affected by the length of the nova outburst nor the
structure of the ejecta. Instead, it depends only upon the total kinetic energy of the
ejecta6.
4.4 Parameter space for main simulations
In this section we will outline the procedure we employed for running various sim-
ulations with varying WD temperatures, ISM densities and accretion rates. The
simulations ran in Darnley et al. (2019a) to recreate the NSR surrounding M31N
2008-12a made use of identical eruptions. Whilst a good approximation for this sys-
tem during the current stage of its evolution, identical outbursts do not match the
long term evolution of such a system, whereby it begins with a lower mass WD that
grows, and in doing so generates ejecta with differing characteristics. Therefore, to
obtain the properties of a more realistic nova system with incrementally changing
nova eruptions, we were required to grow a WD (see Section § 4.4.2). We will only
describe the model we used for growing the WD for a ‘reference simulation’ for il-
lustration purposes, however this model was utilised for each of the different WD
temperatures and accretion rates. As a reference simulation, we chose to grow a
1 × 107 K WD with an accretion rate of 1 × 10−7 M yr−1 (see Section § 4.4.1 for
details), which we then placed within an environment with a hydrogen only ISM
density of 1.67× 10−24 g cm−3 (1 H atom per cubic centimeter). We refer to this ISM
density throughout the thesis as n = 1, indicating the hydrogen number density of
the ISM. We also denote 1.67 × 10−23 g cm−3 as n = 10 and 1.67 × 10−22 g cm−3 as
n = 100.
4.4.1 System parameters
Yaron et al. (2005) provides a parameter space for the characteristics of a nova enve-
lope and the outburst characteristics for an extended grid of nova models with vary-
ing WD masses, WD temperatures and accretion rates (see Table 4.2 for details).
This extensive grid of models runs through all combinations of these parameters
and outputs many outburst characteristics such as the mass accreted onto the WD
6Here, we have an adiabatic scenario so no energy is lost.
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Table 4.2: Parameters combined to generate a parameter space for the character-
istics of the nova envelope from Yaron et al. (2005).
White dwarf mass (M) 0.4, 0.65, 1.00, 1.25, 1.40
White dwarf temperature (K) 1× 107, 3× 107, 5× 107
Accretion rate (Myr−1) 1× 10−6 – 5× 10−13
which ignites during the TNR (macc) and the duration of the mass-loss phase (tml)
i.e. the amount of time that the outburst persists for.
These models have been utilised in many studies since. For example, Orlando et al.
(2009) used the estimates of the ejecta mass and energy of the nova explosion from
Yaron et al. (2005) for their three dimensional modelling of the asymmetric blast
wave associated with the 2006 outburst of the recurrent nova, RS Ophiuchi. The
models have also been used to constrain the contribution of novae to the SNeIa rate
in M31 through computing the number distribution of novae with respect to their
decline times (Soraisam & Gilfanov, 2015).
For this study, we took the values ofmacc, which we will call ignition mass (mig), and
tml for WDs with masses 1.0, 1.25 and 1.4 M with the three different temperatures
and an accretion rate of 1 × 10−7 M yr−1. As the values from Yaron et al. (2005)
belong to a very coarse grid, choosing how to interpolate between these points is
an important decision. In order to interpolate and extrapolate these points for a
continuous set of values for our simplemodel, wewanted to fit a function that evolved
smoothly, behaved as a power law and became asymptotic as the Chandrasekhar
mass was approached (see Section § 4.9.2 for an alternative approach). Therefore,





= a×M−bWD + c,
where a, b and c are constants with this function becoming asymptotic as MWD ap-
proaches the Chandrasekhar limit. From this fit we were able to determine two
relationships: MWD−mig and MWD− tml. For the Chandrasekhar limit in this case,
we chose MCh = 1.408 M as this is when these two relationships break down. We





with Ṁ being the same accretion rate used when selecting values (1×10−7 M yr−1).
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The values given in Yaron et al. (2005) we have already interpolated between were
derived to replicate the nova outburst on the surface of the WD. These values of
mig and tml, and therefore Prec, are valid for our simple model. But we also wish
to be consistent with observed characteristics of the nova eruption as these relate
directly to the ejecta that we are modelling. Therefore, we will use observation-
ally determined relations to determine the terminal ejecta velocity of the outburst.
Firstly, it can be shown with the following relations:
t3 ≈ 2.75× t0.882 (4.3)
from Warner (1995) and
ton = 10
(0.8±0.1) · t(0.9±0.1)2,R (4.4)
ton = 10
(5.6±0.5) · v(−1.2±0.1)exp (4.5)
from Henze et al. (2014a) where t2,R is decline time in the R-band and vexp is the ex-
pansion velocity of the ejected envelope, that the mass-loss phase, tml, is equivalent
to the decline time t3 (the time taken for a nova to fade from peak by 3 magnitudes)






= 2± 1 ⇒ ton ≈ (2± 1) t3. (4.6)
We know that ton can be used to approximate the mass loss phase of the nova erup-
tion (tml), therefore we will take tml ≈ t3, consistent with Shara (1981, see their
appendix). We can then utilise the relations above (equations 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5) to de-
termine a relation between ejecta velocities and tml in order to formulate aMWD−vej
relationship. We start by rewriting equation 4.3 such that:
t2 ≈ 0.32× t1.143 , (4.7)
and highlighting that equation 4.4 is equivalent to equation 4.5 such that:
10(0.8±0.1) · t(0.9±0.1)2 = 10(5.6±0.5) · v
(−1.2±0.1)
exp (4.8)






= 105.6 · v−1.2exp
=⇒ 0.32× t1.026ml =
105.6
100.8
· v−1.2exp = 104.8 · v−1.2exp
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=⇒ v−1.2exp = 10−5.3 · t1.026ml
∴ vexp = 10
4.42 · t−0.855ml . (4.9)
We then used equation 4.9 to formulate a MWD − vej relationship. All four of these
interpolated relationships are now presented:
mig = (1.23× 10−5)×M−3.8WD − (3.34× 10−6) for MWD −mig
tml = 662×M−1.1WD − 452 for MWD − tml





)−0.855 for MWD − vej
and are illustrated in Figure 4.9 alongside the three different WD temperatures for
other accretion rates, 1× 10−8 M yr−1 and 1× 10−9 M yr−1.
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Figure 4.9: Top left: MWD−mig. The points are the output characteristics formacc
from Yaron et al. (2005) which we used for interpolation. Top right: MWD − Prec.
Bottom left: MWD − tml. Again, the points are the output characteristics for tml
from Yaron et al. (2005) which we used for interpolation. Bottom right: MWD−vej.
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4.4.2 Growing a white dwarf
We grew a 1 M white dwarf using the interpolated relationships given in Section
§ 4.4.1 in order to obtain properties of each nova eruption. For this example, a 1 M
WD with a temperature of 1 × 107 K experiences approximately 820,000 eruptions
to grow from 1 M to just over 1.4 M. This upper limit on the WD mass is chosen
to be when the recurrence period of the nova eruption becomes ∼ 50 days as this
is the theoretical lower limit (Kato et al., 2014). This found mass then became the
upper limiting mass on each of the other WD growing models.
After an eruption, a WD is grown according to how much of the material that it
accreted between outbursts is retained. Based on eruption parameters of the RRN,
M31N 2008-12a, Kato et al. (2015) found that the WD ejected 37% of the material
it accretes. This corresponds to a mass accumulation efficiency of η = 0.63. We will
adopt η = 0.67 for our study such that the WD retains two-thirds of the mass it
accretes between eruptions. This small difference has no significant impact on the
final results (see Section § 4.9.1). This can be summarised as the following:
MWD,i+1 = MWD,i + (mig,i × η) while MWD <MCh (4.10)
with MWD,i being the pre-eruption mass of the WD, mig,i being the mass accreted
by the WD before the eruption (ignition mass) and MWD,i+1 being the post-eruption
mass of the WD. With the initial WDmass being 1 M, we utilised the relationships
found in Section § 4.4.1 to give the associatedmig value for equation 4.10. This deter-
mined post-eruption mass was then used as the MWD value in the next iteration and
we continued this until we reached the limiting mass stated previously. Through-
out this evolution, the mass accumulation efficiency remains constant7. We used
the output parameters from this iterative model in our simulations.
With each iteration, we were also able to use the relationships found in Section
§ 4.4.1 to illustrate the evolution of a number of parameters in terms of white dwarf
mass, recurrence period, the cumulative time of all eruptions and the number of
eruptions. These are given in Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13,
respectively.
Wewill focus on Figure 4.10 as this illustrates how various system parameters evolve
as the mass of the WD increases towards the MCh (Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Fig-
ure 4.13 can be utilised when referring to the output from simulations described
7Even though there is some variation in η for various WD masses and mass accretion rates, a
constant η is a reasonable approximation here as there is not a significant difference within the region
of Ṁ and MWD we focus on (S. Starrfield, private communication).
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Table 4.3: A comparison of the predicted values taken from Figure 4.11 and the
observed values for each parameter for two recurrent novae. (?) The predicted re-
currence periods were chosen to match the current observational value for each
system. The predicted values are taken from the model with a 1 × 107 K WD
growing from 1M with a mass accretion rate of 1 × 10−7 M yr−1. This is a
reasonable mass accretion rate to use for the following systems as their accretion
rates are (6 − 14) × 10−7 M yr−1 for M31N 2008-12a (Darnley et al., 2017b) and
2× 10−7 M yr−1 for RS Ophuichi (Osborne et al., 2011). Note that other than the
recurrence period, the other predicted values (MWD, t3 and vej) for M31N 2008-12a
have not been tuned to match the system.
Parameters? Prediction Observation References
M31N 2008-12a
Prec (years) 1 0.99 ± 0.02 1
MWD(M) 1.398 '1.38 3
t3 (days) 5 ∼3 2
vej (km s−1) 6624 ∼6200 2
RS Ophiuchi
Prec (years) 21−9 15 ± 6 4
MWD(M) 1.239 − 1.322 1.35 5
t3 (days) 70 − 34 9.5 6
vej (km s−1) 690 − 1300 ∼4000 6
References. – (1) Darnley & Henze (2020), (2) Kato et al. (2015), (3) Henze et al. (2018a),
(4) Darnley (2021), (5) Osborne et al. (2011), (6) Bode et al. (2006)
later in the chapter). As described earlier with interpolating the values from Yaron
et al. (2005), ignition mass mig and decline time t3 monotonically decrease because
as the WD increases in mass and becomes more extreme thus burning at a higher
rate, less material is needed to trigger a nova eruption and as such, the eruption is
increasingly short lived. For the same reasoning, the recurrence period Prec of the
growing WD system also shortens and as the ejected mass mej is directly linked to
the constant mass accumulation efficiency (η) in the system, this decreases as the
WD mass increases. An increasing surface gravity on the growing WD results in
the ejecta velocity vej increasing, consequently contributing to the evolution of the
momentum, total momentum, kinetic energy and total kinetic energy. The number
of eruptions begins slowly, reflecting the large periods of time between initial out-
bursts, however this increases drastically as the MCh is approached, due to later
quick-fire eruptions. Consequently, the cumulative time increases substantially,
however when reaching ∼1.2 M, this plateaus and increases relatively little up
to the limiting mass.
Lastly, we have chosen two recurrent novae (M31N 2008-12a and RS Ophuichi) to
illustrate how the predicted values from Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 compare
with observations. We did this by taking the observed recurrence period for each
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RN and found the associated MWD, t3 and vej for this Prec from Figure 4.11. This
comparison is given in Table 4.3. As shown, the predicted values for M31N 2008-
12a match the observed values reasonably well. The WD mass is approaching the
Chandrasekhar limit as expected, the t3 decline time is close to that observed and
the ejecta velocity is consistent with observations of the bulk ejecta 0.54 days after
eruption (Henze et al., 2018a), however note that the velocity of 13000 km s−1 was
seen . 1 day after the 2015 eruption (Darnley et al., 2016). For RS Ophiuchi, the
predicted WD mass is reasonable (with Mikołajewska & Shara 2017 also predicting
a mass range of 1.2−1.4 M), however both the decline time and ejecta velocity differ
from observations, possibly resulting from the lower mass accretion rate utilised in
comparison to the real system or stemming from the system’s recurrence time being
highly variable, impacting the observed properties given. Additionally, the observed
velocity given here is the early ejecta velocity and therefore may not account for the
slower velocity of the bulk ejecta given in Evans et al. (2007) as ∼500− 600 km s−1
between day 12 and day 56 (from infrared line widths), close to our predicted value
in Table 4.3. The predicted decline time may be more attuned to the observed value
if we take equation 4.6 with its associated errors, giving a lower limiting predicted
values of t3∼11 days, similar to the observed 9.5 days.
4.5 Main simulations
In this section we will provide the results of the simulations we ran for a growing
nova remnant with different system parameters. For ease of reference, we refer
to the different simulations as Run 1, Run 2 etc. and summarise the specific pa-
rameters used for each in Table 4.4. In the same manner, we will assign the full
simulation from Darnley et al. (2019a) to be Run 0 as it will used as a comparison
throughout. This simulation had 100,000 identical eruptions with each eruption
ejecting 5 × 10−8 M at a terminal velocity of 3000 km s−1. Each outburst lasted
seven days and repeated every 343 days to make up an approximate 350 day recur-
rence period (Darnley et al., 2019a).
4.5.1 Run 1 (reference simulation)
Our first simulation (Run 1 and the reference simulation) contains a WD with a
temperature of 1×107 K, an accretion rate of 1×10−7 M yr−1 ejecting material into
a surrounding ISM with density 1.67 × 10−24 g cm−3 (n = 1). Utilising our model
(equation 4.10) given in Section § 4.4.2, we estimated that it would take 6,073,159
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of system parameters with respect to the mass of the white
dwarf for the three different white dwarf temperatures with three different ac-
cretion rates. These are mig: ignition mass, mej: ejected mass, t3: decline time,
vej: the velocity of the ejecta from the surface of the white dwarf, kinetic energy,
total kinetic energy, momentum, total momentum, mass accumulation efficiency
parameter, Prec: the recurrence period, cumulative time of all the eruptions and
the number of eruptions. Kinetic energy and total kinetic energy are presented in
units of 1× 1051 ergs ("[ten to the power of] fifty-one ergs" or FOE).
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Figure 4.11: Same as Figure 4.10 but with respect to the recurrence period of the
system.
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Figure 4.12: Same as Figure 4.10 but with respect to the total time of all the nova
eruptions.
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Figure 4.13: Same as Figure 4.10 but with respect to the number of nova eruptions.
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Table 4.4: Parameters for each run. The final column is the number of eruptions
needed for a 1 M to grow to ∼1.4 M with each specific set of parameters. This
upper limit of the WD mass was chosen to be when the recurrence period of Run
1 was ∼50 days, the theoretical lower limit (Kato et al., 2014). We also assign the
full simulation from Darnley et al. (2019a) to be Run 0. *We note that all 100,000
eruptions for this simulation were identical, unlike all other runs.
Run # Run # TWD Ṁ ISM density Number
(no cooling) (cooling) (K) (Myr−1) (1.67× 10−24 g cm−3) of eruptions
0 - - 1.6× 10−7 1 100,000*
1 12 1× 107 1× 10−7 1 819,565
2 13 1× 107 1× 10−7 10 819,565
3 14 1× 107 1× 10−7 100 819,565
4 15 1× 107 1× 10−8 1 384,257
5 16 1× 107 1× 10−8 10 384,257
6 17 1× 107 1× 10−8 100 384,257
7 18 1× 107 1× 10−9 1 153,451
8 19 1× 107 1× 10−9 10 153,451
9 20 1× 107 1× 10−9 100 153,451
10 - 3× 107 1× 10−7 1 798,381
11 - 5× 107 1× 10−7 1 793,802
years (over 819,565 eruptions) for the WD in this system to grow from 1 M to a
mass whereby it is experiencing nova eruptions with inter-eruption times of ∼50
days.
After finding that a lower resolution simulation with 100 AU/cell would have little
effect on the long term structure of the remnant, as discussed in Section § 4.2.2,
we ran this reference simulation with the full 819,565 eruptions at a resolution of
100 AU/cell. The dynamics of this full simulation are given in Figure 4.14 and in
Figure 4.15 we compare the first 100,000 eruptions from Run 1 to the full 100,000
identical eruptions from Darnley et al. (2019a). Figure 4.16 compares the dynamics
from the full results of the simulations with the three largest numbers of erup-
tions (10,000 eruptions at 10 AU/cell, 100,000 eruptions at 100 AU/cell and the full
819,565 eruptions also at 100 AU/cell). The left plot of Figure 4.14 shows the den-
sity, pressure, velocity and temperature characteristics of the nova remnant shell
after growing from 1 M to just over 1.4 M and the right plot shows the radial size
of the shell after the same amount of time (cumulative time) as well as with respect
to the recurrence period of the system.
In the top left panel of the left plot of Figure 4.14 we see that the boundary of the
inner edge and the outer edge of the shell extends to approximately 26 and 28 par-
secs, respectively, giving a shell thickness of approximately 7%. This is clearly much
thinner than the NSR surrounding M312008-12a (∼22% from both observations
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Figure 4.16: Dynamics of the nova remnant from three separate simulations with
Ṁ = 1 × 10−7 M yr−1 and n = 1. One has 10,000 eruptions at a resolution of
10AU/cell, another has 100,000 eruptions at a resolution of 100 AU/cell, and the
other shows the full 819,565 eruptions at a resolution of 100 AU/cell.
and simulations; Darnley et al., 2019a). However, as can be seen in the right plot
of Figure 4.14 and the inset, this final shell thickness was not a constant feature
of the remnant over the whole time period of evolution. This is also illustrated in
Figure 4.17, which shows how the shell narrowed from having a thickness of ∼15%
(Prec = 50 years) to ∼7% (Prec = 1 year) to ∼6% (Prec = 50 days) unlike the con-
stant shell thickness from the identical eruption simulations from Darnley et al.
(2019a). The inner and outer edge of the shell remained at a constant distance ratio
for ∼5.2 × 106 years before compressing. This is equivalent to when the system’s
recurrence period becomes shorter than approximately 5 years.
The denser composition of the NSR’s inner edge (2× 10−23 g cm−3) compared to the
outer edge (∼5 × 10−24 g cm−3) can be attributed to the differences in exposure to
the newer eruptions. The propagation of the NSR shell into the surrounding ISM,
and therefore the outer edge of the shell, is based upon the combined properties
of the majority of previous eruptions, whereas the inner edge is influenced by the
increasing rate of arriving material. Effectively, the outer edge of the shell repre-
sents the combined properties of all previous ejecta and the inner edge represents
the properties of the newest material.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the evolution of shell thickness for the non-identical
eruptions simulation vs the identical eruptions simulations given in Darnley et al.
(2019a). The points of each simulation coinciding with the particular shell sizes
are given as percentages. For example, after ∼26.4% of the non-identical eruptions
simulation, the recurrence period of the system was 50 years. The radii have been
normalised with the respect to the size of the nova shell at each recurrence period
whereas density has been normalised with respect to the ISM density.
As evident in the bottom left panel of the left plot of Figure 4.14, the velocity of the
material within the inner cavity is high (∼1.5 × 104 km s−1) as it expands freely
with little resistant matter. The velocity then drops substantially as the ejecta pile-
up region is encountered for the first time, with temperatures increasing by up to
four orders of magnitude (see bottom right panel of the left plot). The velocity and
temperature within the ejecta pile-up region then declines continuously out to the
NSR as the ejecta encounters both previously ejected material and reverse shocks,
with the cool outer edge expanding at a relatively low ∼20 km s−1.
4.5.2 Run 2 and Run 3
Run 2 and Run 3 are simulated in a similar way to Run 1 (see Section § 4.5.1) using
the same system parameters and only the ISM density varying. Run 2 is prepop-
ulated by an ISM with density 1.67 × 10−23 g cm−3 (n = 10) and the ISM density
of Run 3 is 1.67 × 10−22 g cm−3 (n = 100). A comparison of the NSR shell for the
three different ISM densities is given in Figure 4.18. As can be seen in the top left
panel on the left plot, the size of the nova shell after the same number of eruptions
diminishes as the ISM density increases, only extending to ∼18 pc and ∼11 pc for
the n = 10 and n = 100 environments, respectively. As can be seen in the top panels
of Figure 4.19, the width ratio of the shell can also been seen to decrease as the sur-
rounding material’s density increases as the same kinetic energy from the identical
nova systems meet an increasingly higher resistance.
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Figure 4.19: The evolution of the remnant shell at the same stage of each simula-
tion for Runs 1− 9. The top left panel showing the evolution of the 1×10−7 M yr−1
shell in the n = 1 environment is the same as that shown in the left panel of Fig-
ure 4.17. The points of each simulation coinciding with the particular shell sizes
are given as percentages. For example, after ∼0.3% of Run 1, 2 and 3, there have
been 209 eruptions (Run 4, 5 and 6 have 92 eruptions after∼0.3% of the simulations
and Run 7, 8 and 9 have 41 eruptions after ∼0.3%).
As expected, the density in the cavity and ejecta pile-up regions is larger for the
higher density ISM by approximately the same factor as its surroundings (see the
top left plot of Figure 4.18). These regions are not only denser as a result of their
ISM environments, but are also more compressed for higher n, leading to increased
pressures. The velocity of thematerial contained inside the inner cavity from each of
the three runs is identical because, as in the case for Run 1, the ejecta is essentially
in a state of free expansion. Also, temperatures in this same region for each 1 ×
10−7 M yr−1 run all reach the same extreme temperature of ∼5 × 109 K, as nova
ejecta expanding without resistance collide into earlier ejected matter in the pile-
up region, before dropping away to < 100 K at the nova shell’s inner edge (i.e. the
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Figure 4.20: The temperature evolution of the remnant shell at the same stage of
each simulation for Runs 1− 9. Similar to Figure 4.19, the points of each simulation
coinciding with the particular shell sizes are given as percentages.
properties in this region don’t strongly depend upon n). The temperature of the shell
for each run begins hot (∼104 K) but then cools after ∼25% of the simulation where
it then maintains the same temperature throughout the rest of its evolution (see the
top panels of Figure 4.20).
The growth of each shell within all three different ISMdensities follow similar power
law evolution as illustrated in the right plot of Figure 4.18. However, as we can see,
the gradient (and therefore the index) of the power law changes over time, reflecting
the continuously changing eruptions shaping the NSR evolution. This can be seen
most clearly for the radial growth curve of Run 1 in the inset of Figure 4.18. The
effect of varying ISM density on the radial size evolution of the NSR is captured by
a translation of the power law i.e. changing the y-intercept.
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4.5.3 Run 4, Run 5 and Run 6
The next set of simulations consisted of a WDwith a temperature of 1×107 K accret-
ing hydrogen rich material at a rate of Ṁ = 1×10−8 M yr−1 within the same three
ISM densities introduced previously. If the accretion rate in a true nova system was
lower than that in the first three runs, then possible physical reasons behind this
could be either a lower density wind coming from the donor or a different accretion
mechanism present within the system. Therefore, the red giant wind mass loss rate
described in Section § 4.2 was lowered, like the accretion rate, by the same factor of
ten in Run 4, 5 and 6. The simple model we produced found that it would take this
system 60,727,590 years (over 384,257 eruptions) for the WD to grow from 1 M to
the upper limiting ∼1.4 M. At the upper limiting WD mass that we have set, this
system has a recurrence period of ∼5.3 years.
A comparison of the NSR shell for the three different ISM densities is given in Fig-
ure 4.21. The overall structure of the remnants are similar to those grown from the
higher mass accretion rate. The major difference is seen in their much larger size.
The shell grown in the lowest density ISM reaches out to approximately 115 pc, a
consequence of the larger amount of kinetic energy produced by this system (see,
for example, Figure 4.10) from the longer evolutionary period growing the WD to
MCh (∼60 Myr compared to ∼6 Myr in Run 1). Additionally, we know that the total
kinetic energy from the red giant wind in these runs (as well as Runs 1−3 and Runs
7−9) is much lower than the total kinetic energy from the nova eruptions through-
out the full evolution (see Figure 4.22). This tells us that ejecta from the nova is
still the influencing factor in growing this NSR, even for systems with low accretion
rates. Even the shell grown in the high density environment (n = 100) is larger (∼40
pc) than the largest remnant grown from 1 × 10−7 M yr−1. Unlike Run 1, 2 and 3,
the pressures seen through the remnants of Run 4, 5 and 6 are alike, reflecting the
near identical lower limiting densities and upper limiting temperatures seen in all
three cavity regions, resulting from system having long amounts of times to recover
between eruptions.
The bottom right panel of Figure 4.21 shows that within the low density environ-
ment (Run 4) and the high density environment (Run 6), the remnant shell exhibits
a temperature gradient, lower at the inner edge than the outer edge. We can see this
feature clearly in the middle panels of Figure 4.20 for the n = 1 remnant, forming
after approximately 97% of the simulation, however with further inspection of the
shell grown in the n = 100 environment, the temperature gradient across this shell
is marginal. The feature in the n = 1 shell can be attributed to the pressure gradi-
ent seen in the shell whereby there are lower pressures at the outer edge for each
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Nova eruptions (Run 1,2,3)
RGW (Run 4,5,6)
Nova eruptions (Run 4,5,6)
RGW (Run 7,8,9)
Nova eruptions (Run 7,8,9)
Figure 4.22: A comparison of the evolution of kinetic energy from nova eruptions
and red giant wind for Runs 1−9.
remnant, yet for n = 1 and n = 100 this difference is not as large as n = 10. In the
velocity panel of the full simulations in Figure 4.21, we also begin to see the results
of fewer total eruptions in Runs 4−6, through fully resolving individual outbursts in
the form of the disturbed profile. We can see in the right plot of Figure 4.21 that the
outer edge of the shell follows a power law growth (in the same manner as the shells
in Figure 4.18). As before, the index of the power law continuously changes as a re-
sult of the non-identical ejecta, with the changes in shell growth due to varying ISM
densities captured with a simple translation in the y-axis (change of y-intercept).
The middle panels of Figure 4.19 show how the shell evolves for the three different
ISM environments. The evolution of the shell in the higher density (n = 100) envi-
ronment looks remarkably similar to the 1×10−7 M yr−1 NSR shell in the lower n =
1 ISM environment throughout. The remnant shells grown with 1×10−8 M yr−1 in
the low density ISM (n = 1 and n = 10) appear to evolve in a considerably different
manner, starting with a very wide (∼40% of the remnant’s size for n = 1) low density
shell that compresses into a thin high density border.
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4.5.4 Run 7, Run 8 and Run 9
The next set of simulations consisted of a WD with a temperature of 1 × 107 K ac-
creting material at a rate of Ṁ = 1 × 10−9 M yr−1. This is still a feasible mass
accretion rate to use as systems with even lower rates than this have been shown to
produce novae in which the WD is growing in mass towards MCh (Starrfield et al.,
2020). As in Run 4, 5 and 6, the red giant wind mass loss rate described in Section
§ 4.2 was lowered, like the accretion rate, by a factor of 100 in Run 7, 8 and 9. The
simple model we use for growing a WD determined that it would take this system
607,231,855 years (but only over 153,451 eruptions) for the WD to grow from 1 M
to the upper limiting ∼1.407 M. At the upper limiting WD mass that we have set,
this system has a recurrence period of ∼117.6 years, and so incidentally would not
be classed as a recurrent nova.
A comparison of the NSR shell for the three different ISM densities is given in Fig-
ure 4.23. The remnant grown in the higher density ISM takes the familiar shape
we have seen in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.21 with a very low density cavity preced-
ing a high density shell approximately 140 pc in size. However, this same structure
is not found for the n = 1 and n = 10 ISM remnants. Instead, we see a very low
density cavity bordered by considerably wide shell that is indistinguishable from
the surrounding ISM density, especially in the case of n = 1. These differing shell
structures with their low temperatures (< 100 K) can be seen clearly in the bot-
tom panels of Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, respectively. The inner edge of the NSR
grown in the low density medium extends to approximately 200 pc as a result of the
large injection of kinetic energy from the underlying system (see, for example, Fig-
ure 4.10), not dramatically larger than those in the higher density environments,
yet the width of this shell is gargantuan, potentially reaching out to 900 pc. As ex-
pected, the outer shells of the remnants grown in systems with a lower accretion
rate follow the same power law growth over time as previous runs. Yet there is more
of a deviation between these curves at later stages of the NSR’s evolution because of
the much larger period of time for these systems to grow to the MCh (∼6× 108 years
compared to ∼6× 106 years for Run 1, 2 and 3).
The nova eruptions from this system occur infrequently for the vast majority of the
evolution, starting with recurrence periods of ∼50, 000 years when the WD is 1 M
and only dropping to ∼100 years at the limiting WD mass (see Figure 4.12). There-
fore, a combination of low energetic eruptions and long periods between each lead
to a very wide, nearly non-existent shell as the ejecta individually dissipate into
the surrounding ISM without any pile-up occurring. Observationally, this type of
NSR would be difficult to discern from the local environment. However, we would






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.6. Main simulations with radiative cooling 126
not expect this form of shell to exist around currently known recurrent novae as
the system we have simulated here does not have short inter-eruptions times, the
shortest (∼100 years) being on the border of the current definition of a recurrent
nova (see Section § 1.4).
4.5.5 Run 1, Run 10 and Run 11
The underlying WD temperature does not have a significant impact on the evolution
of the various parameters given in Section § 4.4.2 (see Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.13).
As an example, for the system with an accretion rate of Ṁ = 1× 10−7 M yr−1, the
evolution of each parameter is very similar throughout, regardless of the WD tem-
perature. This is also true for the total kinetic energy generated from the entirety
of the nova eruptions.
This is reflected in the set of simulationswith theWD temperature being varied from
1×107 K to 3×107 K to 5×107 Kand setting the accretion rate as Ṁ = 1×10−7 M yr−1
and the ISM density as n = 1. A comparison of the NSR shell for the three different
WD temperatures is given in Figure 4.24. Clearly, the overall structure of each
NSR is very similar, with the shell only becoming moderately larger as the WD
temperature increases. The outer edge of the remnant shell for the coolest WD is
∼28 pc whereas the hottest WD leads to an outer edge of ∼30 pc informing us that,
for the highest accretion rate we have considered, the WD temperature has a small
impact on the large scale structure of the NSR. The radial growth curves on the right
of Figure 4.24, in the form of power laws with time dependent indices, are close
to being indiscernible for the majority of the evolution, with the small deviations
occurring in last ∼1 Myr.
We also see these similarities with the evolution of the shell for each WD tem-
perature (see Figure 4.25), such that at each epoch, the density and width of the
shells are a close match. Furthermore, it is apparent through looking at how the
recurrence period (shown in Figure 4.26) and the total kinetic energy (shown in Fig-
ure 4.27) change as the NSR grows in each of the systems, that the temperature of
the underlying WD has little impact. This is likely to be because the system has
a high accretion rate (1 × 10−7 M yr−1), so is dominated by accretion heating8.
However, the influence of the WD temperature may become more substantial as the
accretion rate is lowered due to the accretion heating becomes less severe.
8Yaron et al. (2005) accounted for accretional heating within their computations.
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Figure 4.25: The evolution of the remnant shell at the same stage of each simula-
tion for the three different WD temperatures, Run 1 (1 × 107 K), Run 10 (3 × 107
K) and Run 11 (5 × 107 K) with the surrounding ISM density of n = 1. Similar to
Figure 4.17, the points of each simulation coinciding with the particular shell sizes
are given as percentages with the recurrence period at that point.
4.6 Main simulations with radiative cooling
The ejected material from nova eruptions, like any astrophysical material, will lose
energy through radiative cooling. This mechanism of radiative cooling, which would
take place early on in the evolution of the NSR when outbursts have more mass but
are less energetic, will affect emission signatures as well as the dynamics. There-
fore, in order to simulate a more realistic NSR system, we implemented this process
within the full set of previous simulations, as outlined in Table 4.4.
The cooling model utilised in Morpheus was taken from Figure 1 of Raymond et al.
(1976). The cooling rate is given as a function of gas temperature of an optically thin
plasma, with no dust or molecules, made up of hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, neon, magnesium, silicon, sulphur, calcium, iron and nickel. The cooling
processes that are considered for this function include permitted, forbidden, and
semiforbidden line transitions, dielectronic recombination and Bremsstrahlung, ra-
diative recombination, as well as two-photon continua (Raymond et al., 1976). From
this function, it is evident that radiative cooling becomes ineffective below a temper-
ature of 104 K (Vaytet et al., 2007b). Also, above 108 K, all of the gas becomes ionised
and so will only radiate through free-free Bremsstrahlung (Vaytet et al., 2007b). For
the range of temperatures between these limits, cooling is dominated by line-cooling
from the metals within the gas (Vaytet et al., 2007b).
The cooling curve presented in Raymond et al. (1976) was tabulated and interpo-
lated between to take into account the cooling rate power index for all required
temperatures (Vaytet, 2009). For each cell of a simulation, the energy lost through
radiative cooling is implemented through subtracting an amount of energy from the
total amount of energy in that cell (Vaytet, 2009; Vaytet et al., 2007b). Additionally,














Run 10 (TWD = 30 MK)
Run 11 (TWD = 50 MK)
Run 1 (MWD = 1.0M with 1× 10−7 M yr−1)
Run 4 (MWD = 1.0M with 1× 10−8 M yr−1)
Run 7 (MWD = 1.0M with 1× 10−9 M yr−1)
Figure 4.26: The radial size evolution of the remnant shell with respect to the
recurrence period of the system for different WD temperatures (Run 1, 10 and 11).
We have also included changes to accretion rate runs (Run 4 and Run 7) to illustrate
the largely different impacts from varying each parameter.
a cooling timescale must be accounted for alongside the dynamical timescale (the
amount of time for a wave to cross the width of an entire cell) when considering
the minimal timestep of the simulations. The cooling timescale in this case is an
approximation of the time it would take for a cell to lose all of its energy from the
cooling rate in Raymond et al. (1976) if it remained constant (Vaytet, 2009).
4.6.1 Run 12 (reference simulation with radiative cooling)
We took the same parameters as the reference simulation (Run 1; Section § 4.5.1) to
run our reference simulation with radiative cooling (Run 12). Specifically, we simu-
lated nova eruptions from a growing WD with a temperature of 1× 107 K accreting
at a rate of 1×10−7 M yr−1 within a low density ISM (1.67×10−24 g cm−3). As with
Run 1, we estimated that it would take 6,073,159 years (over 819,565 eruptions) for
the WD in this system to grow from 1 M to the Chandrasekhar limit. We then im-
plemented radiative cooling in this simulation. The reference simulation including
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Run 10 (TWD = 30 MK)
Run 11 (TWD = 50 MK)
Run 1 (1× 10−7 M yr−1)
Run 21 (1× 10−7 M yr−1 power law)
Run 4 (1× 10−8 M yr−1)
Run 7 (1× 10−9 M yr−1)
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Figure 4.27: The radial size evolution of the remnant shell with respect to the
cumulative kinetic energy of the system for different WD temperatures (Run 1, 10
and 11). Again, like Figure 4.26, we have also included changes to accretion rate
runs (Run 4 and Run 7) to illustrate the largely different impacts from varying each
parameter. We can also see the increase in total kinetic energy from Run 21 (the
power law interpolation, see Section § 4.9.2 for more details). It is important to
note that the cumulative kinetic energy for Run 4 and Run 7 is much lower than
seen in Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 as here we are taking a small subset of
the kinetic energy values generated by our simple model of a growing WD, in line
with the number of outputs from the simulations.
radiative cooling after 1000 eruptions is shown on the right of Figure 4.28 and the
full reference simulation with radiative cooling is shown in Figure 4.29.
The major differences we see when comparing Run 1 (without cooling) and Run 12
(with cooling) in both Figure 4.28 (right side) and Figure 4.29 revolves around the
radial size of the remnant and, in Figure 4.29, the remnant’s shell. This is dramat-
ically different to the negligible effects of radiative cooling on the structure of the
NSR in Run 0 (see left side of Figure 4.28; Darnley et al., 2019a).
The crucial reason for differences with cooling and without cooling in our study lies
with the characteristics of the eruptions. The remnant in our study is grown with
non-identical eruptions with shortening recurrence periods, unlike the remnants
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Figure 4.29: The dynamics of the simulated nova super-remnants from Run 1 and
Run 12, comparing the dramatic effect of radiative cooling in the full reference
simulation after 819,565 eruptions. Also note that the characteristics of the sur-
rounding ISM alter with cooling incorporated as the ISM can cool on these very
long timescales.
in Run 0 (Darnley et al., 2019a) that had identical eruptions with the same inter-
eruption times. As such, the initial eruptions in Run 1 and Run 12 have low velocity,
low mass ejecta and long periods between consecutive eruptions allowing the rem-
nant to cool between outbursts. Also, the conditions for cooling are met during this
epoch of the remnant’s evolution (see Section § 4.6). The remnant in Run 0, on the
other hand, was unable to cool down between eruptions as they were so frequent
and so energetic each time, leading to near-identical remnants with and without
radiative cooling.
In Figure 4.29, the outer edge of the shell in our reference simulation (Run 1) extends
to approximately 28 parsecs, yet the remnant with cooling only reaches a maximum
size of ∼24.5 parsecs. This decrease in radial size is attributed to energy losses
within the ejected material reducing the effectiveness of sweeping up the surround-
ing ISM. Additionally, the shell of the remnant with cooling is much thinner (∼1% of
the remnant’s size) as can be seen in the top right panel of Figure 4.30. This results
from the material in the early remnant shell losing energy via radiative cooling and
therefore lacking the necessary pressure to retain its size. This suppresses the early
4.6. Main simulations with radiative cooling 133






























































































































Figure 4.30: The evolution of the remnant shell at the same stage of each simula-
tion for Run 1 (1 × 10−7 M yr−1 and n = 1), Run 4 (1 × 10−8 M yr−1 and n = 1)
and Run 7 (1 × 10−9 M yr−1 and n = 1) alongside the equivalent simulation with
radiative cooling (Run 12, Run 15 and Run 18). Similar to Figure 4.19, the points of
each simulation coinciding with the particular shell sizes are given as percentages.
shell formation so when the shell compression begins to take place later on in the
system’s evolution (as more energetic ejecta collide with the inner edge of the shell),
it is starting with a thinner shell and is unable to grow further. This full simula-
tion also exhibits a sharp contact discontinuity (see density panel of Figure 4.29)
resulting from the high spatial resolution of this simulation (100 AU/cell).
The cavity and ejecta pile up boundary at ∼4 parsecs reveals a very similar density,
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pressure, velocity and temperature in Run 1 and Run 12 (see Figure 4.29). At the
later stages of these simulations, the frequency and energy of the eruptions results
in the scenario we see in Run 0, whereby there is not enough time for the ejecta or
remnant to cool between impacts. Consequently, we see the effects of radiative cool-
ing at the front end of the remnant, a relic of the earlier spaced out less energetic
outbursts with the centre of the NSR reflecting the later frequent eruptions. Fur-
thermore, this point can be extended to all of the simulations conducted throughout
this chapter, whereby the growth of the nova super-remnant is shaped heavily by its
early evolution (also see Figure 4.19).
4.6.2 Run 12, Run 13 and Run 14
In this section we will consider the reference simulation with radiative cooling (Run
12) alongside the same system in high density surroundings. We consider 1.67 ×
10−23 g cm−3 (n = 10) and 1.67× 10−22 g cm−3 (n = 100) which are Run 13 and Run
14, respectively. The full simulations are given in Figure 4.31 in addition to the outer
edge radial growth curve of each NSR shell. We can see that the remnants shaped in
both the higher density ISM are completely reminiscent of the n = 1 version with a
smaller NSR and an exceptionally thin shell. Furthermore, the radial growth curves
of the remnants simulated with radiative cooling show the same power law trend
as the simulated shells without, and have a similar changing gradient indicative of
the later, more energetic, influencing nova eruptions.
The cooled remnants extend to ∼24.5 pc, ∼15 pc and ∼9 pc for n = 1, n = 10 and
n = 100, respectively. If we compare the sizes with those remnants without radiative
cooling in Figure 4.18, we see that the remnants with cooling are approximately
88%, 85% and 80% of the size of their respective counterpart due to the increase in
resistance from the higher density ISM. The comparison is illustrated in the top row
of Figure 4.34. As mentioned earlier, for the case of n = 1, we can see by comparing
the top panels of Figure 4.30 that the shell width is dramatically reduced when
incorporating radiative cooling due to a suppression of the early shell formation.
4.6.3 Run 15, Run 16 and Run 17
We now look at a set of simulations with an accretion rate of Ṁ = 1× 10−8 M yr−1
including radiative cooling. The full simulations for n = 1 (Run 15), n = 10 (Run
16) and n = 100 (Run 17) are given in Figure 4.32 with Run 15 having a spatial
resolution of 200 AU/cell and Run 16 and 17 both having a resolution of 1000 AU/-
cell. These remnants are smaller than the equivalent group with cooling disabled,
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namely Run 4, 5 and 6. The NSRs with cooling reach out to ∼93 pc, ∼48 pc and ∼30
pc for n = 1, n = 10 and n = 100, respectively, approximately 80%, 74% and 75% of
the size of the remnants without radiative cooling. Again, for the case of n = 1, we
can see by comparing the middle panels of Figure 4.30 that the shell width is much
smaller when incorporating radiative cooling (∼0.8%) than without (∼4%). Unlike
previous simulations, the temperature of the ejecta pile-up boundary decreases as
the density of the ISM decreases, with n = 1 reaching ∼1 × 1010 K and dropping
tenfold for a n = 10 ISM.
4.6.4 Run 18, Run 19 and Run 20
The next set of simulations comprise of nova eruptions from a 1× 107 K WD with a
mass accretion rate of 1 × 10−9 M yr−1 with radiative cooling included. Each run
has a very low spatial resolution with Run 18 having a resolution of 20,000 AU/cell,
Run 19 having a resolution of 25,000 AU/cell and Run 20 having a resolution of
13,366 AU/cell, and we again vary the ISM density such that Run 18, 19 and 20 have
n = 1, n = 10 and n = 100 ISM, respectively. The results of these runs are shown in
Figure 4.33. Except for the n = 100 run, the remnant shells in the equivalent runs
without cooling (Run 7, 8 and 9; see Section § 4.5.4) are difficult to discern from
the surrounding ISM hence it is difficult to pin down the exact radial size of these.
Whilst also true for the cooled n = 10 (Run 19) remnant which looks to extend to
∼140 pc with a shell ∼40 pc wide, the remnants grown in the n = 1 (Run 18) and
n = 100 (Run 20) look to have more defined boundaries. The NSR in the n = 1
environment reaches ∼270 pc and has a shell thickness of ∼8% and the remnant
with n = 100 reaches ∼85 pc with a shell thickness of ∼25%.
4.7 Diagnostics of Runs 1, 2, 3 and Runs 12, 13, 14
In Section § 4.5.2 and Section § 4.6.2, we presented the results of our reference
simulation in three different environments without and with radiative cooling. As
we wanted to focus on the large scale structure of the nova super-remnants, only
the final epoch of each simulation was shown. This is helpful to understand the
density, pressure, velocity and temperature profiles of the remnants with respect to
their radial size once the upper limiting WD mass has been reached, however we
will now look at the evolution of these parameters, as well as mass, over time in the
following diagnostic plots.
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Figure 4.35: The evolution of average density in the remnant shell and ejecta pile-
up region for the reference simulation in n = 1, n = 10 and n = 100 ISM without
and with radiative cooling.
Wewill first look at the evolution of the average density in the remnant shell and the
ejecta pile-up region for the reference simulations with and without cooling. This
is shown in Figure 4.35. Firstly, we can see that the average density in the shell
without cooling is approximately a factor of two higher than the surrounding ISM
in all three environments for the first∼4×106 years. The shells with cooling initially
have similar densities but divert from the shells without cooling at different points
of the evolution dependent upon the ISM density. For n = 1, this is after ∼3 × 105
years, for n = 10 it is∼4×104 years and for n = 100, only after∼9×103 years. In each
case, this is very early on in the evolution of the remnant, demonstrating that the
high density shells we see in Figure 4.31 are a relic of the first thousand eruptions,
the future structure set in place. As shown, the average density within the remnant
shells with cooling increases substantially compared to the shells without cooling
as these shells lose energy and compress against the surrounding ISM. The defined
ejecta pile-up region increases in size throughout the remnant’s evolution resulting
in the average density continuously decreasing.
The average pressure within the remnant shells with and without cooling is initially
high as they begin as thin high density regions at high temperatures. The pressure
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Figure 4.36: The evolution of average pressure in the remnant shell and ejecta pile-
up region for the reference simulation in n = 1, n = 10 and n = 100 ISM without
and with radiative cooling.
within the shells then decreases until it matches the average pressure within the
ejecta pile-up region after ∼4×106 years. The outer edge of the shell then continues
to experience the same pressure for the entirety of the simulations. However, the
pressure at the inner edge increases, creating a pressure gradient within the shell,
resulting in an increase of its average pressure as shown in Figure 4.36. With the
average temperature of the ejecta pile-up region increasing monotonically through-
out its evolution (see Figure 4.37), the pressure within follows the same trend once
the region’s size is established. The average pressure evolution illustrates how the
remnant shell’s compression takes place during an intermediary period. The shell
forms initially without compression, is then compressed as it is subjected to pres-
sure gradients and after∼4×106 years, the thinner shell remains. This evolutionary
compression can be clearly seen in the top panels of Figure 4.30.
As can be seen in Figure 4.37, the average temperature of the shell without radia-
tive cooling falls during the evolution as the remnant cools adiabatically through its
expansion into the surrounding ISM, whilst the average temperature of the shell
within the radiative cooling simulations falls as a direct result of cooling. This is
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Figure 4.37: The evolution of average temperature in the remnant shell and ejecta
pile-up region for the reference simulation in n = 1, n = 10 and n = 100 ISM
without and with radiative cooling.
seen most dramatically in the cooled n = 100 simulation where the average temper-
ature drops from an initial 104 K to ∼10 K after ∼4 × 106 years before increasing
modestly to ∼100 K as outbursts become more frequent and begin to impact the in-
ner edge of the shell through the ejecta pile-up region, leading to compression and
re-heating. On the other hand, the ejecta pile-up region in all cases, begins with
higher temperatures with the highest seen in n = 10 and n = 100 as the ejecta
experiences the most resistance from the higher density ISM. After a brief period
of discrepancy (∼2000 years which is negligible within these simulations), average
temperatures in all ejecta pile-up regions converge to ∼8×105 K (modestly lower for
the reference simulations with radiative cooling) before dramatically increasing to
109 K after the full 6×106 years, maintaining extremely high temperatures through
more frequent and more powerful shocking of the material within.
The average velocity of the remnant shell, like the average temperature and average
pressure, decreases throughout the NSR’s evolution before a slight increase for the
final 1× 106 years (see Figure 4.38). The velocity of the shell’s outer edge is initially
∼10 km s−1 and remains below this velocity during the whole simulation, however
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Figure 4.38: The evolution of average velocity in the remnant shell and ejecta pile-
up region for the reference simulation in n = 1, n = 10 and n = 100 ISM without
and with radiative cooling. The constant wind velocity used within the simulations
is illustrated, as is the evolution of the nova ejecta velocity.
the velocity of the inner edge does increase due to the more frequent collisions oc-
curring within the ejecta pile-up region, leading to a small velocity gradient within
the shell and therefore an increase in its average velocity. The ejecta pile-up region
follows a similar trend but with higher average velocities, a result of consistent and
increasingly frequent ejecta impacting the ejecta pile-up boundary.
The mass of the remnant shells grow as a power law (see Figure 4.39). Without
radiative cooling, the shell grows substantially more massive (∼200 M compared
to ∼100 M for n = 1, ∼500 M compared to ∼300 M for n = 10 and ∼1000 M
compared to∼800 M for n = 100), due to the system’s loss of kinetic energy reducing
the amount of total ISM being swept up into the shell. The mass within the ejecta
pile-up regions similarly increases as a power law however after ∼5 × 106 years,
this region begins to lose mass, possibly as more energetic later ejecta collide with
this transient region and push the material towards the inner edge of the remnant
shell. Also, as described earlier, the average density within this region diminishes
as a result of continuously growing in size, therefore the mass in the region will
similarly decrease.
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Figure 4.39: The evolution of the mass of the remnant shell and ejecta pile-up
region for the reference simulation in n = 1, n = 10 and n = 100 ISM without and
with radiative cooling.
4.8 Comparing simulations to M31N 2008-12a NSR
In order to determine how well the simulations we have outlined recreate a realistic
nova super-remnant, we will compare them to the observations of the shell sur-
rounding M31N 2008-12a. For this, we will consider the simulated remnant grown
from a system with parameters that most resemble 12a along with the inclusion of
radiative cooling. As indicated in Table 1.3, the mass accretion rate derived from
observations for this RRN is (6− 14)× 10−7 M yr−1, therefore the closest mass ac-
cretion rate we have considered is 1× 10−7 M yr−1, utilised within Run 12, 13 and
14. Additionally, we know that the recurrence period of this system is ∼1 year so we
will look at the epoch of the simulations when the recurrence period coincides with
this (∼97.7% through the simulations). The dynamics of the remnants in the three
ISM environments at this epoch (Prec = 1 yr) are shown in Figure 4.40.
The most immediate difference we see between observations and the simulations is
the radial size of the remnant and the shell thickness. Even within the lowest den-
sity ISM surroundings we consider, the shell reaches out to only ∼24 pc compared
to the observed 67 pc (Darnley et al., 2019a). Furthermore, as outlined in Section
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Figure 4.40: The dynamics of the simulated nova super-remnants from Run 12
(n = 1), Run 13 (n = 10) and Run 14 (n = 100) with radiative cooling at the epoch
when the recurrence period is that of M31N 2008-12a (Prec = 1 yr).
§ 3.4, we would expect a much higher density ISM surrounding this nova system
as it is located within a star forming region of M31, which would lead to a smaller
NSR, as shown in Figure 4.40. The shell thickness of the remnant within the n = 1
environment is ∼1% (this can be seen clearly in the top right panel of Figure 4.30),
dramatically different from a shell thickness of 22%, from observations of the inner
and outer edges of the NSR (Darnley et al., 2019a).
As with the first study (Run 0) of a simulated NSR, the structure of the remnants in
Run 12 – 14 are similarly reminiscent of the observed shell. They all have a very low
density cavity at the centre with freely expanding high velocity ejecta leading up to
a very hot ejecta pile-up region. This ejecta then collides with previously distributed
material leading to extreme heating from shocks within this region. At the outer
edge of the remnant, we then have a very thin high density shell sweeping up the
surrounding ISM.
The dynamics of the simulated remnants we are considering here were created from
a simple model of a growing WD in a system with an unchanging mass accretion
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rate9. However, the mass accreted from the donors in true systems changes over its
evolution (see Section § 4.9.4) implying that we would have remnants grown more
akin to those with low mass accretion rates such as Figure 4.33 (as it is the early
eruptions that set the scene), before evolving towards the remnants we see in Fig-
ure 4.40, and the superposition of all rates in between. We briefly look at a first order
approximation of this type of scenario in Section § 4.9.4. As a consequence, we would
see the larger remnant comparable to that seen around 12a, with the wider shell.
We can conclude that the simulations we have ran that most resemble the 12a sys-
tem, in terms of mass accretion rate, density of ISM and radiative cooling (Run 12 –
14), do not replicate the nova super-remnant seen. As a result, there must be other
contributing factors in the shaping of these structures that we have not fully consid-
ered. In Section § 5.8, we will look at the parameter space of ISM density and mass
accretion rate needed to recreate a nova super-remnant with the radial size of that
seen aroundM31N 2008-12a and investigate whether the observedNSR around 12a
is made up of both a photoionisation region as well as a dynamically formed rem-
nant. We will also briefly outline other possible considerations in Section § 7.2.1.
4.9 Tests post main simulations
4.9.1 Varying Mass Accumulation Efficiency
As discussed in Section § 4.4.2, we adopted a mass accumulation efficiency of 67%.
Of course, in the case of η = 010, we would see much more ejecta from the system
but with zero growth of the white dwarf. On the other hand, if η = 1, the system
would not deposit any material into the surroundings. For the case of η < 1, the
nova would eject a proportion of material into its surrounding but retain a fraction
of the ejecta, resulting in a growing WD. In order to find the effect of this param-
eter on our simulations, using total kinetic energy as a proxy, we varied this mass
accumulation efficiency parameter from 10% to 90% for the 1× 107 K WD accreting
at 1 × 10−7 M yr−1, with the outcome illustrated in Figure 4.41. Additionally, to
illustrate the total kinetic energy produced by systems with a lower mass accretion
rates, we have presented the evolution of kinetic energy for 1 × 10−8 M yr−1 and
1× 10−9 M yr−1, both with η = 0.67.
9If we extended our parameter space of mass accretion rates to 1× 10−6 M yr−1 to be more in line
with the 12a system, we would have yet a smaller remnant.
10This was the case for Run 0 from Darnley et al. (2019a).
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Figure 4.41: Comparing the total kinetic energy from recurrent nova eruptions
from variation of the mass accumulation efficiency. Here we also vary the mass
accretion rate for the case of η = 0.67 to illustrate its effect on the total kinetic
energy.
As can be seen, the total kinetic energy is affected more at low η (yellow line) due to
a (slow) continued growth of the WD dramatically lengthening the time for the WD
to reach the Chandrasekhar limit and consequently producingmanymore eruptions
and more kinetic energy. We see this same effect also from lowering the accretion
rate with increased total kinetic energy compared to the 1 × 10−7 M yr−1 system.
We can see that there is a small difference in total kinetic energy and cumulative
time for η = 0.63 given in Kato et al. (2015) and η = 0.67 adopted for our study.
Whilst not identical, this change will have very little effect on the overall shaping
and evolution of the NSRs in our work.
4.9.2 Fitting a power law to find system parameters
For the main simulations given in Section § 4.5, we utilised ejecta characteristics
determined from our simple model of a growing WD. This model was based on in-
terpolating between the results of multicycle nova evolutionary simulations given in
Yaron et al. (2005), namely ignition masses andmass loss times (see Section § 4.4.1).
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Figure 4.42: Top left: MWD − mig. The points are the output characteristics for
macc from Yaron et al. (2005) which we have interpolated between with two distinct
power laws in the same manner as Soraisam & Gilfanov (2015). Top right: MWD−
Prec. Bottom left: MWD − tml. Again, the points are the output characteristics
for tml from Yaron et al. (2005) which we used for interpolation. Bottom right:
MWD − vej.
In our work, a smooth function asymptotically approaching the Chandrasekhar limit
was fitted to these values.
An alternative way of fitting a function to these values is with a ‘knee’ function, as
given in Figure 1 of Soraisam & Gilfanov (2015). We replicated this alternative by
fitting two distinct power laws, as illustrated in Figure 4.42. From here, we again
grew a 1M WD with our simple model as outlined in Section § 4.4.2, but referring
in this case to the two distinct power law fits.
As done with our smooth fit, with each iteration, we were also able to use the rela-
tionships to determine the evolution of a number of parameters in terms of white
dwarf mass, recurrence period, the cumulative time of all eruptions and the num-
ber of eruptions. These are given in Figure 4.43, Figure 4.44, Figure 4.45 and Fig-
ure 4.46, respectively. As can be seen, these parameters evolve in the same way as
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Figure 4.43: Evolution of system parameters with respect to the mass of the white
dwarf for the three different white dwarf temperatures with three different accre-
tion rates using the power law fit. As in Figure 4.10, these are mig: ignition mass,
mej: ejected mass, t3: decline time, vej: the velocity of the ejecta from the surface of
the white dwarf, kinetic energy, total kinetic energy, momentum, total momentum,
mass accumulation efficiency parameter, Prec: the recurrence period, cumulative
time of all the eruptions and the number of eruptions. Kinetic energy and total ki-
netic energy are presented in units of 1× 1051 ergs ("[ten to the power of] fifty-one
ergs" or FOE).
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Figure 4.44: Same as Figure 4.43 but with respect to the recurrence period of the
system.
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Figure 4.45: Same as Figure 4.43 but with respect to the total time of all the nova
eruptions.
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Figure 4.46: Same as Figure 4.43 but with respect to the number of nova eruptions.
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Table 4.5: Parameters for each run. The ejecta characteristics for these runs were
found by interpolating between the output characteristics given in Yaron et al.
(2005) using power laws in the same manner as Soraisam & Gilfanov (2015).
Run # Run # TWD Ṁ ISM density Number
(no cooling) (cooling) (K) (Myr−1) (1.67× 10−24 g cm−3) of eruptions
21 24 1× 107 1× 10−7 1 1,110,182
22 - 1× 107 1× 10−7 10 1,110,182
23 - 1× 107 1× 10−7 100 1,110,182
those from the smooth function fitting, with the main difference being the abrupt
‘knee’ at 1.25 M. The total kinetic energy at the end of theWD growth is∼1.5×10−2
FOE ("[ten to the power of] fifty-one ergs") is much greater than the total kinetic
energy generated from our smooth fitting function in Section § 4.4.2, this ending
with ∼1 × 10−2 FOE. This reflects the more extreme eruptions later on in this sys-
tem’s evolution as a direct result of the higher ejecta velocities after the WD has
surpassed 1.25 M. This is evident in Figure 4.27 where we see the radial size of
the NSR for the power law run remaining below that of Run 1 (from our interpo-
lation of the Yaron et al. (2005) models) until later times when the total amount
of kinetic energy then surpasses the reference simulation and the shell goes on to
grow larger.
We ran four simulations of nova eruptions that utilise the two distinct power law
fits, with one incorporating radiative cooling (see Table 4.5 for details). Run 21, 22
and 23 are the same as the reference simulations with Ṁ = 1× 10−7 M yr−1 and a
WD temperature of 1 × 107 K placed in environments of varying ISM density. The
results of these full simulations are shown in Figure 4.47 in which we have plotted
the results of Run 1, 2 and 3 for comparison. The shells grown from the power
law fitting become larger than those grown from the smooth fitting as a result of
the significant increase in kinetic energy from the more energetic nova outbursts
from these systems. Yet this deviation only becomes substantial at approximately
Prec = 20 years (see the inset panel in right plot of Figure 4.47), coinciding with the
recurrence period we find at 1.25 M where the break in power laws is located, as a
result of the later eruptions becoming more extreme. This break seen in the outer
shell radial growth curves is highly likely to be responsible for the different remnant
shell structure. The smooth gradient in the shell from the inner edge to outer edge
in Run 1 − 3 is replaced by an evident step in Run 21, 22 and 23. This also has a
greater impact on the temperature gradient of the shell with the outer edge being
hotter than the inner edge, unlike the reference simulation. The temperature of the
ejecta pile up region is much lower in Run 21, 22 and 23 compared to the reference
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Table 4.6: Parameters for each run with a WD growing from an initial mass of 0.8,
0.9 and 1.1 M. These runs all had a ISM density of 1.67× 10−24 g cm−3.
Run # Run # TWD Ṁ Initial MWD Number
(no cooling) (cooling) (K) (Myr−1) (M) of eruptions
25 - 1× 107 1× 10−7 0.8 840,301
26 28 1× 107 1× 10−7 0.9 832,564
27 - 1× 107 1× 10−7 1.1 797,550
simulations as the eruptions impacting this region are less energetic on account of
themuch lower velocities of the ejecta travelling through the cavity (see Figure 4.47).
The full simulation we ran whilst including radiative cooling is shown in Figure 4.48
alongside the reference simulation with radiative cooling (Run 12). We again see
the outer shell radial growth curves overlapping until reaching the break point of
Prec∼20 years, exhibited with the larger shell in the radial profiles. As with the
simulations without radiative cooling, the overall structure of the shells remain very
similar apart from a lower velocity of the ejecta in the cavity resulting in a lower
temperature at the ejecta pile up region.
It is clear that using an alternative interpolation to the values given in Yaron et al.
(2005) does have an effect on the final simulated NSR. In each case, the shell width
remains the same but the size of the remnant increases by a factor of∼10%. Whilst a
non-negligible difference, we consider the more realistic smooth evolution of system
parameters adopted for our study to be a truer representation for NSR simulations.
4.9.3 Varying the initial WD mass
Throughout our study so far we have considered nova eruptions generated by a WD
growing from 1 M to 1.4 M. In this section, we will consider a number of different
initial WD masses (0.8 M, 0.9 M and 1.1 M) each accreting mass at a rate of
Ṁ = 1 × 10−7 M yr−1 within a low density ISM (n = 1). The upper limiting mass
here is the upper formation limit for a CO WD (Ritossa et al., 1996). The number of
eruptions naturally increases as we lower the initial WD mass, as more eruptions
are needed to reach MCh (see Table 4.6).
A comparison of the NSR shell for these three different initial WD masses is given
in Figure 4.49 alongside the NSR from the reference simulation (Run 25, 26 and 27
compared to Run 1). Each remnant becomes marginally larger as the initial WD
mass is lowered, as more eruptions lead to more ejecta impacting the surrounding
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Figure 4.50: The evolution of the remnant shell at the same stage of each simula-
tion for the four different initial WD masses: Run 25 (0.8 M WD), Run 26 (0.9 M
WD), Run 1 (1 M WD) and Run 27 (1.1 M WD) with an ISM density of n = 1.
Similar to Figure 4.19, the points of each simulation coinciding with the particular
shell sizes are given as percentages.
ISM over a longer period of time. The structure of the shell for each remnant is
remarkably similar, as can be seen in Figure 4.50, with the 0.8 M WD simulation
finishing with a shell thickness of ∼7% compared to ∼5% for the 1.1 M WD simu-
lation. Each remnant shell also follows a very similar transition, with similar shell
widths ratios at the same epochs. This is further reinforced when looking at similar
radial sizes of each NSR when the recurrence period in each system is matching
(shown in Figure 4.51) as well as when the total kinetic energy from the system is
at the same value (shown in Figure 4.52).
The radial growth curves of each simulation follow the same power law evolution
with the 0.8 MWD taking approximately double (∼9×106 years) the amount of time
to reach the Chandrasekhar limit than the 1.1 M WD (∼4.5 × 106 years). We also
illustrate the outcome of a system with a WD growing from a different initial mass
whilst incorporating radiative cooling in Figure 4.53. This was only tested with the
0.9 M WD and compared to the reference simulation with radiative cooling (Run














Run 25 (MWD = 0.8M with 1× 10−7 M yr−1)
Run 26 (MWD = 0.9M with 1× 10−7 M yr−1)
Run 1 (MWD = 1.0M with 1× 10−7 M yr−1)
Run 27 (MWD = 1.1M with 1× 10−7 M yr−1)
Run 4 (MWD = 1.0M with 1× 10−8 M yr−1)
Run 7 (MWD = 1.0M with 1× 10−9 M yr−1)
Figure 4.51: The radial size evolution of the remnant shell with respect to the
recurrence period of the system for different initial WD masses (Run 25, 26, Run
1 and Run 27). We have also included changes to accretion rate runs (Run 4 and
Run 7) to illustrate the largely different impacts from varying each parameter.
12) to highlight the same increase in radial size of the NSR from a system growing
from a less massive WD. In the simulations without cooling and with cooling, we see
that the initial WD mass has little impact on the final structure of the NSR, much
less than the prominent influences of the mass accretion rate and surrounding ISM
density.
4.9.4 Changing accretion rate within simulation
Another aspect of the nova system that we preliminarily looked at was a change
of the mass accretion rate. Throughout our simulations, we have chosen a mass
accretion rate and set it as a constant as theWD is grown. However, in reality, every
nova eruption will irradiate the donor of the system and overflow the star’s Roche
surface (Kovetz et al., 1988; Hillman et al., 2020a) which drives up the accretion
rate. The brighter disk resulting from the increase in mass transfer then irradiates
the donor further and is sufficient enough to drive the mass transfer on its own
(Ginzburg & Quataert, 2021), leading to a continuous change of accretion in the
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Run 25 (MWD = 0.8M)
Run 26 (MWD = 0.9M)
Run 1 (1× 10−7 M yr−1)
Run 21 (1× 10−7 M yr−1 power law)
Run 27 (MWD = 1.1M)
Run 4 (1× 10−8 M yr−1)
Run 7 (1× 10−9 M yr−1)
1039 1040
Figure 4.52: The radial size evolution of the remnant shell with respect to the
cumulative kinetic energy of the system for initial WD masses (Run 25, 26, Run 1
and Run 27). Again, like Figure 4.51, we have also included changes to accretion
rate runs (Run 4 and Run 7) to illustrate the largely different impacts from varying
each parameter. We have also included the evolution of total kinetic energy from
Run 21 (the power law interpolation, see Section § 4.9.2 for more details). Similar
to Figure 4.27, it is important to note that the cumulative kinetic energy for Run 4
and Run 7 is much lower than seen in Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 as here
we are taking a small subset of the kinetic energy values generated by our simple
model of a growing WD, in line with the number of outputs from the simulations.
system. Examples of this are seen in theGalactic recurrent novae, T Pyxidis (Knigge
et al., 2000; Schaefer et al., 2010) and IM Normae (Schaefer et al., 2010).
As such, we ran a low resolution simulation (1000 AU/cell) in a low density environ-
ment (n = 1) startingwith an accretion rate of 1×10−8 M yr−1 until theWD reached
1.25 M, when the accretion rate was then increased to 1×10−7 M yr−1. Of course,
this abrupt change in mass accretion rate is not physical but is simply a first order
approximation. Also, the WDmass separating the different accretion rates was cho-
sen solely because of the grid of parameters given in Yaron et al. (2005). Utilising
our model of a growing WD, we estimated that this particular system would take
39,651,618 years (over 1,059,493 eruptions) for the WD to grow from 1 M to the
upper limiting WDmass we set, with a recurrence period of ∼242 days. The dynam-
ics of the NSR formed from this set up is shown in Figure 4.54 with a comparison to
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Figure 4.54: Dynamics of a NSR grown with a change of accretion rate during its
evolution with a comparison to the reference simulation.
the NSR grown in Run 1.
We cannot see detail in this low resolution simulation however the gross structure
of the remnant is clear. We see a small cavity extending from the nova system to
approximately 6 pc before reaching the ejecta pile-up region. This ejecta pile up
region spans tens of parsecs before reaching the inner edge of the remnant shell at
∼50 pc. The shape of this shell looks to be a superposition of the 1 × 10−7 M yr−1
(n = 1) shell shown in Figure 4.18 and the 1 × 10−8 M yr−1 (n = 1) shown in
Figure 4.21. The high density inner edge is approximately 3 pc in width with an
extended lower density front ranging from 55 pc to 80 pc. The initial lower accretion
rate creates a cavity in the ISM but the infrequent nature of the eruptions allow
the remnant to start dissipating. However, once the accretion rate increases, and
therefore the recurrence periods shorten, the more frequent ejecta collide at the
inner edge of the shell. We see this in the other profiles also whereby there are
high pressures in the ejecta pile-up region up to the inner edge of the shell before
a pressure gradient within the extended portion of the shell. Similarly, the velocity
and temperature in this wider component of the NSR shell drops substantially from
those seen in the high density inner edge. Specifically, the velocity and temperature
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of the inner edge reach ∼100 km s−1 and 2 × 107 K, respectively, but then drop to
∼0.3 km s−1 and 200 K at the outer edge of the extended component.
If there was a smooth transition between the accretion rates instead of an abrupt
change that we have simulated, we would see more of a ‘wedge-like’ structure, the
higher density inner edge connected to the lower density outer edge with a smoother
front. This would also be seen in the pressure, velocity and temperature profiles as
a smoother gradient across the thin and wide shell component.
4.10 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a large suite of hydrodynamical simulations of
recurrent nova eruptions in order to determine how systemparameters such asmass
accretion rate, ISM density, WD temperature and initial WDmass affect the growth
of a nova super-remnant. Here, we will summarise the key points:
1. Nova super-remnants should be found around other recurrent novae, as a high
mass WD, a high mass accretion rate, and therefore a short period between
outbursts, is the driving mechanism for their creation.
2. NSRs offer an opportunity to find locations of previously unknown recurrent
novae, ‘extinct’ novae (donor is fully depleted) and identify sites of upcoming
or previous SN Ia.
3. We have conducted full hydrodynamical simulations (with and without radia-
tive cooling) to find the dependence of system parameters (TWD, MWD, Ṁ , ISM
density) on the growth of NSRs. Below are the range of parameters used:
Mass accretion rate (Ṁ ): 1×10−7 M yr−1, 1×10−8 M yr−1, 1×10−9 M yr−1
ISM density: 1.67× 10−24 g cm−3, 1.67× 10−23 g cm−3, 1.67× 10−22 g cm−3
White dwarf temperature (TWD): 1× 107 K, 3× 107 K, 5× 107 K
Initial white dwarf mass (MWD): 0.8 M, 0.9 M, 1.0 M, 1.1 M
4. To replicate more realistic recurrent nova eruptions, we utilised results from
Yaron et al. (2005) to create a simple model to grow a WD from 1M to ∼MCh.
This simplemodel generated characteristics of non-identical outbursts, namely
ejecta velocity, ejecta mass and recurrence period, to be used in our simula-
tions.
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5. We found that the long term structure of the NSR, with or without radiative
cooling incorporated, is not affected by the length of the nova outburst nor the
structure of the ejecta (internal shocks).
6. The evolving eruptions create NSRs many parsecs in radius comprising of a
very low density cavity, bordered by a very hot ejecta pile-up region and sur-
rounded by a cool high density remnant shell.
7. A higher density ISM restricts the size of the super-remnant, as does a high
mass accretion rate.
8. The temperature of the underlyingWDhas little impact on the size of the NSR.
9. A lower initial WD mass also has little impact on the size of the NSR.
10. Incorporating radiative cooling leads to smaller NSRs with thinner high den-
sity shells.
11. The radial size of all remnants evolves as a power law with respect to time.
12. A more realistic representation of the NSR growth with radiative cooling does
not replicate the structure of the NSR surrounding M31N 2008-12a.
Chapter 5
Searching for Recurrent Nova
Super-Remnants
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I will provide observables of NSRs derived from the simulations
outlined in Chapter 4, which can be used to find more examples of these enormous
shells. This includes a predictive tool used to estimate the radial sizes of potential
remnants on the sky, alongside a description of the first ever targeted search for
these phenomenon in the Galaxy; X-ray luminosity evolution and synthetic X-ray
spectra to determine the feasibility of X-ray follow-up; and finally, synthetic sky
images to aid observations and compare with the only example we currently have.
In Section § 5.2 we present the preliminary relationship found between the system
parameters ρ and elapsed time, and the radial size of a NSR. We then estimate the
ISM densities around the ten Galactic recurrent novae in Section § 5.3 to illustrate
the utility of the preliminary radial size relationship and our attempt to find fur-
ther examples of these vast shells around six Galactic recurrent novae in Section
§ 5.4. We then show a further refined predictive tool derived from simulations with
varying the mass accretion rate of the systems in Section § 5.5. After consideration
of the radial sizes of NSRs, in Section § 5.6 we calculate and examine the emission
measure of the NSR from our reference simulation when the recurrence period of
the system is one year. These predictions are then extended in Section § 5.7 to the
whole reference simulation in order to explore the evolution of observational indi-
cators associated with NSRs. Finally, we bring together these findings in Section
165
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§ 5.8 in order to determine the parameters needed to recreate the 12a NSR and il-
lustrate similarities of synthetic sky images with observations, before summarising
this chapter in Section § 5.9.
5.2 Preliminary radial size equation
NSRs are best searched for extragalactically (Darnley & Henze, 2020; Darnley,
2021), due to their low surface brightness and large size, however, characteristics of
known Galactic recurrent nova systems allow for a targeted approach with deeper
photometric imaging. Therefore, it is essential to know the approximate area of the
sky within which to look around these systems to find these elusive shells.
We have covered a broad area of parameter space with the suite of simulations out-
lined in Chapter 4, including varying the local ISM density, accretion rate of the
system and the temperature and initial mass of the hosting WD. Consequently, we
can fit functions to the evolutionary curves of these different nova shells to deter-
mine specificmathematical dependencies of the underlying parameters on the radial
size of the NSR1.
In Section § 4.5.1 and § 4.5.2, we presented the full simulations of a growing 1 M
WD system accreting at a rate of 1×10−7 M yr−1 erupting within varying densities
of surrounding ISM (Run 1, 2 and 3). As discussed, we see a reduction in NSR size
as the density of the ISM increases, further illustrated with the associated radial
growth curves in Figure 4.18. As in Section § 4.2.1, an analytic solution for a kinetic
energy dominated steady-state outflow of the form r ∝ t0.6 can be fitted to the three
distinct growth curves. However, in order to fit the growth curves more precisely,
we utilised a curved power law of the form r ∝ t0.6+βt. An example of these fits
are shown in Figure 5.2 (note that this illustrates the curved power law fit with a
second order polynomial exponent discussed in Section § 5.5). The value of β and the
proportionality constant were found by comparing the three distinct growth curves:
r1 (t) = 0.0019 · t0.6+1.969×10
−9×t, (5.1)
r2 (t) = 0.0012 · t0.6+1.990×10
−9×t, (5.2)
r3 (t) = 0.0008 · t0.6+2.001×10
−9×t. (5.3)
1For this, we utilised the simulations without radiative cooling as those with cooling incorporated
were still running at the time of analysis.
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We wanted an equation for radial size that is dependent on ISM density, ρ, and
cumulative time, t, such that r (ρ, t) = a · t0.6+b×t ρc (the density term, ρ, has power
law dependence as shown in Section § 4.2.1). Firstly, from equation 5.1, equation 5.2
and equation 5.3, we can simply set b = 2× 10−9. Then, it is clear for each equation:
a · ρc1 = 0.0019, (5.4)
a · ρc2 = 0.0012, (5.5)
a · ρc3 = 0.0008. (5.6)
The ISM density for the growth curves are normalised with respect to the mass of
a hydrogen atom therefore ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 10 and ρ3 = 100. Substituting these values
into equation 5.4, equation 5.5 and equation 5.6 leads to:
log(0.0019) = −2.721 = log(a) + c log(1) = log(a), (5.7)
log(0.0012) = −2.921 = log(a) + c log(10) = log(a) + c, (5.8)
log(0.0008) = −3.097 = log(a) + c log(100) = log(a) + 2c. (5.9)
We can directly take a = 0.002 from equation 5.7. The value of c can then be obtained
by subtracting equation 5.7 from equation 5.8 (or likewise subtracting equation 5.8
from equation 5.9) to give c = −0.2, the same index we found with the analytic solu-
tion in Section § 4.2.1. The radius equation now takes the following form (showing
the ISM density normalisation explicitly):
r (ρ, t) = 0.002 ·
(
ρ
1.67× 10−24 g cm−3
)−0.2
· t0.6+2×10−9×t pc. (5.10)
Finally, we will normalise the cumulative time, t, in this equation by a factor of 1
Myr, and take out a factor of 1.67 from the ISM density normalisation terms, which
leads to:












where r is the radius of the NSR, ρ is the estimated local ISM density and t is elapsed
time from the starting mass of 1 M. This elapsed time is related to the recurrence
period of the system. The Ṁ is set as a constant 10−7 M yr−1 which is reasonable
as most Galactic recurrent novae exhibit an accretion rate with the same order of
magnitude as this. Finally, we can compare equation 5.11 to the analytic version
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detailed in Section § 4.2.1 (equation 4.2) in the same form below (equation 5.12).
















5.3 Estimating the local ISM density
As detailed, in order to utilise equation 5.11, we need to know the density of the
local ISM surrounding the nova system. We made use of two different methods to
estimate this ISM density. The first method, suggested and guided by Prof. Steven
Longmore, utilises the Besançon model of the Galaxy which provides the extinction
distribution along different lines of sight (Marshall et al., 2006)2. The secondmethod
utilises the 3D dust map given in Green et al. (2019)3.
5.3.1 Method 1
The Besançon model of the Galaxy (see, for e.g. Marshall et al., 2006) provides a
heliocentric grid-like domain with the total Ks-band extinction to a particular dis-
tance defined as the sum of the extinction within in each grid along the line of sight.
Therefore, we took the Galactic coordinates and respective distance in kiloparsecs to
the nova, and found the relevant grid cell containing the system. We then took the
distance and cumulative extinction to the inner radius (din, 1; AK, in) and the outer
radius (dout, 1; AK, out) to this particular grid cell to estimate the ISM density, ρISM.
The extinction within the grid cell is simply AK, grid = AK, out −AK, in which we con-
verted to a column density. Using the following relation between optical extinction,
AV , and hydrogen column density, NH, from Güver & Özel (2009) (their equation 1):
NH (cm−2) = (2.21± 0.09)× 1021 AV , (5.13)
converting this to K band extinction using Cardelli et al. (1989):
AK
AV
' 0.114 ⇒ AV ' 8.7 AK ,
and dividing by the solar hydrogen abundance X = 0.739 (Basu & Antia, 2004;
Lodders, 2019) leads to a relation between a column density of solar material and
2http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/453/635
3http://argonaut.skymaps.info
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the Ks band extinction:
Nsolar (cm−2) = (2.61± 0.11)× 1022 AK . (5.14)
In order to find the total number of particles in the grid cell, we need to multiply the
column density by the area of the grid. The volume density (ISM density) is then
found by dividing the total number of particles within the grid cell by the volume of
the cell. Instead, these two procedures can be combined to estimate the surrounding





(2.61± 0.11)× 1022 AK, grid
dout, 1 − din, 1
. (5.15)
Since we are calculating a volume-average density, it should be noted that the ISM
is hierarchical and so there will be a lot of contrast in density within that volume,
such that substantial fractions have significantly higher and lower values than the
average (S. Longmore, private communication). This also applies to the following
method in Section § 5.3.2.
5.3.2 Method 2
The three-dimensional map of dust reddening detailed in Green et al. (2019) is based
on Gaia parallaxes and stellar photometry from Pan-STARRS 1 and 2MASS, and
reaches out several kiloparsecs. As with method 1 in Section § 5.3.1, we took the
distance to the nova system and used the uncertainties on this distance to create
a grid cell. Using the dust map, we found an associated reddening with the upper
(dout, 2; E(g− r)out) and lower (din, 2; E(g− r)in) limits of the distance. The reddening
in the grid cell is simply E(g− r)grid = E(g− r)out−E(g− r)in which we will convert
to a column density.
Utilising the following relation for optical extinction and assuming that RV = 3.1
(see, e.g. Savage & Mathis, 1979) such that:
AV = RV E(B − V ) ⇒ AV = 3.1 E(B − V ),
with the conversion given for the dust map,
E(B − V ) = 0.884× E(g − r),
leads to
AV = 3.1× 0.884× E(g − r) ' 2.74 E(g − r). (5.16)
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The relation between optical extinction and hydrogen column density (equation 5.13)
can be rewritten by substituting equation 5.16:
NH (cm−2) = (2.21± 0.09)× 1021 AV = (2.21± 0.09)× 1021 × 2.74 E(g − r)
∴ NH (cm−2) = (6.06± 0.25)× 1021E(g − r). (5.17)
As with Section § 5.3.1, dividing equation 5.17 by the solar hydrogen abundance
X = 0.739 (Basu & Antia, 2004; Lodders, 2019) leads to a relation between a column
density of solar material and the reddening given in the 3D dust map:
Nsolar (cm−2) = (8.20± 0.34)× 1021E(g − r). (5.18)
Again, this solar material column density can then be divided by the length of the





(8.20± 0.34)× 1021 E(g − r)grid
dout, 2 − din, 2
. (5.19)
5.4 First search for Galactic nova super-remnants
Using the radial size equation described in Section 5.2, we wanted to predict the ra-
dial size of the potential NSR surrounding the ten Galactic recurrent novae. Firstly,
we took a subset of four RNe: U Scorpii, V3890 Sagittarii, T Coronae Borealis,
V2487 Ophiuchi, to guide our pilot study search with the Liverpool Telescope. These
four systems were chosen as they were visible with the Liverpool Telescope during
the semester I was applying for observing time, plus they were the smaller rem-
nants predicted. Afterwards, whilst this study was ongoing, we chose an additional
two RNe: RS Ophiuchi and CI Aquilae, this time visible during the next viewing
semester with the Liverpool Telescope, to extend this study further.
The radial size equation (equation 5.11) requires knowledge of the system’s recur-
rence period (to convert to t) as well as an estimate for the local ISM density. We
used known recurrence periods for the ten RNe (see Table 5.1) to find an associated
elapsed time, t, for the system. We then took the Galactic coordinates of the ten RNe
and their respective distances in kiloparsecs (see Table 5.1) to estimate the ISM. For
six systems, their location in the sky restricted the use of one of the methods for esti-
mating the ISM. In those cases, we were only able to utilise either method 1 (Section
§ 5.3.1) or method 2 (Section § 5.3.2), however for the other four systems, we were
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able to use both methods and take an average4. Table 5.1 outlines the estimated
ISM density, normalised to 1.67× 10−24 g cm−3, as well as the method used.
The ISM densities estimated around the ten Galactic RNe above indicate that three
of these systems are located within coronal gas (a hot ionised medium) where we see
densities of 10−4−10−2 particles cm−3 and the rest are likely to be situated in warm
(neutral or ionised) medium (Ferrière, 2001). This is not surprising as coronal gas
makes up between 30 − 70% of the fractional volume of the Galaxy and the warm
mediummakes up the rest, with low fractions of matter accounting for themolecular
clouds, H ii regions and the cold medium (Ferrière, 2001). However, it is important
to note that the grid cells we utilised to estimate these ISM densities are very large,
on the order of kiloparsecs, and so we are very likely to be underestimating the
densities.
Substituting these ISM density values into equation 5.11 produces a radial size of
the potential NSR. A simple function fitted to the shell thickness evolution of the
NSR simulations also reveals an estimate for the shell thickness. This radial size
and shell thickness estimate can then be combined with the known distance to the
nova to determine an upper and lower limit of the shell’s angular size on the sky
(see Table 5.1). The upper and lower limits for the radial size of the six recurrent
novae used to guide the observations with the Liverpool Telescope in our pilot study
are shown in Figure 5.1.
However, note that these are preliminary estimates for the radial size. As a result of
the developing nature of the pilot study and the need to acquire observing time, the
ISM densities used to predict these shell sizes were not estimated using themethods
detailed in Section § 5.3.1 and Section § 5.3.2, but with a more rudimentary use of
method 1. Utilising the methods from Section § 5.3.1 and Section § 5.3.2 would
likely lead to smaller NSRs as the updated ISM density estimates were higher than
before, something that can be implemented in future analysis (see Section § 7.2.2.1).
5.5 Refinement of radial size equation
Up until now, we have considered the role of ISM density as well as elapsed time of
the growingWD (related to the system’s recurrence period) in shaping the radial size
of the NSR. We will now look at the inclusion of other system parameters utilised
in our simulations. Clearly, the rate of mass accretion within the system has a
major influence on the sizes of these vast remnants, as we have shown in Section
4The density calculated with method 2 is systematically ∼2× the density found with method 1.
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Figure 5.1: Colour inverted DDS field images of the sky centred on the six Galac-
tic recurrent novae chosen for our pilot study to search for associated NSRs from
predictions: U Scorpii (U Sco), V3890 Sagittarii (V3890 Sgr), T Coronae Borealis
(T CrB), V2487 Ophiuchi (V2487 Oph), RS Ophiuchi (RS Oph) and CI Aquilae (CI
Aql). The location of the nova is marked with a black cross. The upper limit on the
outer and inner edge of the shell is indicated by the red and magenta solid lines
and the lower limit on the outer and inner edge of the shell is indicated by the red
and magenta dashed lines. The blue boxes indicate the fields to be observed with
the LT FOV. Images sizes: U Sco (30′× 30′), V3890 Sgr (50′× 50′), T CrB (60′× 60′),
V2487 Oph (30′ × 30′), RS Oph (2.5◦ × 2.5◦) and CI Aql (60′ × 60′). Note that the
angular sizes of these predictions are from a preliminary estimate of the ISM den-
sity, not from the ISM densities found from method 1 (Section § 5.3.1) and method
2 (Section § 5.3.2) in Table 5.1.
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§ 4.5.2, § 4.5.3 and § 4.5.4 (and see Figure 4.34). However, the initial mass and
the temperature of the WD does not significantly alter the NSR size as we have
shown in Section § 4.5.5 forWD temperature and Section § 4.9.3 for initialWDmass.
Therefore, in a similar fashion to Section § 5.2, we will now construct a more refined
radial size equation to incorporate the mass accretion rate of a system alongside the
ISM density and recurrence period dependence.
Unlike the previous fits to the power law growth curves of Run 1, 2 and 3 which
considered a linear exponent of time in Section § 5.2, we will now adopt a second
order polynomial in the exponent to reflect the considerable change in radial size
as the system reaches the later stages of its evolution. The curved power law fits
we now consider have the form r ∝ t0.6+βt2 and are shown in Figure 5.2. Here, we
have omitted the linear t term as the function fitting is dominated by the t0 and t2
terms. As done previously, the value of β, as well as the proportionality constant,
were found by comparing the fits of the three distinct growth curves:
r4 (t) = 0.0020 · t0.6+2.59×10
−16×t2 , (5.20)
r5 (t) = 0.0013 · t0.6+2.65×10
−16×t2 , (5.21)
r6 (t) = 0.0008 · t0.6+2.67×10
−16×t2 . (5.22)
We again want an equation for radial size that is dependent on ISM density, ρ, and
cumulative time, t, such that r (ρ, t) = a · t0.6+b×t2 ρc. Using the same method we
employed in Section § 5.2, we find the constants of this equation to give:













where r is the radius of the NSR, ρ is the estimated local ISM density and t is elapsed
time from the starting mass of 1 M. This elapsed time is related to the recurrence
period of the system.
Previously, the mass accretion rate, Ṁ , was set as a constant 10−7 M yr−1, however
we will now incorporate this parameter into our radial size equation. We do this
by fitting curved power laws with a second order polynomial exponent to the radial
growth curves of Run 4, Run 5 and Run 6, those simulations with a lower mass
accretion rate (1 × 10−8 M yr−1) as can be seen in Figure 5.3. We now take the
function, r4(t), (equation 5.20) fitted to the radial growth curve of Run 1 (n = 1 and
1× 10−7 M yr−1) alongside the function fitted to the radial growth curve of Run 4
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(n = 1 and 1× 10−8 M yr−1) which we will call r7(t):
r7 (t) = 0.0020 · t0.6+4.1×10
−18×t2 , (5.24)
to determine a dependence of the mass accretion rate within our refined radial size
equation. Through comparing equation 5.20 and equation 5.24, we can see that the
multiplicative factor for the t2 term is affected by the change of mass accretion rate.
Therefore, we can let:
a · Ṁα1 = 2.6× 10−16, (5.25)
a · Ṁα2 = 4.1× 10−18. (5.26)
If we let the higher accretion rate of 1 × 10−7 M yr−1 be Ṁ = 1, then it follows
that the lower accretion rate (1 × 10−8 M yr−1) can be represented as Ṁ = 0.1.
Substituting these values into equation 5.25 and equation 5.26 leads to:
log(2.6× 10−16) = −15.59 = log(a) + α log(1) = log(a), (5.27)
log(4.1× 10−18) = −17.39 = log(a) + α log(0.1) = log(a)− α. (5.28)
From equation 5.27 we can directly see that a = 2.6× 10−16. Substituting this value
of a into equation 5.28 leads to α = 1.8. The new radius equation takes the following
form (showing the ISM density and mass accretion rate normalisation explicitly):
r
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Finally, we will normalise the cumulative time, t, in this equation by a factor of 1
Myr, and take out a factor of 1.67 from the ISM density normalisation terms. This
leads to our final NSR radial size equation:
r
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where r is the radius of the NSR, ρ is the estimated local ISM density, Ṁ is the
mass accretion rate of the system and t is elapsed time from the starting mass of
1 M. This elapsed time is related to the recurrence period of the systems. As
detailed in Section 4.5.3, the outbursts from systems with lower accretion rates are
less frequent than those with higher accretion rates. The related recurrence period































1× 10−7 M yr−1
1× 10−8 M yr−1
1× 10−9 M yr−1
Figure 5.4: The recurrence period vs cumulative time for different accretion rates.
to elapsed time is therefore different for different accretion rates and can be looked
up accordingly (see, for example, Figure 5.4).
5.6 Predictions of NSR emission at Prec = 1 year epoch
As well as understanding the radial sizes of these shells, it is important to know the
location and form of emission produced for any follow-up campaigns. The simplest
way to predict the emission over the simulated nova shells is making the assump-
tion of an environment completely made up of hydrogen. We can then calculate the
fraction of this hydrogen that is ionised to find the contribution of different parts of
the shell towards the total emission and from this, compute synthetic X-ray spectra.
In this section, we will use the epoch of our reference simulation (Run 1 from Chap-
ter 4) that coincides with a recurrence period of 1 year (after 5.9 × 106 years when
the WD has grown from 1M to ∼1.4M) as this gives us an insight into the struc-
ture of the remnant from simulations that can be directly compared to the nova
super-remnant surrounding 12a. We will then extend this analysis by predicting
the evolution of NSR emission throughout the full reference simulation in Section
§ 5.7.
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5.6.1 Fraction of ionisation within NSR
We will begin with the Saha equation, which can be used to calculate the ionisation











Here, Nj is the number of atoms in state j, ne is the electron number density, me is
electron mass, k is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, χj is the ionisa-







with gj being the statistical weight of state n (the number of states with the same
energy En) and Em being the energy of another state. As we are only interested in
hydrogen, we can use the relationship gs = 2s2 between statistical weight gs and
state j (where j = 1 is the ground state) in the following calculation.
If we assume that most of the neutral hydrogen is in the ground state then ZI ≈
g1 = 2 (with g1 being the statistical weight of the ground state). For the case of
ionised hydrogen, the ionised state is a proton, therefore ZII = 1, and the ionisation



















We know that there is one electron for every H ii ion therefore, taking nH to be the
number of atoms or ions per unit volume and accounting for conservation of charge,













Substituting this alternative expression for ne (equation 5.32) into the Saha equa-
tion (equation 5.31) and noting that N ≡ NI +NII gives:



















































a quadratic equation for finding the ionisation fraction from the number density nH
and temperature T .



































Figure 5.5: The solid line is the ionisation fraction of the reference simulation NSR
at the epoch when the Prec = 1 year and the faint line is the density distribution of
the reference simulation NSR at the same point.
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Nowwe can take the density and temperature from each cell of our reference simula-
tion and, assumingwe have only hydrogen, calculate the fraction of ionised hydrogen
throughout the created NSR. Applying equation 5.34 to the reference simulations
at 5.9 Myr leads to the profile given in Figure 5.5.
As can be seen in this figure, every cell within the remnant up to the inner edge of
the shell is completely ionised (f = 1) before the ionisation drops off dramatically to
negligible values within the shell. This fully ionised state within the cavity (up to
∼4 pc in Figure 5.5) can be attributed to hydrogen (albeit low density) experiencing
collisional excitation from the shocks within the wind, and therefore has no time
to recombine (see Section § 5.6.3). Beyond this, within the ejecta pile up region
(between∼4−25 pc in Figure 5.5), the gas is continuously impacted by new eruptions
and forward shocks resulting in collisional excitation and consequently an ionisation
fraction f = 1. These shocks are also present at the inner edge of the shell (∼25 pc
in Figure 5.5) as the pile up region collides into the swept up shell. However, further
into the shell regime towards the outer edge (∼27 pc in Figure 5.5), the hydrogen
atoms aremore dynamically shielded from incoming shocks and so do not experience
a high level of ionisation.







































Figure 5.6: The solid line is the mass per shell of ionised hydrogen and the blue
dashed line is the mass per shell of neutral hydrogen of the reference simulation
NSR at the epoch when the Prec = 1 year. The faint solid line is the density distri-
bution of the reference simulation NSR at the same point.
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Figure 5.7: Emission measure (n2e × volume) from the NSR of the reference simu-
lation at the epoch when Prec = 1 year along with the density distribution of the
simulated NSR.
As we know the ionisation fraction throughout the whole NSR, we can also deter-
mine the radial profile of the ionised and neutral hydrogen within the remnant by
spherically integrating the whole shell. This is shown in Figure 5.6. As expected,
there is negligible amounts of neutral hydrogen within the remnant in line with the
full ionised radial profile of Figure 5.5 up to the inner edge of the shell. We then
see a significant amount of neutral gas within the remnant shell, mimicking the
structure of the density profile.
The ionised hydrogen profile, on the other hand, is only insignificant within the
cavity region of the remnant. Past this empty zone, the mass of ionised hydrogen
increases in accordance with the increase in density as a consequence of the constant
ionisation fraction. We then see a very sharp increase in the ionised mass at the
inner edge of the remnant shell (∼25 pc) where the dramatic increase in density
coincides with the near unity ionisation fraction before it drops away.
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5.6.2 Emission measure and X-ray emission within NSR
After determining the ionisation fraction throughout the NSR, we can define the




ne np dVi, (5.35)
where Vi is the volume of grid cell i, ne is the electron density and np is the proton
density. The electron density can be represented in terms of ionisation fraction, f ,
of the cell, density, ρ, within the cell and the mass of a proton, mp, as:




and because the number of protons is equal to the number of electrons in a medium





Using the density data from the epoch of our reference simulation that coincides
with a recurrence period of 1 year along with the calculated ionisation fraction
data, we found the emission measure for each cell as shown in Figure 5.7. In the
same manner as Vaytet (2009), Vaytet et al. (2011) and Darnley et al. (2019a), we
weighted the contributions of each cell by emission measure before binning the cells
into 95 logarithmically divided temperature bins ranging from 149 K to ∼3.9 × 109
K (shown in Figure 5.8). These 95 binned emission measures were then inserted
into XSPEC5 as a 95-component plasma and along with the temperature of each bin,
an emissivity ε was produced. For this we used the APEC model which computes
an emission spectrum from a collisionally-ionised diffuse gas6. The APEC model
computes the emission lines for the metals helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon,
magnesium, aluminium, silicon, sulphur, argon, calcium, iron and nickel using their
solar abundances (helium fixed at cosmic) and the VAPECmodel computes emission
lines based on inputted metal abundances. Therefore we set all metals to be zero to
represent a gas made up purely of hydrogen. The synthetic X-ray spectra, ranging
from 0.3 - 10 keV, for both models are shown in Figure 5.10. We then introduced
absorption into the APEC and VAPEC model, under the assumption that our simu-
lated remnant was at the distance of M31. For the extra parameters needed in this
5XSPEC is an X-ray spectral fitting package with the “ability to generate simulated spec-
tra given a theoretical model and detector response” (Arnaud, 1996). For further details, see
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/.
6https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/node135.html#vapec
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Figure 5.8: The black line shows the emission measure of the reference simulation
at the epoch when Prec = 1 year, ordered by temperature. The blue line shows the
sum of emission measure in the 95 logarithmically placed temperature bins. The
two grey lines show the upper (64 keV) and lower (0.008 keV) temperature limit of
the APEC model. The two black dashed lines show the upper (68.4 keV) and lower
(0.0808 keV) temperature limit of the VAPEC model.
model, we chose a column density ofNH = 0.07×1022 cm−2 (Henze et al., 2018a) and
a distance to M31 of 778 kpc. The X-ray luminosity for each cell was also calculated
using the APEC model with the inclusion of absorption, shown in Figure 5.9.
At the centre of the remnant, there is a high X-ray luminosity from the underlying
system from the nova eruptions, however this is then followed by negligible emission
from the cavity, as this region is too sparse to create any resistance, and therefore
create shocks. Beyond this cavity, the ejecta begins to impact the higher density
ejecta pile-up region (∼4 pc), leading to a significant increase in the X-ray luminosity
(6×1021 erg s−1). Asmore andmore ejecta contribute towards shock-heating the pile-
up region further from the centre, we see a continuous increase in X-ray emission
up to the inner edge of the NSR shell at ∼25 pc, where LX-ray = 1 × 1028 erg s−1.
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Figure 5.9: The black line shows the synthetic X-ray luminosity (from the APEC
model with absorption) of the reference simulation at the epoch when Prec = 1 year,
along with the density distribution of the simulated NSR.
5.6.3 Recombination time within NSR
Another useful parameter to consider is the recombination time. This will inform
us of the length of time the material within the remnant remains ionised and con-






where ne is electron density and β ≈ 2× 10−16 × T−0.75ISM m3 s−1.
We firstly considered the scenario with a remnant made up of pure hydrogen. Using
equation 5.36 to find the electron density from our calculated ionisation fraction (in
Section § 5.6.1), along with the temperature of each cell from our reference simula-
tion used for T , we found the radial profile of recombination time for pure hydrogen.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.11 with the blue line. As we can see, the recombi-
nation times throughout the whole remnant are enormous. Owing to the extremely
low densities and continuous ejecta expanding within the cavity region (up to∼4 pc),
it would take around the age of the Universe for the hydrogen atoms to recombine
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Figure 5.11: The blue, red and green lines are the recombination times at each
point of the reference simulation NSR at the epoch when the Prec = 1 year if the
medium was comprised of pure hydrogen, solar or was completely ionised. The
black line is the density distribution of the reference simulation NSR at the same
point.
here. Within the ejecta pile-up region, between ∼4 − 25 pc, the continual shocking
from colliding ejecta results in recombination times on the order of 1010−1014 years.
At the inner edge of the remnant’s shell, where the density of hydrogen dramatically
increases, we see recombination times dropping to a few tens of thousands of years.
Beyond this inner edge, the ionisation fraction drops to effectively zero such that the
material is completely neutral in the NSR shell and surroundings. Consequently,
the recombination time becomes infinite as recombination cannot physically happen
in this regime.
The analysis was then extended byDrMatt Darnley to incorporate solar abundances
of elements within the NSR material to determine the effect of metals on recombi-
nation time. For this, the ISM abundances from Wilms et al. (2000) were utilised
to construct a more comprehensive Saha equation in order to determine the ionisa-
tion fraction of hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon, sodium, magne-
sium, aluminium, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine, argon, calcium, titanium,
chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt and nickel within the remnant. The electron
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density found in each cell throughout the reference simulation was then used to
find the recombination time as shown in Figure 5.11 (the red line). Although very
similar to the case of pure hydrogenwithin the cavity and ejecta pile-up region, there
is a definite increase in recombination time on the order of a fraction of 1010 − 1014
years, a vast amount of time. This is a consequence of the large increase in the num-
ber of free electrons within an extremely sparse region. Similar to the case of pure
hydrogen, the recombination time for the material at the inner edge of the remnant
shell drops to only a few 104 years. However, unlike the pure hydrogen case where
the shell is completely neutral, here we see the effects of metals being ionised within
this region as the recombination times are not infinite, even though still incredibly
high. It is only beyond the outer edge of the NSR shell where there is completely
neutral atoms with the inability for recombination to occur.
The two scenarios we have considered so far inform us of the dynamical recombina-
tion time. Therefore, the final scenario we consider is a remnant made up of solar
material (using the ISM abundances from Wilms et al. (2000) as previously) that
has been completely flash ionised throughout. As all electrons have been removed
from their associated nuclei, we can determine the electron density within each cell
of our reference simulation to be used in equation 5.38. The radial profile of the
recombination times for a flash ionised NSR is given in Figure 5.11 as the green
line. In a similar manner to the pure hydrogen and solar scenarios considered be-
fore, the material within the cavity and ejecta pile-up regions have incredibly long
recombination timescales.
More importantly, we do see a significant difference within the remnant’s shell. As
before, the timescales drop dramatically at the inner edge yet here we see recombi-
nation times of a few thousand years right across the shell. As a result of incredibly
long timescales for recombination within the inner regions of the NSR and recombi-
nation times on par with the travel time needed for nova ejecta to cross the remnant
(∼104 years for ejecta travelling at ∼2000 km s−1), this structure will continue to
exhibit emission induced by frequent nova outbursts.
5.7 Evolution of NSR emission
In the previous section, we explored the emission measure and X-ray spectra from
the reference simulation NSR at the epoch coinciding with a recurrence period of
one year. This is helpful for predicting observables for a particular snapshot of the
structure’s evolution and building up a picture of the emission. Now in this section,
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we will investigate the evolution of these various observables to guide searches for
NSR emission around other younger systems.
5.7.1 Evolution of the ionisation fraction and emission measure
We applied the same procedures used in Section § 5.6.1 and Section § 5.6.2 to find
the average ionisation fraction and total emissionmeasure within particular regions
(the cavity, the ejecta pile-up region, the shell and the remnant as a whole) at every
output of the reference simulation to determine the evolution of the quantities as
the remnant grows.
The total emission measure from the different regions of the simulation were found
by simply summing the emission from each cell of the region. In order to find the
average ionisation fraction of these regions, we found the mass of each cell within a
region and used the ionisation fraction to find the ionised mass of that cell. We then
summed all of the ionised mass from each cell in the region and divided this by the
total mass (ionised and neutral) of the region to give an average ionisation fraction,






where fi and mi are the ionisation fraction and mass of the cell i, respectively. The
evolution of the average ionisation fraction and the total emission for each of the
regions is shown in Figure 5.12. Furthermore, in Figure 5.13, we can see evolution
of the ionisation fraction and emission measure for the cavity, ejecta pile-up region
and shell alongside the evolution of the average density and average temperature
within these regions.
As illustrated in Figure 5.13, the average temperature of the ejecta pile-up region
is, except possibly the first output of the simulation, always ∼1 × 106 K and begins
to increase towards ∼1 × 108 K at the later stages of the system’s evolution. The
density of this region decreases by over a factor of 100 as it grows but the extremely
high temperatures keeps the fraction of ionised material always above ∼40%. As a
result, the emission from this part of the remnant is always high. The fraction of
ionised material within the cavity is always above ∼10%, and so even with density
decreasing over time, the emission from this region remains a contributing factor in
a fluctuating manner until the later stages of the system’s evolution.
If we now focus on the fraction of ionisation within the shell in Figure 5.13, we see
the effects of recombination as a result of the extremely high densities. For the first
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of ionisation fraction (blue line) and emission measure
(black line) within the cavity, the ejecta pile-up region, the NSR shell and the total
NSR for the reference simulation. The apparent ‘bump’ in the emission measure
from the cavity at ∼105 years is an artefact of sampling whereby we are seeing a
superposition of eruptions.
105 years, all of the material making up the remnant shell is ionised, and there-
fore we see large amounts of emission. After this, the amount of ionisation within
the shell decreases to negligible proportions for the vast majority of the system’s
lifetime (from ∼105 years to ∼6 × 106 years) which, combined with an almost con-
stant average density during this period, leads to a drop in emission measure by
around 30 orders of magnitude. However, as with the other regions, late-time fre-
quent highly energetic outbursts begin to heat the shell, increasing the ionisation
fraction within to ∼1%. Although a low proportion of ionisation, the very high den-
sities (∼1× 10−23 g cm−3) in this region yield incredibly large amounts of emission.
Bringing these various regions together, we can describe the evolution of the emis-
sion from the whole NSR (see bottom right panel of Figure 5.12). It is initially dom-
inated by emission from the shell when this high density region begins to sweep
up the local ISM. After ∼1 × 105 years, the average temperature within the shell
has lowered enough for the material to recombine, resulting in a decreasing frac-
tion of ionised gas and dramatic reduction in emission from this region. As a result,
the total emission from the structure becomes dominated by material in the ejecta
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of the average density, average temperature, ionisation frac-
tion and emission measure within the cavity, the ejecta pile-up region and the NSR
shell for the reference simulation. As in Figure 5.12, the apparent ‘bump’ in the
emission measure from the cavity at ∼105 years is an artefact of sampling whereby
we are seeing a superposition of eruptions.
pile-up region between ∼4 × 105 years and ∼6 × 106 years, with significant contri-
bution from the fluctuating cavity emission throughout. Once the later stages have
been reached (approximately the last 100,000 years), with frequent highly energetic
ejecta emanating from the central source, the rate of ionisation within the very high
density shell (particularly at the inner edge) once again leads to a major increase
in emission from this part of the structure. However, unlike at early times when
the emission was dominated by the whole shell, the emission at these later times
emanates exclusively from the inner edge of the remnant shell.
The evolution of total ionised mass within each of these defined regions in shown
in Figure 5.14. Firstly, we can see that the ionised mass within the cavity region
remains at an almost constant few ×10−5 M for approximately 6 Myr before de-
creasing for the remaining 100,000 years. This is due to the frequent nova erup-
tions at this late evolutionary period excavating and lowering the total mass in this
already sparse region further still (see the density evolution of the cavity in the top
left panel of Figure 5.13). As with the evolution of the emission measure from the
ejecta pile-up region, we see a continuous increase in ionised mass here, reaching
∼5 M after around 5 Myrs before declining during the last 100,000 years. Lastly,
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Figure 5.14: Evolution of ionised mass within the cavity, ejecta pile-up region, the
NSR and the total NSR structure for the reference simulation.
almost 1 M of material within the remnant’s shell is ionised by 105 years, however
for the next ∼6 × 106 years, this decreases to as low as 10−16 M, due to almost
total recombination within the shell. This can be seen in Figure 5.15 whereby the
recombination time within the whole shell after 105 years is always below 105 years,
driving down the levels of ionisation within. As the underlying system reaches the
limiting WD mass, the total amount of ionised mass within the shell (and effec-
tively the NSR structure as a whole), becomes a few tens of solars masses, as large
amounts of gas in the shell are heated by late-time energetic eruptions. This is once
again reflected in the moderate rise of the recombination time at the inner edge of
the shell in Figure 5.15.
5.7.2 Evolution of X-ray luminosity
In order to determine the evolution of X-ray luminosity, we employed the same re-
binning method of the emission measure as previously described in Section § 5.6.2
for various outputs of our reference simulation coinciding with 10n eruptions. These
were after 10 eruptions, 100 eruptions, 1,000 eruptions, 10,000 eruptions, 100,000
eruptions and 819,565 eruptions. We have also shown the emission measure as a
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Figure 5.15: Evolution of recombination time for the reference simulation at var-
ious epochs after being completely flash ionised. The recombination time for the
surrounding ISM is represented with the dashed line. The thick black line indi-
cates the location of the inner edge of the NSR shell at each epoch.
function of temperature for the epoch of the reference simulation coinciding with a
recurrence period of one year (after 495,997 eruptions). This is shown in Figure 5.16.
We see that the remnant simulated in Run 0 starts off at high temperatures, emit-
ting mostly in the X-ray regime at ∼1 keV (blue line in the left panel of Figure 5.16)
due to the eruptions right from the beginning of the simulation being frequent and
highly energetic. But, as the remnant grows and cools down, we see the peak in the
emission measure moves towards lower energies, ending in the optical/NIR region
(∼2× 10−3 keV) after the full 100,000 eruptions. A logarithmic extrapolation of the
emission measure revealed that the current peak will be in the infrared regime,
around 12 − 13 µm, and so could be a potential target for follow-up observations
with the JWST (Darnley et al., 2019a).
The remnant in our study (Run 1), on the other hand, begins by mostly emitting at
low energies (optical/NIR) due to the long periods of time between the low energetic
outbursts allowing the remnant to cool. The remnant as a whole then does not warm
up throughout its evolution as it expands and cools, indicated through the peak in
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the emissionmeasure remaining at low energies for the full∼820,000 eruptions (see
right panel of Figure 5.16).
By separating the emission measure evolution into component parts of the nova
super-remnant structure, namely the cavity, ejecta pile-up and NSR shell, we can
see the contributions from each of these regions (see Figure 5.17). The emission from
the cavity remains relatively low compared to other NSR regions throughout the
full evolution (see top left panel of Figure 5.17). For the first 100,000 eruptions, the
cavity exclusively emits in the optical/NIR regime. However, when the recurrence
period of the system reaches one year, we see the emission contribution, albeit small,
branches across to higher energies. This is possibly attributed to the frequently
ejected material colliding with the inner edge of the ejecta pile-up region.
Emission levels from the ejecta pile-up region are considerably higher than from
the cavity and, as we would expect, have more contribution towards X-ray emis-
sion at later times as a result of collisions from incoming ejecta continuously shock-
heating the pile-up material (see top right panel of Figure 5.17). In fact, after the
full ∼820,000 eruptions, a portion of the ejecta pile-up region is emitting beyond
120 keV. In contrast, the shell of the nova super-remnant emits mostly in the optical
at early times and after only 1000 eruptions, the majority of emission lies in the
near-infrared regime. The shell then continues to emit between ∼0.1 − 2 eV for the
full evolutionary period as it remains the coolest part of the structure, shielded from
the highly energetic material colliding with the pile-up.
Finally, we can predict the evolution of the total X-ray luminosity from the reference
simulation, as illustrated in Figure 5.18. However, this evolution initially looks
erratic as we have captured many eruptions within our analysis. In order to see
the evolutionary trends more clearly, we have calculated and plotted a moving av-
erage over every 500 outputs. This is illustrated in Figure 5.19 with comparison
to the X-ray luminosity evolution from the NSR created from identical eruptions
(Run 0). As we can see in the left plot of Figure 5.19, for a NSR grown with identi-
cal eruptions, the X-ray luminosity peaks at ∼6 × 1031 erg s−1 after approximately
1000 years (equivalent to 1000 eruptions for Run 0). This luminosity then fades
to ∼9 × 1029 erg s−1 after 100,000 years (100,000 eruptions) and with a power-law
extrapolation to the latest time, representing present day in Darnley et al. (2019a),
the total X-ray luminosity drops to ∼3 × 1029 erg s−1. As detailed in Darnley et al.
(2019a), the X-ray luminosities predicted for the entire evolution of the NSR all lie
below the 3σ upper limiting luminosity of ∼9× 1034 erg s−1 constrained by archival
X-ray observations (see horizontal dotted line in the left plot of Figure 5.19).
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Figure 5.18: The evolution of the synthetic X-ray luminosity of the reference sim-
ulation from XSPEC with respect to elapsed time (bottom abscissa) and recurrence
period (top abscissa). Soft X-rays are red, hard X-rays are blue, the total X-ray
luminosity is black and the hardness ratio (hard/soft) is green. The recurrence pe-
riods of three recurrent novae (M31N 2008-12a, U Scorpii and RS Ophuichi) are
indicated with vertical grey lines and the dashed line indicates the 3σ upper limit
from XMM-Newton observations. The inset is a zoomed in section of the X-ray lu-
minosity from 3.5× 106 years to the end of the evolution. Note that the hard X-rays
(blue line) follow the evolution of the total X-ray luminosity (black line) very closely.
The X-ray luminosity from a NSR grown with non-identical eruptions (Run 1) con-
ducted in this work exhibits a different evolutionary trend to that in Run 0 (see right
plot of Figure 5.19). We see a continuously rising luminosity throughout, owing to
the increasingly frequent ejecta shock-heating the ejecta pile-up region (also see the
top right panel of Figure 5.17). Starting at ∼1 × 1028 erg s−1 after ∼3 × 105 years,
the early NSR X-ray luminosity is dominated by soft X-rays with energies between
0.3−1 keV as we have less energetic ejecta sweeping into the forming remnant. The
ratio of hard to soft X-rays, or the hardness ratio, is very low during this period.
The influence of the more energetic outbursts begins to become evident over the
next few million years as the hard X-ray emission from shock-heating, with energies
between 1−10 keV, reaches ∼8 × 1029 erg s−1 after ∼4 × 106 years (see inset of the
right plot in Figure 5.19). This is a much larger contribution to the total X-ray
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luminosity of ∼6 × 1030 erg s−1 at this epoch, with the hardness ratio rising to a
more substantial 10%. The total X-ray luminosity of the NSR then stays relatively
constant for the rest of the evolution, ending with a luminosity of ∼7× 1030 erg s−1,
but with the hard X-ray emission becoming increasingly significant, ending with a
ratio of 0.4 between hard and soft X-rays by ∼6 Myr.
For the epoch when the recurrence period of the reference simulation is one year, the
total X-ray luminosity from the NSR is∼6×1030 erg s−1 (see inset of the right plot in
Figure 5.19). This is 20× greater than the luminosity predicted from extrapolating
the identical eruptions simulation in previous work. Additionally, the ratio of hard
to soft X-rays in this work at a one year recurrence period is ∼0.35, much less than
seen in the extrapolated value of ∼0.6 from the identical eruptions of Run 0 (see the
green dashed line on the left plot of Figure 5.19).
We have also indicated on this plot the two most rapidly recurring novae in the
Galaxy, U Scorpii and RS Ophuichi, as a means of predicting the total X-ray lumi-
nosity from the potential NSR surrounding these systems. With a recurrence period
of 10 years, the remnant around U Scorpii would have a total X-ray luminosity of
∼3× 1030 erg s−1 and for the NSR associated with RS Ophuichi (Prec∼20 years), the
luminosity would be ∼4 × 1030 erg s−1, however note that this is a moving average
evolution. This same method can be extended to other systems to determine an
estimate of the NSR X-ray luminosity to inform observational campaigns.
5.8 Replicating the M31N 2008-12a NSR
We stated in Section § 4.8 that the simulations in this work with parameters that
most resemble the M31N 2008-12a system do not replicate the observed NSR. Here,
we will now bring together the various components of this chapter to determine
the parameters we would require using our NSR radial size equation to form a dy-
namical nova super-remnant with the same radial size as that seen around M31N
2008-12a; investigate the contribution of photoionisation towards growing a large
remnant and finally compare synthetic sky images created from output of our sim-
ulations with HST observations of the 12a NSR to find any similarities.
5.8.1 Parameter space of NSR radial size equation
We outlined a NSR radial size equation in Section § 5.5 that relates the radial size
of a nova super-remnant to the recurrence period (in terms of the time taken for
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Figure 5.20: Parameter space of ISM density and mass accretion rate. The colour
scale indicates the radial sizes of a nova super-remnant predicted from the NSR ra-
dial size equation derived in Section § 5.5 after an elapsed time of ∼5.9× 106 years
(time taken for the reference simulation to reach an epoch whereby Prec = 1 year).
The solid black line indicates a NSR with the radial size of that observed surround-
ing M31N 2008-12a (67 parsecs). The dotted line shows the ISM density needed to
grow a NSR to the size of 67 parsecs with a mass accretion rate of 1×10−7 M yr−1
within our model is ∼1× 10−26 g cm−3. The shaded region shows the range of ISM
densities needed to grow a NSR to the size of 67 parsecs by extrapolating our NSR
radial size equation with the currently known range of mass accretion rates for
12a (see Table 1.3). The hatch-shaded region is the parameter space that would
not generate a system with a recurrence period of one year within our models.
a 1 M to grow to MCh), the local ISM density and the mass accretion rate of the
system. As a result, we can take the time for our reference simulation to reach a
point of exhibiting a recurrence period of one year like M31N 2008-12a (∼5.9× 106
years) and find all combinations of mass accretion rate and ISM density that would
create a remnant with a radius of 67 parsecs from our NSR radial size equation.
This parameter space for 67 parsecs is illustrated in Figure 5.20 as a solid black
line, with the bluer colours being smaller remnants and redder colours representing
larger remnants.
Clearly, in order to create a NSR from an accretion rate of 1×10−7 M yr−1 with the
same radial size as seen around M31N 2008-12a, we need to look at lower densities
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than we have considered for our suite of simulations. Specifically, from our models,
M31N 2008-12a would need to reside in an environment with an ISM density of
∼1×10−26 g cm−3 to grow a remnant with a radial size of 67 parsecs (see the dashed
line in Figure 5.20).
Furthermore, the lower limiting mass accretion rate of 6× 10−7 M yr−1 for M31N
2008-12a would require a very low ISM density of ∼4.5 × 10−29 g cm−3 to create a
67 parsec NSR, with the upper limiting accretion rate of 1.4×10−6 M yr−1 needing
an even lower density environment of ∼3.5 × 10−30 g cm−3 (see the shaded regions
in Figure 5.20). We have also indicated (with hatched shading) the part of the pa-
rameter space where the mass accretion rate is less than 2.85× 10−8 M yr−1 as we
predict this to be the lower limit to generate a 12a-like system with our models i.e.
a system that reaches a recurrence period of one year.
5.8.2 Photoionisation regions of NSR at Prec = 1 year epoch
So far, we have considered the growth of the dynamical remnant. However, a propor-
tion of this remnant will also be exposed to photoionisation directly from the nova
eruptions, the accretion disk luminosity as well as the X-rays from shock emission.
Here, we will briefly look at the contributions of these three effects to identify any
significant impact they have on the radial size and structure of a NSR.
Firstly, we know that the mass of the WD in our reference simulation is 1.398 M at
the epoch when Prec = 1 year. We also assume in our models that MCh = 1.408 M.












allows us to find the radius of the M31N 2008-12a WD, consistent with our models,
to be R = 1.17 × 10−3 R. If we now combine this WD radius with the effective
temperature of the 12a WD (Teff∼120 eV; see Darnley et al., 2016) in the Stefan-
















we find a luminosity of the 12a WD in our models to be L∼4600 L. Additionally,
we could find the Eddington luminosity of a 1.398 M WD to determine the limiting
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luminosity of such as system. The Eddington luminosity is defined as:




L ⇒ LEdd = 3.1× 104 (1.398) L,
which gives us a luminosity of LEdd∼43, 000 L. If we consider that the bolometric
luminosity of the system is represented by LEdd, the observed luminosity is 4600 L
and that most of the emission is absorbed by the surroundings, we then know that
the ionising luminosity is represented by the difference (LEdd − Lobs). The lower
limiting number of nova outbursts we can have before part of the shell begins to
recombine is 3172 (one a year for 3172 years; see the lowest recombination time
below the dashed line for 5.9×106 years in Figure 5.15) and each nova eruption lasts
for approximately two weeks. Therefore, assuming a spectrum of 15 eV photons, we





× 86, 400 s× 14 d× 3172 yr = 2.4× 1058 photons.
Next, we will look at the ionising luminosity of the accretion disk within the 12a
system. Taking MWD = 1.398 M, RWD = 1.17×10−3 R and themass accretion rate





⇒ Ldisk = 5240 L.
Unlike the outbursts that only occur for a proportion of time every year, this emission
is continuous. Therefore, assuming a spectrum of 15 eV photons (likely to result in
a huge over-estimate for the number of photons as Teff∼120 eV for 12a, as detailed





× 86, 400 s× 365.25 d× 3172 yr = 8.4× 1058 photons,
clearly demonstrating that the disk luminosity in this scenario dominates the total
ionising emission from the system. However, note that this is likely to be an over-
estimate for ionising flux and that the disk luminosity, and hence the ionising flux,
depends upon the viewing angle.
Finally, we will estimate the number of ionising photons emitted from shocks taking
place within the remnant. For this, we can simply take the number of photons cal-
culated within the XSPEC APEC model (as described in Section § 5.6.2), between the
model limits of 0.1 − 50 keV for the epoch when Prec = 1 yr. This method reveals the
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Figure 5.21: The photoionisation regions predicted for the reference simulation
(between 24.5−27.5 parsecs) at the epoch when the recurrence period is one year,
as a comparison to the NSR around M31N 2008-12a. The faint black line is the
density profile of the reference simulation. The red band and the orange band
represent the photoionisation regions created from ionising photons from the nova
outbursts and accretion disk emission, respectively.
flux to be fshocks = 2.5169×10−10 photons s−1 cm−2. As this model takes the distance
to the source to be that of M31, we find that the luminosity from the shocks is:
Lshocks = 4πd
2 fshocks = 4π(2.4× 1024)2 × (2.5169× 10−10) = 1.8× 1040 photons s−1,
and so the total ionising luminosity from the shock emission over 3172 years is:
S?, shocks = 1.8× 1040 photons s−1× 86, 400 s× 365.25 d× 3172 yr = 1.8× 1051 photons.
Now that we have the ionising luminosities for three components of the underlying
nova system, we will estimate the regions of photoionisation for each. In order to do
this, we will take the NSR from the reference simulation at Prec = 1 yr and assume
that the remnant is fully recombined, such that it is made up of neutral hydrogen.
We have then defined the inner edge of the calculated photoionisation region to be
the point at which 0.01% of the ionising photons (travelling from the origin) have
each been absorbed by a neutral hydrogen atom and the outer edge is defined to be
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the point at which all ionising photons have been absorbed.
The photoionisation region created by the nova eruptions is illustrated in Figure 5.21
as a red band that is∼0.03 parsecs across, with the total number of ionising photons
remaining shown as a dashed line. We also show the density distribution of the high
density shell between 24.5 and 27.5 parsecs to demonstrate the location and extent
of the region with respect to the nova super-remnant. For the region ionised by the
accretion disk emission, we define the inner edge to be the outer edge of the nova
eruption’s photoionisation region (as this is where the photons will travel to before
reaching neutral hydrogen) and the outer edge is defined to be the point at which
all of the ionising photons from the disk have been absorbed. This second region is
shown as the orange band in Figure 5.21 and is approximately 0.06 parsecs across.
The third region is formed by X-ray emission from shocks. However, as the num-
ber of ionising photons from this component is at least 106 times smaller than the
nova and disk luminosities, the width of this region is negligible and therefore not
included in Figure 5.21.
As we can see in Figure 5.21, the radius of the photoionisation region created by
the various components of the underlying nova system remains very small in com-
parison to the size of the dynamical remnant (∼0.1 parsec across). Therefore, this
is not the reason for the discrepancy between the much larger radial size of the
observed NSR and the remnants we have simulated. As a result, other character-
istics of the system must be incorporated to accurately replicate the observed nova
super-remnant.
One characteristic we can briefly consider here is the dependence of the ionisation
region radial size on the ISM density, as employed by Dr Matt Darnley. As a crude
approximation, we assume that the over-density with regards to the ISM for the
photoionised remnant, assuming that this ismuch larger than the dynamic remnant
and only including the remnant shell (as the pile-up region is completely ionised) is
×2 the surrounding ISM, however this is likely to be a significant overestimate. We
show in Figure 5.22, the dynamical remnant radial size with respect to ISM density
(deemed the outer radius), determined from our NSR radial equation at the epoch
when the reference simulation has a recurrence period of one year and assuming
that the mass accretion rate is 1× 10−7 M yr−1. We then show the inner radius of
the NSR by assuming that the thickness of the remnant shell is 7% of the total NSR
at this epoch (from Figure 4.17).
In order to predict the size of the photoionisation region from the nova outbursts
with respect to the density of the ISM, we carry out a Strömgren analysis in a sim-
ilar way as shown in Chapter 3. However, as the time period of emission is longer
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Figure 5.22: The radial sizes of photoionisation regions predicted for the reference
simulation at the epoch when the recurrence period is one year as a function of
ISM density. The blue line represents the radial size of NSR around M31N 2008-
12a (67 pc). The purple and green line represents the inner and outer radius of a
dynamically grown remnant from our NSR radial size equation, respectively. The
orange line indicates the radial size of an ionisation region grown through nova
eruptions only and the orange line represents the radial size of an ionisation region
grown through both nova eruptions and disk luminosity.
than the recombination time here, instead of a Strömgren sphere, we will have a












where Rs is the outer edge of the sphere, S? is the ionising luminosity from the
source, n is the number of protons per m3, β = 6.84 × 10−18 m3 s−1 and rin is
the inner edge of the non-ionised material, which we know is the inner edge of
the dynamical remnant. As earlier, we will now take the ionising luminosity from
the nova eruptions (or the SSS emission) as LEdd − Lobs ≈ 38700 L such that
S?, SSS = 2.36 × 1047 photons s−1. Substituting this into the equation 5.39 along
with varying values for n (ISM density) provides us with the width of the ionisation
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region (see the orange line in Figure 5.22). We also calculated a similar ionisation
region but with the inclusion of the disk luminosity (5240 L) from earlier, along-
side the SSS emission (see the yellow line in Figure 5.22). Now by simply adding
the widths of these ionisation regions to the inner edge of the dynamical remnant,
we can find the radial size of the NSR with the incorporation of ionisation.
As we established in Figure 5.21, the ionising emission from the nova system cannot
ionise the shell. In Figure 5.22, we can see this through the absence of an ionisation
region at n = 1, with the dynamical remnant only extending to ∼25 pc. For the
model of only incorporating SSS emission, we see that a remnant could grow to the
observed NSR of 67 pc if placed within ISM with a density of n = 0.025, and would
have a dynamical remnant of ∼48 pc. If we also include ionising emission from the
accretion disk alongside the SSS emission, a NSR with a radial size of 67 pc could
growwithin an ISMwith a density of n = 0.06, and would have a dynamical remnant
of ∼40 pc. These two ISM densities are comparable to those calculated in Section
§ 5.4 for the ten Galactic RNe (see Table 5.1); consistent with those found for U Sco,
RS Oph, T Pyx and V394 CrA.
Ultimately, from these estimates, we can see that a large enough photoionisation
region to replicate the NSR seen around M31N 2008-12a could be grown in envi-
ronments with densities much lower than we have considered, yet values that are
still feasible. Furthermore, this calculation implies that NSRs would only be visible
in low density ISM regimes.
5.8.3 Synthetic sky images of NSR at Prec = 1 year epoch
Even though the simulations in this work do not completely resemble the NSR asso-
ciated with M31N 2008-12a with respect to radial size, there are similarities seen
in the structure as a whole. To illustrate this, we have taken the radial profiles
of the density, emission measure, ionised gas density and X-ray luminosity of the
reference simulation remnant (Run 1) at the epoch when Prec = 1 year and created
synthetic sky images.
The one-dimensional radial profile for each of the four parameters was taken by Dr
Matt Darnley, normalised to the maximum value and integrated over the volume of
a sphere. This sphere was then collapsed into a two-dimensional image to replicate
the nova super-remnant on the sky. In Figure 5.23, we show these synthetic sky
images for each parameter alongside the Hubble Space Telescope observation of the
M31N 2008-12a nova super-remnant from Darnley et al. (2019a), with the colour
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Figure 5.23: Synthetic sky images from simulations compared to the nova super-
remnant around M31N 2008-12a. From the reference simulation NSR (Run 1);
panel a is the synthetic sky image of the density profile, panel b is the synthetic
sky image of the emission measure profile, panel c is the synthetic sky image of
the ionised gas density profile and panel d is the synthetic sky image of the X-
ray luminosity profile. Bottom left: Hubble Space Telescope image of the NSR
surrounding M31N 2008-12a (taken from Darnley et al., 2019a).
scheme of the synthetic images being chosen to replicate that in theHST image (see
bottom right image of Figure 5.23).
Firstly, in panel (a) of Figure 5.23, we see the high density NSR shell as the thick
white band bordered by lower density material (purple and red bands). At the front
end of the NSR shell (right of the white band), the drop in density is more dramatic
before reaching the surrounding ISM (green and blue bands). The density within
the inner edge of the NSR shell drops away more steadily, representing the ejecta
pile-up region, containing the low density cavity near the origin (green region).
The synthetic sky images of the emission measure and ionised gas density given
in panels (b) and (c) of Figure 5.23 are very similar to each other, owing to their
dependence (emission measure is simply the square of the ionised gas density), with
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Figure 5.24: Synthetic sky images from simulations with radiative cooling com-
pared to the nova super-remnant aroundM31N 2008-12a. From the reference sim-
ulation NSR with radiative cooling (Run 12); panel a is the synthetic sky image of
the density profile, panel b is the synthetic sky image of the emission measure pro-
file, panel c is the synthetic sky image of the ionised gas density profile and panel
d is the synthetic sky image of the X-ray luminosity profile. Bottom left: Hub-
ble Space Telescope image of the NSR surrounding M31N 2008-12a (taken from
Darnley et al., 2019a).
the difference only seen in the widths of the bands7. By inspection, the structure of
the simulated NSR in panel (b) and (c) does resemble the structure of the observed
remnant. Specifically, for both emission measure and ionised gas density, we can
see a negligible measure near the origin of the NSR (dark blue) and a very low
measure at the transitionary ejecta pile-up region (light blue), mimicking the HST
observations. Then, at the inner edge of the shell, we see a vastly significant increase
in the emission measure (red and white bands) as the ejecta that traversed the pile-
up region collides with the extremely high density remnant shell. As expected, this
high emission measure translates directly to significant X-ray emission from the
7The box sizes of these panels are all the same to illustrate the location of the emission measure,
ionised gas density and X-ray luminosity with respect to the density profile of the NSR.
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inner edge of the shell, but also from the ejecta pile-up immediately before the shell,
as can be seen with the much wider white band in panel (d) of Figure 5.23.
We have also created synthetic sky images of the NSR from the reference simulation
with radiative cooling, as shown in Figure 5.24, with the domain sizes of each image
being the same as those in Figure 5.23. As expected, panel (a) of Figure 5.24 shows
a similar structure as the NSR without cooling, with a very high density white band
representing the NSR shell. The main difference between the sky image with and
without radiative cooling is the smaller radial size of the remnant, as discussed in
Chapter 4. The emission measure and ionised gas density in panels (b) and (c) of
Figure 5.24 also resemble those sky images for the remnant without cooling, with a
very low measure from the origin (dark blue) to the inner edge of the shell (yellow
and red) and a very high ionised gas density in the shell (white band). Furthermore,
the X-ray luminosity provided in panel (d) of Figure 5.24 is very similar to that in
Figure 5.23, the only difference seen in the relative width of the band where we see
significant X-ray emission (i.e. a thicker white band).
5.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have utilised the suite of simulations presented in Chapter 4 in
order to determine the observational signatures associated with NSRs, including
their sizes and emission characteristics. Here, we will summarise the key points:
1. A radial size equation, dependent on local ISM densities and recurrence pe-
riod, was derived from curved power law fits to the radial growth curves of the
simulations from Chapter 4.
2. We provide two methods utilised to estimate local ISM densities for this radial
size equation.
3. A preliminary version of this relation was used to predict the sizes of the po-
tential NSRs surrounding the ten Galactic recurrent novae. These predictions
guided a number of successful telescope proposals to carry out a pilot study in-
volving six of these systems in an attempt to find their vast NSRs. This will
discussed more in Section § 7.3.
4. A refined version of this relation was then constructed to incorporate the mass
accretion rate of the system. The NSR radial size equation is as follows:
r
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where r is the radius of the NSR, ρ is the estimated local ISM density, Ṁ is
the mass accretion rate of the system and t is elapsed time from the starting
mass of 1 M. This elapsed time is related to the recurrence period of the
systems. The related recurrence period to elapsed time is therefore different
for different accretion rates and can be looked up accordingly.
5. The fraction of ionised material, the emission measure, the recombination
times and synthetic X-ray spectra were predicted for the reference simulation
NSR at the epoch when the recurrence period coincided with that of M31N
2008-12a (one year).
6. We then predicted the evolution of emission measure from different compo-
nents of the NSR, evolution of the recombination time throughout the remnant
and the evolution of X-ray luminosity for the full reference simulation.
7. The predicted evolution of X-ray luminosity can be used to estimate the total
X-ray luminosity of a potential NSR with respect to the underlying system’s
recurrence period.
8. Utilising the NSR radial size equation, we found combinations of mass accre-
tion rate and ISM density that would create a NSR with the same radial size
as that seen around M31N 2008-12a.
9. Photoionisation regions from various components of the underlying system,
namely nova eruptions, the accretion disk luminosity and shocks, were calcu-
lated to pair with simulations of the dynamical growth of the NSR.
10. Synthetic sky images of the density, emission measure, ionised gas density
and X-ray luminosity from the simulations were created to compare withHST
observations of the NSR around M31N 2008-12a.
Chapter 6
Post-Nova Evolution of Nova
Super-Remnants
A nova super-remnant is grown as a result of recurrent nova eruptions, varying
in size and structure depending upon the underlying system. Clearly though, this
evolutionary process must cease at some point. The WD will either reach the Chan-
drasekhar limit and explode as a SNIa or it will, in a less dramatic finale, become
extinct as the secondary runs out of material to donate. In this chapter, we will ex-
plore these two scenarios with simulations to understand their effects on the firmly
established NSR structure and the observational signatures we can search for.
6.1 Donor material depletion
The companion star within a nova system donates material that is accreted onto the
growingWD. However, what would happen if the donor was no longer able to donate
matter as it had been depleted? We have modelled this scenario as understanding
this post-eruption phase is crucial if we are to find systems with once active novae
(Darnley, 2021).
To demonstrate this eventuality, we have taken the final epoch of the reference sim-
ulation with radiative cooling (Run 12), terminated the nova eruptions to signify a
fully depleted donor and then allowed the already formed remnant to evolve. Even
though not physical as the donor has been depleted, we have continued to blow a red
giant wind within the simulation for computational purposes. This will not have an
impact on the structure of the evolving remnant.
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Up until now, we have stated that our simulations are based upon a WD with a cer-
tain initial mass growing to the Chandrasekhar limit. But if this mass was reached
at the end of the reference simulation, why would we have a depleted donor scenario
and not a SNIa? As our upper limiting WD mass was defined to be when the recur-
rence period reaches the theoretical lower limit (∼50 days, see Section § 4.4.2), we
wish to use Run 12 for illustrative purposes. In other words, we could have set the
donor depletion to happen at an earlier epoch (with a less massive WD), however as
we have defined our end point arbitrarily, there is no indication for a more realistic
WD mass to choose.
6.1.1 Dynamical evolution of remnant after donor depletion
A snapshot of the simulation is given in Figure 6.1 approximately 2.2 Myr after the
depletion of the donor, with the final epoch of Run 12 (∼6 Myr) plotted to demon-
strate the evolution. As expected, the NSR continues to expand into the surround-
ings due to the remaining kinetic energy of the late-time ejecta influencing the grow-
ing shell, reaching out to 40 pc by the latest epoch. This would suggest that the ex-
pansion of the NSR has accelerated at some point between 6Myr and 8.2 Myr. From
the outer shell growth curve in the right panel of Figure 6.1, we can see that this
acceleration has indeed occurred, only not for the full 2.2 Myr. Instead, the shell
continued to expand at an accelerating rate for next 1 Myr, likely due to the influ-
ence of the most energetic ejecta (from the last nova outbursts), before the growth
slows down.
A similar trend is evident in the evolution of the shells average velocity before and
after donor depletion (see Figure 6.2). As detailed in Section § 4.7, the outer edge
of the remnant shell in Run 12 remains below 10 km s−1 during the full simula-
tion, however the increasing velocity of the inner edge as a result of more frequent
collisions into the ejecta pile-up region, drives up the average velocity of the shell
for the last 1 Myr. Then, as with the remnant’s expansion, the velocity of the shell
continues to increase to a peak of ∼8 km s−1 after 800,000 years, before decreasing
for the next ∼1.4 Myr.
As for the whole structure, we see in the bottom left panel of Figure 6.1 that the
velocity of the remnant between ∼2−30 pc becomes extremely low at the shown
epoch, owing to the complete disappearance of the ejecta pile-up region. There is
material between ∼35−40 pc moving at a faster relative velocity of ∼3 − 8 km s−1
however this is simply the residuals of the fast moving ejecta pile-up region slowing
as expansion takes place. A considerable fall in the pressure of pile-up region is seen
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shell after donor depletion
cool shell n = 1 cm−3
Figure 6.2: The evolution of the shell’s average velocity from the reference simula-
tion with radiative cooling (Run 12) and the continuation for the post-nova scenario
of a depleted donor.
as it grows in size without a fresh supply of material from incoming nova eruptions
(see top right panel of Figure 6.1). The pressure in the remnant shell also drops at
this epoch, however still retains pressures approximately double those seen in the
ejecta pile-up as a result of the very high density shell. Moreover, as the outbursts
from the nova system have ceased at this stage of the remnant’s evolution, the pile-
up region (making up the considerable radial size) begins to cool down allowing
recombination (see bottom right panel of Figure 6.1).
The spike we see close to the origin in the density, velocity and temperature panels of
Figure 6.1 can be attributed to the artificial wind simulated from the central system.
Due to collisions within the ejecta pile-up region, somematerial from this region will
pass into the preceding cavity where the artificial red giant wind shocks the remains
of the last eruptions. Consequently, we would not expect to see this component in a
real nova super-remnant structure where the donor would no longer be radiating a
wind.
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∼ 364,000 yr post-depletion
∼ 729,000 yr post-depletion
∼ 1,100,000 yr post-depletion
∼ 1,500,000 yr post-depletion
∼ 1,800,000 yr post-depletion
∼ 2,200,000 yr post-depletion
124 meV NIR 1.24 eV Optical/NUV 124 eV EUV 1.24 keV Soft X-ray 124 keV Hard X-ray
Figure 6.3: Emission measure ordered by temperature for the reference simula-
tion with radiative cooling (Run 12) at various epochs following the depletion of the
donor. The two grey lines show the upper (64 keV) and lower (0.008 keV) tempera-
ture limit of the APEC model and the two black dashed lines show the upper (68.4
keV) and lower (0.0808 keV) temperature limit of the VAPEC model.
6.1.2 X-ray luminosity of remnant after donor depletion
The evolution of emission measure, shown in Figure 6.3, can be used to inform us
about the evolution of X-ray emission from the nova super-remnant after the deple-
tion of the donor. After the nova eruptions have ceased, and the final ejecta has
travelled through the ejecta pile-up, the total X-ray emission from the NSR will
begin to decrease as the majority of X-rays previously emanated from the shocks
within this region. This is evident in Figure 6.3 with both the decreasing emission
measure across the full energy range and the high energy tails that progressively
move to lower energies.
In Figure 6.4, we provide the X-ray luminosity radial profile of the reference sim-
ulation with radiative cooling approximately 3000 years following the depletion of
the donor1. The X-ray luminosity of the cavity and most of the ejecta pile-up re-
gion, up to ∼20 pc, falls below 1 × 1024 erg s−1, comparable with the luminosity of
the reference simulation without radiative cooling (see Figure 5.9). The luminosity
1This time was chosen in order to compare levels of X-ray emission following the donor depletion
scenario with those levels from the impact of SNIa ejecta with the remnant, presented in Section
§ 6.2.2.
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Figure 6.4: The X-ray luminosity radial profile of the reference simulation NSR
with radiative cooling (Run 12)∼3000 years after the donor has been depleted. The
time period coincides with the amount of time before ejecta from a SNIa (presented
in Section § 6.2.2) impacts the remnant shell, for comparative purposes. The faint
line is the density profile of the NSR at the same epoch.
then rises sharply at the inner edge of the dense remnant shell as the residual out-
bursts from the now-extinct nova reach and ionise the material there. Even though
the X-ray emission from this region is approximately 105 times greater than any
other region of the NSR, an X-ray luminosity of 1 × 1029 erg s−1 remains very low
with respect to detectability at the distance of M31 (see, for example, Figure 5.19).
Furthermore, as no more energy is being supplied by the underlying system, we
would not expect for this non-detectability status to change for the rest of the donor
depletion scenario, in accordance with the evolution of emission measure given in
Figure 6.3.
6.2 SNIa explosion within the NSR
As described in Section § 1.4.1 and Section § 4.1, the accreting WD in a RN sys-
tem can grow to the Chandrasekhar limit and detonate as a SNIa. If this stellar
explosion takes place within the created NSR, we will have firm evidence of the un-
derlying progenitor system (Darnley, 2021). In this section, we will simulate how
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the ejecta from a SNIa interacts with the pre-existing NSR, how its structure is then
affected and the likelihood of detecting emission from this interaction.
As we did for the donor depletion scenario in Section § 6.1, to model a SNIa exploding
at the centre of a formed NSR, we will use the final epoch of our reference simulation
with radiative cooling (Run 12) as a starting point for the simulation. To recreate
the explosion, we wish to know the mass ejected as well as the velocity of the ejecta
to feed into the simulation. Taking the Chandrasekhar mass to be 1.4 M = 2.77×
1030 kg and the total kinetic energy from a SNIa to be 1 FOE = 1× 1051 erg (see, for
example, Prentice et al., 2018), the velocity of the ejecta is calculated to be ∼8500
km s−1. As we would be running this simulation at a resolution of 100 AU/cell and
the time taken for the ejecta to cross a cell at ∼8500 km s−1 is ∼20 days, we set the
length of the SNIa explosion to be 1 day ( 20 days). Therefore, we blew a wind for
one day with a velocity of v = 8500 km s−1 and mass loss rate of Ṁ∼ 511 M yr−1
to model a single mass ejection, acting as a supernova explosion.
6.2.1 Dynamical evolution of remnant after SNIa
The results of a SNIa exploding at the centre of a formed remnant is shown in Fig-
ure 6.5 at various epochs following the event. As the cavity region for the reference
NSRwith radiative cooling extends to approximately 3.5 pc (see orange dotted line in
Figure 6.5) and is completely devoid of any material (including hydrogen), the freely
expanding bulk ejecta travelling at ∼8500 km s−1 would have nothing to interact
with and so would traverse this radial distance in∼400 years. Once this boundary is
reached, the high density SNIa ejecta collides with the inner edge of the ejecta pile-
up region and sweeps upmaterial, leaving a much lower density (< 1×10−32 g cm−3)
cavity in its wake. This high density spike from the SN ejecta then continues to push
through the pile-up region for the next∼2500 years (see light grey line in the top left
panel of Figure 6.5), falling in density as it does so. Additionally, it drives the for-
mation of a forward shock, consisting of a trough behind a crest that is continuously
increasing in density.
After∼2800 years, the high density spike (and crest feature in front) moving through
the relatively low density pile-up region meets the inner edge of the NSR shell. This
inner edge is 104 times more dense than the SN ejecta spike and so the spike effec-
tively hits a wall and ‘squeezes’ the forward shock in-between, before ‘bouncing off’
and creating a reverse shock through the ejecta pile-up region. Due to the simula-
tion having low resolution and lacking the incorporation of relativistic physics, this
reverse shock is superluminal. However, as all material within the remnant has
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Figure 6.6: Left: The evolution of the NSR shell within the reference simulation
with radiative cooling (Run 12) as previously given in Figure 4.30. Right: The
evolution of the NSR shell from the reference simulation with radiative cooling
(Run 12) at various epochs following the SNIa supernova and the consequent impact
of the ejecta.
been ionised from the SNIa ejecta up to the inner edge of the shell at this point, a
shock wave with velocities greater than the speed of light is considered not impor-
tant here and so can be ignored (S. Kobayashi, private communication).
Focussing on the remnant shell during the post-supernova phase of the simulation
reveals the impact of the explosion in more detail (see Figure 6.6). For the first
∼2400 years following the SNIa, the remnant shell experiences very little change
from how it was structured at the epoch of Prec = 50 days (see black line in left
panel of Figure 6.6 compared to the epochs of 486−2429 years in the right panel of
Figure 6.6), as the SN ejecta has not yet reached this region of the fully formed NSR.
However, the epochs shown beyond this ∼2400 years do exhibit a much different
form, as the forward shock from the SN ejecta plowing through the pile-up region
finally crashes into remnant shell after ∼2800 years. Beyond this epoch, we see
the influence of the SNIa ejecta impact through a compression of the shell from
approximately 0.8% of the remnant’s radial size at 2429 years to ∼0.6% by 3400
years, leading to a ×5 increase in density at the inner edge. But how does the SN
ejecta impacting the NSR affect observability?
6.2.2 X-ray luminosity evolution of remnant after SNIa
Wehave shown in Section § 6.2.1 how thematerial ejected from aSNIa influences the
structure of the whole NSR. Now we will predict observables of this interaction in
the form of X-ray emission. In Figure 6.7, we present the evolution of X-ray emission
from the whole nova super-remnant for the first ∼3900 years following the SNIa.
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of the X-ray luminosity of the reference simulation NSR with
radiative cooling (Run 12) after experiencing a SNIa. As in Figure 5.19, soft X-rays
are red, hard X-rays are blue, the total X-ray luminosity is black and the dashed line
indicates the 3σ upper limit from XMM-Newton observations of the NSR surround-
ingM31N 2008-12a for reference. The vertical lines indicate the epochs designated
as the rise (2000 yr) and the ejecta impact with the NSR shell (∼2800 yr).
As in Figure 5.19, we have provided the evolution of the soft (0.3−1 keV), hard (1−10
keV) and total (0.3−10 keV) X-ray luminosity. Here, we will simply focus on the total
X-ray luminosity. The luminosity of the remnant at the time of the SNIa, located at
0 years in Figure 6.7, is 8×1029 erg s−1 and remains relatively stable for the first 400
years2. As discussed earlier, the ejecta from the SNIa will take approximately 400
years to freely expand across the very low density cavity before reaching the ejecta
pile-up region. It is this collision between the ballistic SN ejecta and the inner edge
of the pile-up region that triggers the initial increase in X-ray luminosity.
The next ∼2300 years sees the luminosity continuously increase as more and more
material within the pile-up region is swept up into the progressing forward shock,
rising from 8× 1029 erg s−1 at ∼400 years to 2× 1033 erg s−1 after ∼2700 years. For
this rising phase, we have predicted the X-ray luminosity for the whole remnant
2Though similar to the total X-ray luminosity of the remnant at the end of its evolution in Fig-
ure 5.19, note that here we are using the reference simulation with radiative cooling as the starting
point for this simulation, whereas Figure 5.19 focusses on the reference simulation without cooling.




























































































































































Figure 6.8: The X-ray luminosity radial profile of the reference simulation NSR
with radiative cooling (Run 12) 2000 years after the SN alongside the dynamics of
the nova remnant at the same epoch. We have focussed on the remnant from 15
parsecs to the remnant shell to view the X-ray luminosity in more detail. The faint
line in the top left panel is the density radial profile for Run 12 within this region.
at 2000 years (chosen arbitrarily) in order to see how the total X-ray luminosity of
8× 1031 erg s−1 at this stage is configured across the radial size of the NSR, shown
in Figure 6.8. There are two major regions of X-ray emission. As seen previously
in Section § 6.1.2, we have a large amount of X-ray emission (1× 1029 erg s−1) from
the inner edge of the formed remnant shell as later nova ejecta interact and ionise
this region. The more luminous region during this epoch, however, traces the front
of the SN ejecta spike travelling through the pile-up region at approximately 17.5
parsecs. Here, the X-ray emission is 1× 1030 erg s−1, and so will dominate the total
X-ray luminosity of the NSR at this epoch of 2000 years and likely to be dominate
during this whole rising phase.
Following this steady rise, we see the first significant jump in X-ray emission up to
2× 1035 erg s−1 as the front of the forward shock collides with the high density NSR
shell (see Figure 6.5). This, however, pales in comparison to the total X-ray lumi-
nosity of the remnant seen when the bulk SNIa ejecta, responsible for creating the
forward shock, collides with the inner edge of the shell. At this stage, approximately
2800 years after the supernova at the centre of the nova super-remnant (indicated
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Figure 6.9: The X-ray luminosity radial profile of the reference simulation NSR
with radiative cooling (Run 12) ∼2800 years after the supernova has taken place.
This is the amount of time taken for the SNIa ejecta to reach and impact the inner
edge of the remnant shell. We have focussed exclusively on the remnant shell here
and the faint line is the density radial profile of the remnant shell for Run 12.
with a vertical line in Figure 6.7), and over the course of only a century, the X-ray
emission from the remnant hits a peak of 3 × 1038 erg s−1, over a billion times the
luminosity of the fully formed remnant at the point of the SNIa explosion.
The radial profile of the total X-ray luminosity for this impact epoch is shown in
Figure 6.9. We have focussed solely on the remnant shell as the X-ray emission from
other regions of the remnant after 2800 years is completely negligible in comparison
to the vast amount of X-rays emanating from the SN ejecta−NSR shell collision.
An incredibly bright X-ray spike is seen as the bulk SN ejecta finally crashes into
the high density remnant shell, peaking at 1 × 1038 erg s−1 and accounts for the
majority of total X-ray luminosity of the structure at this stage. A synthetic X-
ray spectrum at the point of peak luminosity from the impact of the SNIa ejecta
with the shell is shown in Figure 6.10, the emission shifting upwards by a factor
of ∼108 from the spectra provided for the reference simulation without radiative
cooling (see Figure 5.10). A number of the line fluxes at the lower energy range reach
∼6 × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 and so would be detectable with current X-ray missions
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Figure 6.11: Synthetic sky image of the X-ray luminosity radial profile of the ref-
erence simulation NSR with radiative cooling (Run 12) ∼2800 years after the su-
pernova has taken place. This is the amount of time taken for the SNIa ejecta to
reach and impact the inner edge of the remnant shell.
such as Swift34 if the remnant was located in M31. Intriguingly, if we take the
peak X-ray luminosity as 1 × 1038 erg s−1 and place the NSR at the distance of a
Galactic RNe such as RS Ophuichi (1.4 kpc), we estimate an X-ray flux of ∼4.26 ×
10−7 erg cm−2 s−1, at the upper end of the XRT’s sensitivity limit on Swift (the upper
end of the brightness that Swift can observe). Finally, by converting the spike in X-
ray luminosity at the collision site of the SN ejecta and the inner edge of the remnant
shell, as shown in Figure 6.11, we can get an insight into how this emission would
appear on the sky in the X-ray regime.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have explored the two scenarios of a post-nova system. One
of these looks at the evolution of the NSR after the companion star has depleted
all donatable material. The other focusses on the much more eventful situation,
whereby the WD in the system reaches the Chandrasekhar limit and detonates as




1. The nova super-remnant surrounding an extinct recurrent nova (a system in
which the companion depletes all donatable material), will continue to grow
from residuals of the final outbursts.
2. The X-ray emission from this post-depletion remnant will continue to be con-
centrated at the inner edge of the shell, but then will precede to fall away due
to the absence of nova eruptions.
3. The bulk ejecta from a type Ia supernova explosion at the centre of a nova
super-remnant firstly collides with and sweeps up the pile-up region, before
crashing into the remnant shell around 3000 years later.
4. The X-ray luminosity of this collision easily surpasses the detection limit of the
Swift satellite, whether the NSR was located in the Galaxy or at the distance
of M31, providing a key observational signature for detecting this interaction,
and thus providing unequivocal evidence for the single-degenerate progenitor
responsible for the SNIa.
Chapter 7
Summary, Future Work and
Recent Developments
7.1 Summary
My thesis is made up of three distinct projects. One of these is a thorough observa-
tional campaign of an individual nova system in NGC6822, outlined in Chapter 2.
The second project, presented in Chapter 3, is a contribution towards a larger study
of the nova super-remnant surrounding the rapidly recurring nova, M31N 2008-
12a. The last project follows on from the second, using a large series of hydrody-
namical simulations to recreate nova super-remnants (during the nova’s evolution
and beyond) and explore the growth, structure and observability within a particu-
lar parameter space, presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. I will now
provide a brief summary of each chapter.
7.1.1 AT2017fvz - an extragalactic classical nova
The nova, AT2017fvz was discovered on 2 August 2017 in the Local Group irregular
dwarf galaxy NGC6822. We utilised LT, ATLAS, KAIT, ASAS-SN and Swift to de-
termine photometric evolution, the LT for spectroscopic characterisation and Swift
for X-ray observational follow-up.
From the photometry, we found that AT2017fvz is a ‘very fast’ fading nova (falling 2
magnitudes from peak in only 8 days) and shows evidence of a plateau in the optical
light curve between 25 − 45 days post-peak, indicating the presence of a surviving
or re-formed accretion disk. Spectroscopy revealed that the nova belongs to the
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Fe ii spectroscopic class and exhibited relatively high ejecta velocities of 2430kms−1
approximately 8 days after outburst. X-rays were not detected 38 − 388 days post-
eruption, indicating that the SSS phase occurred before this observation period, was
hidden by the ejecta or that the X-rays were too faint to detect. During a search for
a progenitor system, a source near to the location of the nova was found in archival
HST images, however further analysis deemed this to be an unassociated O-star.
In conclusion, owing to the low luminosity (MV = −7.45 ± 0.07) and rapid decline
(t2(V ) = 8.1 ± 0.2d), AT2017fvz may belong to the ‘faint and fast’ class of novae. In
addition to these characteristics, the light curve plateau and potentially short SSS
phase, may point towards AT2017fvz being a recurrent nova.
7.1.2 Photoionisation analysis of M31N 2008-12a NSR
The rapidly recurring nova, M31N 2008-12a, is surrounded by a vast remnant, over
100 parsecs across. Whilst spatially coincident with 12a, this structure was poten-
tially created from another astrophysical mechanism. In other work, outside of this
thesis, the remnant was determined to not be (i) a supernova remnant due to a lack
of significant X-ray emission and absence of particular oxygen emission lines in the
spectra, nor (ii) a superbubble through an absence of a detectable OB star.
In this work, we carried out Strömgren sphere analysis using the known param-
eters of the 12a system alongside varying densities of the surrounding ISM. With
constraints on the ISM density from observations, we concluded that the remnant
surrounding 12a cannot have been grown through photoionisation alone (therefore
is not a Strömgren sphere), and that many past nova eruptions would be required
to grow the nova super-remnant dynamically to its current size.
7.1.3 Simulations of NSRs
The nova super-remnant associated with M31N 2008-12a is the only example we
have. However, as its existence is a predominantly the result of frequently recurring
nova outbursts, then other recurrent nova systemswithmassiveWDs and highmass
accretion rates could also be surrounded by a vast remnant such as this.
To explore the dependence of a number of nova system parameters (mass accre-
tion rate, initial WD mass, WD temperature) as well as ISM density on the NSR
growth and structure, we conducted a large number of hydrodynamical simulations,
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with and without radiative cooling. Furthermore, these NSRs were simulated us-
ing eruptions with shortening inter-eruption times, increasing ejecta velocities and
decreasing mass ejecta, to replicate a more realistic nova system as it approaches
the Chandrasekhar limit.
Each simulation produced a nova super-remnant with a low density cavity region
enclosed with a hot ejecta pile-up region and flanked by a cold high density remnant
shell, which grew with a power law dependence. We found that the higher density
the ISM environment, the smaller the final remnant. Similarly, a highermass accre-
tion rate within the underlying system leads to a smaller NSR. On the other hand,
the temperature and initial mass of the WD was found to have a smaller influence
on the NSR evolution. The incorporation of radiative cooling, further mimicking a
true system, led to smaller remnants that were enclosed with thinner high density
shells.
Crucially, we found that the simulation that mostly resembled the characteristics
of the 12a system, with radiative cooling, did not replicate the nova super-remnant
seen with observations.
7.1.4 Searching for NSRs
The purpose of simulating nova super-remnants, each with varying underlying sys-
tem parameters, revolved around their use in making predictions of the potential
sizes and emission characteristics of these vast shells. These predicted observables
could then be used to guide searches to identify more Galactic (and extragalactic)
examples.
From simulations, we were able to find a relation between the radial size of a poten-
tial remnant and the evolutionary time, including dependencies on both the density
of the local ISM and the accretion rate within the nova system. A preliminary ver-
sion of this relationship was utilised to predict the radial sizes of possible NSRs
associated with the ten Galactic recurrent novae. The first ever search for these
structures was then initiated with the Liverpool Telescope looking around six of the
ten Galactic RNe, namely U Sco, V3890 Sgr, T CrB, V2487 Oph, RS Oph and CI Aql.
Many characteristics of the nova super-remnant from the reference simulation, at
the epoch when Prec = 1 year, were found to generate possible observables. These
included the ionisation fraction of the whole remnant and the emission measure,
leading to predictions of the recombination times across the radial size of the NSR
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and finally the production of synthetic X-ray spectra. We then furthered these pre-
dictions through applying the analysis to the full evolution of the reference simula-
tion. This evolutionary plot could possibly be used to inform us of the total X-ray
luminosity of a potential NSR from the system’s recurrence period.
A parameter space (comprised of mass accretion rate and ISM density) populated
with contour solutions of the NSR radial size equation revealed combinations of
these two parameters that would result in a remnant with the radial size of that
observed around M31N 2008-12a. Predicted photoionisation regions created by the
nova eruptions, emission from the accretion disk and shocks showed a lack of in-
fluence over the size and structure of the remnant, however the structure of the
observed NSR was replicated with synthetic sky images.
7.1.5 Post-nova evolution of NSRs
RN systems will eventually reach a point whereby outbursts cease to occur, stem-
ming from the companion no longer supplying material for the WD to accrete, or the
WD itself hitting the Chandrasekhar mass and being ripped apart in a SNIa event.
Each eventuality will have a very different impact on the already formed remnant.
The remnant in the depleted donor scenario will simply continue to expand into the
surroundings, with the shell sweeping up material and leaving an extremely low
density cavity, until it no longer has sufficient kinetic energy to grow any further.
The SNIa scenario, on the other hand, has an enormous part to play in the evolution
of the nova super-remnant. Ejecta from the SN ploughs its way through the whole
NSR structure, including the pile-up region, until it collides with the high density
remnant shell and emits a huge amount of X-rays. At this stage, a few thousand
years after the SNIa, we would be able to observe a bright X-ray band at the inner
edge of the shell, within the range of X-ray satellites such as Swift.
7.2 Future Work
Ultimately, as shown in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, it is clear that the total kinetic
energy fromH-flashes alone in the first simulations of 12a cannot grow a NSR to the
observed size. Other factors must play a role, such as highly energetic He-flashes
placed throughout the evolution as well as the interaction between nova ejecta and
components of the nova system (accretion disk and donor star). Predictions I have
made from a growingWDmodel about the size of NSRs around Galactic RNe will be
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valid. However, including more RN features in the models will help the simulations
better mimic the shells, clearly improving targeted searches. As done previously,
from these more realistic shells, I would then be able to calculate emission charac-
teristics of different parts of the NSR to aid in multi-wavelength observations.
7.2.1 Simulations
Running hydrodynamical simulations of identical H-flashes produced from a non-
growingWD, as in Darnley et al. (2019a), was used as a proof of concept. However, a
true RNWD does grow in mass. This was addressed in Chapter 4, with simulations
of increasingly frequent non-identical H-flashes from a growing WD, with less mass
ejected at higher velocities. Unquestionably though, as precision of the predicted
shell size and emission are vital for a targeted search, a more realistic representa-
tion of a RN, and therefore NSR, is absolutely required. What key additional factors
could be addressed in future work?
7.2.1.1 Helium flashes
IncorporatingHe-flashes would have a dramatic effect. This would begin with a high
amount ofmass being ejected for the first∼100 He flashes until the degeneracy of the
He layer is reduced by the increase in WD temperature, leading to milder eruptions
with no mass loss at all (Hillman et al., 2016). Crucially, as discussed in Chapter 4,
the high mass ejecta from these early eruptions would heavily influence the shaping
of the final nova super-remnant.
7.2.1.2 Donor and disk interaction
Evidently, the WD’s accretion disk is disrupted by nova eruptions as well as ejecta
interaction with the donor’s outer layers, all leading to further mass loss from the
system (Figueira et al., 2018). Further, high mass loss from the system correlates
with increased ejecta mass but only if there is significant disk disruption, whereas
the increasing ejecta velocity plays a role in increased mass loss regardless of disk-
interaction (Figueira et al., 2018). Integrating these feedback features into our
simulations will change the growing structure of the NSR towards a more physi-
cal model.
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7.2.1.3 Varying the mass accretion rate
Throughout the large suite of simulations, we altered the mass accretion rate of the
system between individual runs, however this remained constant within the simu-
lation. As a true nova system would experience a dynamic mass accretion rate, we
did consider for the first time a change of accretion rate within the same simula-
tion in Section § 4.9.4. However, this was only a first order approximation, abruptly
jumping from one rate to a higher rate in an unphysical way, therefore in future
studies we could alter this in a smoother way. Furthermore, the ejecta character-
istics determined from this smoothly changing accretion rate, such as the velocity
and mass loss, could also be generated with a Maxwellian distribution, instead of
the single bulk ejecta for each eruptions we currently use.
7.2.1.4 ISM density gradient
From the sole example of this phenomenon described extensively throughout this
thesis, we see that the sweeping up of local ISM in M31N 2008-12a’s NSR is inho-
mogeneous, with the remnant beingmore elliptical than spherical. This is possibly a
manifestation of the underlying system however we could test the shaping influence
of the surrounding ISM by implementing a density gradient within our simulations.
7.2.2 Observables
It has already been successfully demonstrated that these shell-nebulosities can be
observed with high spatial resolution extragalactically, using HST narrow band
F675N (Hα + [N ii]) imaging (see bottom right panel of Fig 1.9, Darnley et al. 2019a).
However, before our pilot studies presented in Section § 5.4 (which are still ongoing
during the writing of this thesis), a Galactic or extragalactic search for these struc-
tures had never been carried out.
7.2.2.1 Galactic search continuation
Guided by radius and luminosity predictions from more precise simulations (and
more accurate ISM density estimates), I could observe the surroundings of the ten
Galactic RNe, including the six previously observed (see Section § 5.4). At the time
of writing, we have acquired observations of the surroundings of T Coronae Borealis
(see Section § 7.3), Cl Aquilae and RS Ophuichi. We have recently begun to reduce
the data but have not yet had sufficient time to analyse the images.
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After remnants are observed with deep Hα imaging from ground based facilities
such as the Liverpool Telescope (Darnley et al., 2015a, 2019a), novel observations
of the finer structures of the NSR with space based telescopes would prove to be
extremely fruitful. HST high-spatial resolution narrow-band imaging would con-
strain the density profiles of the NSR, for comparison with models, as well as shock
fronts (Darnley et al., 2019a). Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5.1, the predicted
Galactic RNe NSRs are much larger than the field of the view of the Liverpool Tele-
scope, therefore utilising facilities with large field of views for future searches would
be beneficial.
7.2.2.2 Extragalactic search
I could also investigate extragalactic hosts such as M31, M33 and the LMC. Util-
ising archival narrow-band imaging, I would search the surrounding vicinities of
known novae in these galaxies before scouring the observations for NSRs with previ-
ously unknown associated novae. As doneGalactically, this would encourage further
HST proposals to pin down density profiles of the shells, therefore constraining the
number of RN systems with an associated NSR and quantifying their contribution
to the SNeIa rate of that host.
7.2.2.3 Predicting X-ray observations using XSPEC
No significant X-ray emission was found coming fromM31N 2008-12a’s NSR (Darn-
ley et al., 2019a), however the distance to M31 likely plays a significant role. On the
other hand, in nearer Galactic examples, we would expect X-ray emission from the
colliding shells, similar to that seen in the Galactic RN RS Ophiuchi (Bode et al.,
2007), within the ejecta pile-up region, as well as the inner edge of the shell, as
temperatures here can reach over ∼109 K alongside non-negligible densities (for
example, see Figure 4.14). Furthermore, we illustrated in Section § 5.7.2 that sys-
tems with higher mass WDs will exhibit X-ray luminosities of ∼1031 erg s−1 (see
Figure 5.19). Hence the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory is potentially an excellent
facility to look for this X-ray emission for the first time, with the larger collecting
areas of the Chandra X-ray Observatory and XMM-Newton also well placed for this
novel search.
Additionally, the X-ray spectral fitting package XSPEC, utilised in Section 5.6.2, has
an ability to generate simulated X-ray spectra based upon differentmissions. There-
fore, the output from our more precise simulations could be fed into this mode to aid
the search for NSR X-ray emission with the above mentioned facilities.
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7.2.2.4 Infrared emission from NSRs
As mentioned in Section § 5.7.2, Darnley et al. (2019a) illustrated through extrapo-
lating simulated emission peaks to the age of 12a’s NSR, that these structures will
predominantly emit in the mid infrared region around 12-13 µm. This was rein-
forced in this thesis from simulations of a growing WD with non-identical eruptions
which shows how the peak emission from the evolving NSR remains with this in-
frared regime (see right panel of Figure 5.16). These emission observables would
be able to control our search efforts supporting the use of the upcoming JWST in
observing NSRs when it is launched.
7.3 Observations around T Coronae Borealis
In Chapter 5, we outlined a pilot study to search for evidence of NSR’s around six
Galactic RNe and the successful acquisition of observing time with the Liverpool
Telescope. This campaign is still underway at the time of writing this thesis, how-
ever we do have our first observations of the two overlapping fields surrounding T
Coronae Borealis specified in Figure 5.1, which we provide in Figure 7.1 (note that
neither image contains T Coronae Borealis).
7.4 Apossible super-remnant surroundingRSOphuichi?
My whole thesis (except for the observational campaign of the nova AT2017fvz in
Chapter 2, which is a stand-alone piece of nova research) has revolved around the
nova super-remnant phenomenon. I first begun by introducing the vast structure,
dubbed a nova super-remnant, uniquely surrounding the most rapidly recurring
nova, M31N 2008-12a.
Next, I ran a large series of hydrodynamical simulations in order to determine how
growth and structure of these nebulosities is affected by the characteristics of the
underlying nova system. This modelling led to a semi-analytical predictive tool used
to find more examples of these remnants to illustrate that the M31N 2008-12a NSR
is not unique, and is the first of it’s kind to be found.
Intriguingly, through determining the general size of these structures, we made a
discovery of a potential nova super-remnant around the Galactic recurrent nova,
RS Ophuichi, separate from the pilot study with the Liverpool Telescope. Instead,
our estimate of the size of the NSR surrounding RS Ophuichi led to a cavity being
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Figure 7.1: Top: Two overlapping Liverpool Telescope Hα fields of the surround-
ings of the Galactic recurrent nova, T Coronae Borealis, used in an attempt to find
evidence of an associated NSR. These two fields were illustrated in Figure 5.1 (note
that neither image contains T CrB). Each image is made up of 5× 720s stacked Hα
images. Bottom: Continuum-subtracted Hα images of the same two overlapping
fields.
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Figure 7.2: The possible nova super-remnant around the recurrent nova, RS
Ophuichi. Each image includes the location of the nova (red cross) and the pos-
sible cavity of the nova super-remnant outlined (by eye) with a white dashed el-
lipse to guide the reader. The LT fields (1) to (8) to be observed are indicated with
cyan boxes in the left image and a subset (1) to (5) are indicated with cyan boxes
in the right image. We have chosen to place the fields (1), (2), (3) and (5) along
the edge of the possible NSR overlapping the cavity and the surrounding sky, with
(2) and (5) containing the position of RS Ophuichi. The opposite end of the cavity
is then traced by (6), (7) and (8) in the same way, in the case of higher levels of
emission from potential jets from the underlying system. Field (4) is placed such
that it overlaps field (1) yet only covers the surrounding sky, away from the cavity,
for comparison purposes. Top: 3◦ × 3◦ IRIS field from IRAS (100 microns) of RS
Ophuichi surroundings. Bottom: 55′×40′ WISE field (12 microns) of RS Ophuichi
surroundings
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identified in archival infrared IRIS and WISE images that may possibly be another
nova super-remnant (see Figure 7.2). By eye, the structure has semi-major and -
minor axes of approximately ∼40′ and ∼12′, with an inclination of 140◦ (outlined in
Figure 7.2).
Similar to the pilot study described in Section § 5.4, the possible nova super-remnant
surrounding RS Ophuichi covers a larger portion of the sky than can be observed
with the Liverpool Telescope. Therefore we selected a number of fields that trace
the boundary of the potential remnant to investigate with the Liverpool Telescope
and have shown these on the images in Figure 7.2, from which this phenomenon
was first identified. As before, we proposed to obtain deep Hα images of regions
surrounding RS Ophuichi, tracing the evident cavity to detect the associated NSR.
If confirmed as another example of a nova super-remnant, this time associated with
RSOphuichi, wewill have crucial evidence to show that theNSR surroundingM31N
2008-12a is not unique. This will validate the modelling being carried out for un-
derstanding the key parameters involved in shaping NSR and will allow us to refine
our models further, to search for more in future observations. Although remnants
from single eruptions have been recovered around a number of Galactic novae, no
Galactic (or indeed other) NSRs have ever been observed. Establishing that the
vast cavity surrounding RS Ophuichi is another nova super-remnant will confirm
the NSR–RN association.
7.5 The Big Picture
Through the retention of material during outburst, white dwarfs in recurrent nova
systems can grow to the Chandrasekhar limit and explode as SNIa. The theoretical
study of the NSR surrounding M31N 2008-12a, alongside the thorough investiga-
tion of evolving NSRs in this work, have shown that the ejecta from increasingly
frequent eruptions from the WD approaching MCh will sweep up and remove nearly
all of the local material. As a result, when the WD detonates as a SNIa, there will
be no hydrogen evident in the spectra as it is all over tens of parsecs away from the
event in the form of a NSR shell.
The recovery of even one more NSR (either from the current Liverpool Telescope
observing campaigns or the promising cavity surrounding RS Ophuichi) will prove
that the 12a system is not unique and so confirm the NSR-RN association, and thus
strengthen the connection between novae and SNeIa. Moreover, the recovery of a
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whole collection of these vast shells would suggest prevalence, and allow a system-
atic study into how the characteristics of the underlying nova system affects their
growth as well as constraining the number of RN with NSRs. With novae being the
brightest of all the SNIa progenitors, population studies can be carried out of these
phenomena to extragalactic hosts to correlate environmental effects such as star
formation and metallicity with SNIa sub-classes. Ultimately, a solid understanding
of RN, through the study of NSRs, will improve our knowledge of SNeIa origins and
further their reputation in cosmological research.
Appendix A
Hydrodynamics Derivations
A.1 Fluid flow equations
In Section § 1.5.1, we discussed solving the fluid flow equations numerically. Here
we will outline the origin of these equations and derive them using Shore (1992),
Anderson (2009) and Vaytet (2009) for guidance.
Firstly, we start by stating that an ideal fluid, one that is incompressible and has
zero viscosity, is governed by the continuity equation, the momentum equation and
the energy equation, each one representing a fundamental physical principle. The
continuity equation encompasses the idea that mass is conserved, the momentum
equation follows from Newton’s second law (F = ma) and the energy equation rep-
resents the principle that energy is conserved.
A.1.1 Continuity Equation
In order to derive these three fundamental equations, we will consider a control
volume V enclosed by a surface S. If the gas contained within the surface has a
density ρ, then the mass of the gas within the surface is simply
∫
ρdV . As we wish
formass to be conserved, the rate of change of themass containedwithin this surface
must also be equivalent to the rate of change of the mass flowing across the surface.
If the gas is flowing with a velocity u across the surface, then the mass of the gas
flowing across the boundary layers of the surface per unit time is represented by∫
ρu · dS. Here, dS represents the unit vector normal to the surface S. As we have
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ρ dV = −
∫
∇ · (ρu)dV.
If we consider that the volume is divided through by the control volume we get:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0.
Expanding this expression as follows:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ρ ∇ · u + u · ∇ρ = 0
⇒ ∂ρ
∂t
+ u · ∇ρ = −ρ ∇ · u




+ u · ∇
)
ρ = −ρ ∇ · u. (A.1)
A.1.2 Euler Equation
Next, we will derive the equation that represents conservation of momentum in fluid
dynamics. We start with Newton’s second law of motion:
F = ma,





where F represents the net forces on the fluid and the Lagrangian time derivative






+ (u · ∇). (A.3)
The quantity defined above (A.3) is the time rate of change following a moving fluid
element (Anderson, 2009). The local derivative, ∂/∂t, is the time rate of change at
a fixed point and the convective derivative, u · ∇, is the time rate of change brought
about by movement of the fluid element from one place to another in the flow field
(Anderson, 2009).
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As the total net forces on the fluid element, F, can be be split into two sources (body









where p is the pressure and stress acting on the surface (surface forces) and the
s term contains external (body) forces such as gravitational, electric and magnetic



















and finally writing the Lagrangian time derivative explicitly leads to the Euler





+ u · ∇
)
u +∇p = s. (A.4)
A.1.3 Energy Equation
Finally, we will derive the energy equation which describes the conservation of en-
ergy in fluid dynamics. We will begin by considering that in an ideal gas, the dissi-
pation of energy is ignored. As such, we have adiabatic motion of the fluid and so the
entropy, S, of any particle within the fluid is constant. In other words, the rate of
change of entropy of a particular fluid element is zero. Using the Lagrangian time
derivative (equation A.3) to illustrate this, we have:
∂S
∂t
+ u · ∇S = 0. (A.5)
The first law of thermodynamics:
∆U = Q−W,
where ∆U is the change in internal energy of a system, Q is the heat added to the
system andW is the work done by the system on its surroundings can be represented
in differential form:
dU = δQ− δW. (A.6)
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According to the second law of thermodynamics, an element of heat transferred, δQ,
is the product of the temperature of the system T (as well as the source and desti-
nation of the heat) and the system’s entropy, S, such that δQ = T dS. Additionally,
the work done, δW , on the system can be represented by p dv where v = 1/ρ is the
specific volume and p is the external pressure. We can now rewrite equation A.6 as:
T dS = dU + p dv = dU − p
ρ2
dρ,



























+ u · ∇ρ
)
,
allows us to simplify this statement by noting that the term in parentheses on the
left hand side of the equation is zero (from equation A.5) and the term in parentheses
on the right hand side of the equation is −ρ ∇ · u, from the continuity equation


























+ u · ∇
)
U = −p ∇ · u. (A.7)
A.1.4 Equation of state
Alongside the equations describing the fluid flow of a system, we also need to know
the state of the matter involved. The equation of state for an ideal gas is:
ε =
p
ρ(γ − 1) (A.8)
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where p is pressure, ρ is density and γ is the ratio of the specific heats. For a
monatomic gas, this ratio is γ = 5/3.
A.1.5 Shocks
If a local flow velocity within the fluid flow is travelling greater than the local sound







then this local region imparts a discontinuous change of properties to its surround-
ings, known as a shock. The speed of this local shock wave, u, can be represented
in terms of the local sound speed, cs, and the dimensionless quantity known as the




A.2 Solving the fluid flow equations with Morpheus
As mentioned in Section § 1.5.1, the equations of fluid flow (A.1, A.4 and A.7) are
solved numerically using a finite difference method. This method involves approxi-
mating the derivatives in the differential fluid flow equations using a Taylor series
expansion, to obtain a system of linear equations. These difference scheme equa-
tions are then solved at points nearby to the discretised points of the divided grid.
The asphere code (Vaytet et al., 2007b) within the Morpheus program divides one-
dimensional space up into a grid of cells (an Eulerian description) and treats the
interface between any two of these cells as a discontinuity between two separate
fluid states. Flux solutions at these cell boundaries are determined by solving the
Riemann problem (an individual one-dimensional discontinuity in a fluid) using the
Godunov (1959) scheme to second order and a finite difference scheme developed by
Falle (1991). Unlike the first order Godunov (1959) approach, which treats the prop-
erties of a cell as constant throughout the cell, a second-order Godunov scheme was
employed in asphere (Vaytet, 2009) as it improves the value of the interface quan-
tity. It does this by considering the fluid variables as having gradients across cell
boundaries (see Figure A.1) and in doing so, results in higher spatial and temporal
resolution (Vaytet, 2009).
Finally, the Morpheus program been used extensively before for studies such as that
conducted in this thesis. A singlemass ejection, in the form of a wind, was simulated
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Figure A.1: A schematic of the second order Godunov scheme taken from Vaytet
(2009). Here, q is a quantity, x is a spatial coordinate and ∆x is the width of a cell.
GlAV is the average of the two gradients between qn−1 and qn, and qn and qn+1. The
line GlAV is then used to find the value of ql at the cell edge. Likewise, the line
GrAV is used to find the value qr. The red lines illustrate what the cells n and n+ 1
appear to be to the flux across the interface at x = n ∆x.
to replicate the RSOph eruption in Vaytet et al. (2007b). In this work, the parameter
space of the simulations including the mass loss from the slow and fast wind, wind
velocity, wind phase duration, outburst energy and ejected mass were explored to
assess their impact on the end results (Vaytet et al., 2007b).
As described throughout this thesis, in a more recent study, Darnley et al. (2019a)
utilised Morpheus to model identical recurrent nova eruptions from M31N 2008-
12a to test the viability of many previous outbursts creating the surrounding NSR.
As Morpheus implements an Eulerian method of numerical modelling, this station-
ary linear grid is ideal for simulating multiple eruptions, unlike the Lagrangian
approach which would be more suited to following one eruption along a certain tra-
jectory. In conclusion, we know that this program is entirely suitable for modelling
the ejecta of non-identical recurrent nova eruptions within a wide parameter space,
in order to simulate a range of nova super-remnants.
Appendix B
Derivation of Strömgren sphere
In Section § 3.4 we explored the idea of the nova super-remnant surrounding M31N
2008-12a being a fossil H ii region by utilising the radius equation of a Strömgren
sphere. Here we will derive this equation.
We will assume that the region around an ionising source is (i) fully ionised, (ii)
exactly spherical, and (iii) composed of only hydrogen such that the number density
of protons (np) is equal to the number density of electrons (ne). The Strömgren radius
around the ionising source can be defined as the region where the recombination
rate is equal to the ionisation rate.
Firstly considering the recombination rate, NR, of all energy levels (n = 1 has been
omitted here because if an electron recombines directly to the ground state, a pho-






where Nn is the recombination rate of the n-th energy level given, with ne = np, as:
Nn = nenpβn(Te) = n
2
eβn(Te). (B.2)
Here βn(Te) is the recombination coefficient of the n-th energy level at a temperature,
Te (temperature of electrons in K), in a unitary volume. Substituting equation B.2
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where β2(Te) is the total recombination rate (Dyson & Williams, 1980):
β2(Te) ≈ 2× 10−16 × T−0.75e m3 s−1.
Letting n be the total number of protons (n = np + nH ), we can set ne = xn such
that x defines the degree of ionisation (0 ≤ x ≤ 1). The number density of neutral
hydrogen nH is then the difference such that nH = (1− x)n. The ionisation rate NI
in a particular instance is then:
NI = α0nHJ,
where α0 is the cross section and J is the ionising photon flux (number of ionising
photons per unit area per second). If we simply consider the geometrical effects on
J such that it is a function of radial distance r from the ionising source (with a flux
S?) then we have the following inverse square law:




As stated, the Strömgren radius (RS) is the bordering region where recombination
rate equals ionisation rate. This allows us to substitute the recombination rate















and since we know that the region contained within the sphere is fully ionised such












locations of the simulated NSRs
Throughout Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we make extension use of the radial growth
curves of our suite of simulated nova super-remnants. Additionally, we wanted to
know the exact boundary locations of our defined cavity, ejecta pile-up region, inner
edge and outer edge of the remnant’s shell. Here, I will outline the technique em-
ployed to find these boundaries from a simulation’s output including a schematic in
Figure C.1.
The outer edge of the NSR shell was defined from the density radial profile, working
backward from the furthest boundary of the simulation box (a in Figure C.1), to be
the point at which the density rose by a small fraction (for example, 10%) above the
surrounding ISM density (b). The inner edge was then similarly defined to be the
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Figure C.1: A schematic to illustrate the technique employed to determine the
boundary locations from the simulated nova super-remnants.
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point at which the density dropped by a small fraction (again as an example, 10%)
below the surrounding ISM density (c).
The ejecta pile-up boundary was determined from the pressure radial profile of the
simulations. Similar to finding the outer edge of the remnant, we worked backward
this time from the defined outer edge1 of the shell (d) and set the ejecta pile-up
boundary to be the point at which the pressure dropped by a small fraction (for
example, 10%), below the pressure of the shell’s outer edge (e).
Finally, the regions (as can be seen in Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4), were defined as fol-
lows: the nova super-remnant shell is the region between the defined inner and outer
edge of the shell; the ejecta pile-up region lies between the ejecta pile-up boundary
and the inner edge of the NSR shell, and the inner cavity is the zone between the
origin (the edge of the nova system’s Hill sphere) and the ejecta pile-up boundary.
1We could have worked backward from the defined inner edge however choosing the outer edge had
no impact on this.
Appendix D
Machines
In Chapter 4 we presented the suite of hydrodynamical simulations we ran of non-
identical recurrent nova eruptions and in Chapter 6 we presented simulations of
post-nova evolutionary scenarios. The simulations from both of these chapters were
ran on the following high performance computers:
Table D.1: The six machines used for running hydrodynamical simulations. Note
that COSMA is a small cluster of 10 identical machines.
Machine Cores RAM CPU
Storm 64 256 GB AMD Opteron 6380
Rogue 64 256 GB AMD Opteron 6380
Sinister 32 512 GB Xeon E5-2683 v4
Nova 6 64 GB Intel Core i7-8700K
Trouble 6 64 GB Intel Core i7-8700K




In Section § 4.2.4we described how a part of the Morpheus codewas altered to address
an issue with the timesteps within the simulations. Here we present the two pieces
of code that were altered in the extras file:
! write (*,*) ‘Timedata ’,old_n ,n,n+1,t, dt,tnrt(n),tnrt(n+1),t+dt
if (t+dt.gt.tnrt(n+1)) then
! write (*,*) ‘Overrun ’,n,n+1,t, dt,tnrt(n),tnrt(n+1),t+dt
dt=tnrt(n+1)-t
dt_old=dt











In Chapter 4 we presented the suite of hydrodynamical simulations we ran of non-
identical recurrent nova eruptions, each with varying system parameters. As it was
necessary in most instances to compare many of these simulations in one plot, we
set up the colour scheme given in Figure F.1 with feedback from Prof Phil James,
to maintain consistency throughout the thesis (as well as clarity, we hope!) These
colours are for the runswithout radiative cooling (see Section § 4.5) and for runswith
radiative cooling included (see Section § 4.6), we simply increased the transparency
of the lines.
1× 10−7 n = 1
1× 10−7 n = 10
1× 10−7 n = 100
1× 10−8 n = 1
1× 10−8 n = 10
1× 10−8 n = 100
1× 10−9 n = 1
1× 10−9 n = 10
1× 10−9 n = 100
1× 10−7 n = 1 0.8M
1× 10−7 n = 1 0.9M
1× 10−7 n = 1 1.1M
1× 10−7 n = 1 3× 107 K
1× 10−7 n = 1 5× 107 K
1× 10−7 n = 1 power law
1× 10−7 n = 10 power law
1× 10−7 n = 100 power law
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